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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 
0.1 Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of spatial, development plans is 

a requirement of the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) as set out in the 
amended Habitats Regulations (2007).  This report details the HRA 
Appropriate Assessment stage for Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough 
Council’s (RCT) Draft Local Development Plan (LDP).  It sets out the 
methods and findings and the conclusions of the Appropriate 
Assessment.  

 
0.2 The Appropriate Assessment concluded that the risk of a significant 

effect on the integrity of the Blaen Cynon SAC either alone or in-
combination was unlikely, when the proposed avoidance and 
mitigation measures have been taken into account.  Subject to final 
consultation and any significant changes to the proposals considered 
by the HRA, this plan will now proceed without further reference to the 
Habitats Regulations. 

 
0.3 This Appropriate Assessment is subject to consultation and advice from 

the statutory body the Countryside Council for Wales and other key 
stakeholders.  The Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) guidance notes 
that it is good practice to make information on HRA available to the 
public at each formal development plan consultation stage.  Therefore, 
in addition to the statutory consultation undertaken with CCW this 
report is being made available for the wider public to view. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 RCT is currently developing its LDP and is undertaking Habitats 

Regulations Assessment in line with the requirements set by the 
Conservation (Natural Habitats &c) (Amendment) Regulations 2007. 

 
1.2 This HRA report addresses the Appropriate Assessment stage of HRA 

which considers how the likely significant effects of the Deposit Draft 
Plan on the Blaen Cynon SAC identified through the first Screening 
stage of the HRA (Dec 2006), may affect site integrity. 

 
1.3 Habitats Regulations Assessment is also commonly referred to as 

Appropriate Assessment (AA) although the requirement for AA is first 
determined by an initial ‘screening’ stage undertaken as part of the full 
HRA.  This report addresses the Appropriate Assessment stage of the 
HRA; it outlines the key tasks undertaken and the key findings/ 
recommendations emerging from the assessment.  

 
Requirement for Habitats Regulations Assessment 

 
1.4 The European Directive (92/43/EEC) on the Conservation of Natural 

Habitats and Wild Flora and Fauna (the Habitats Directive) protects 
habitats and species of European nature conservation importance.  
The Habitats Directive establishes a network of internationally important 
sites designated for their ecological status.  These are referred to as 
Natura 2000 (N2K) sites or European Sites, and comprise Special Areas 
of Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs) [which are 
classified under the Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation 
of wild birds, the ‘Birds Directive’].  

 
1.5 Articles 6 (3) and 6 (4) of the Habitats Directive require AA to be 

undertaken on proposed plans or projects which are not necessary for 
the management of the site but which are likely to have a significant 
effect on one or more European sites either individually, or in 
combination with other plans and projects.1  In 2007, this requirement 
was transposed into UK law in Part IVA of the Habitats Regulations (The 
Conservation (Natural Habitats, & c.)(Amendment) (England and 
Wales) Regulations 2007). These regulations require the application of 
HRA to all land use plans.  Welsh Assembly Government guidance also 
requires that Ramsar sites (which support internationally important 
wetland habitats) and are listed under the Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance (Ramsar Convention 1971) are included 
within HRA/AA and that candidate SACs and proposed SPAs are 
treated as ‘designated’ sites in the context of HRA.  

                                                 
1 Determining whether an effect is ‘significant’ is undertaken in relation to the designated 
interest features and conservation objectives of the Natura 2000 sites. If an impact on any 
conservation objective is assessed as being adverse then it should be treated as significant.  
Where information is limited the precautionary principle applies and significant effects should 
be assumed until evidence exists to the contrary.  
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1.6 The purpose of HRA/AA is to assess the impacts of a land-use plan, in 

combination with the effects of other plans and projects, against the 
conservation objectives of a European Site and to ascertain whether it 
would adversely affect the integrity2 of that site.  Where significant 
negative effects are identified, alternative options or mitigation 
measures should be examined to avoid any potential damaging 
effects.  The scope of the HRA/AA is dependent on the location, size 
and significance of the proposed plan or project and the sensitivities 
and nature of the interest features of the European sites under 
consideration.  If it is not possible to avoid or remove the identified 
effects assessed as arising from the plan implementation, then [if the 
plan makers wish to proceed with the policies/ proposals as set] it must 
be demonstrated that there are Imperative Reasons of Overriding 
Public Interest (IROPI) to continue with the plan [(Article 6(4) of the 
Habitats Directive).  

 
Guidance for Habitats Regulations Assessment/Appropriate 
Assessment  
 

1.7 Draft guidance for HRA ‘The Assessment of Development Plans in 
Wales under the Provisions of the Habitats Regulations’, has been 
produced by WAG, (David Tyldesley and Associates, October 2006).  
The final WAG guidance is yet to be published, but is now expected to 
be available in 2009.3  A partnership of consultants4 has also prepared 
guidance (Appropriate Assessment of Plans, August 2007) to assist 
planning bodies in complying with the Habitats Directive. 
 

1.8 The methods and approach used for this Appropriate Assessment are 
based on the formal Welsh guidance currently available and 
emergent practice, which recommends that HRA is approached in 
three main stages – outlined in Table 1.  This report outlines the method 
and findings for stage 2 of the HRA process – the Appropriate 
Assessment.    

                                                 
2 Integrity is described as the sites’ coherence, ecological structure and function across the 
whole area that enables it to sustain the habitat, complex of habitats and/or levels of 
populations of species for which it was classified, (ODPM, 2005).  
3 Informal consultation with WAG has been undertaken to ascertain the nature and extent of 
any key changes to the Draft guidance in support of this HRA process (April, 2008).  
4 Scott Wilson, Levett-Therivel Sustainability Consultants, Treweek Environmental Consultants and 
Land Use Consultants (August, 2006). 
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Table 1 
 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Key Stages 
 

Stage 1 
 Identify international sites in and around the plan/ 

strategy area in search area/ buffer zone agreed with 
the Statutory Body the Countryside Council for Wales 
 Examine conservation objectives of the interest 

feature(s)(where available) 
 Review plan policies and proposals and consider 

potential effects on European sites (magnitude, 
duration, location, extent) 
 Examine other plans and programmes that could 

contribute to ‘in combination’ effects 

Screening for 
likely significant 
effect 
 
 
 
 

 If no effects likely – report no significant effect (taking 
advice from CCW as necessary). 
 If effects are judged likely or uncertainty exists – the 

precautionary principle applies proceed to stage 2 
Stage 2 

 Complete additional scoping work including the 
collation of further information on sites as necessary to 
evaluate impact in light of conservation objectives 
 Agree scope and method of AA with CCW 
 Consider how plan ‘in combination’ with other plans 

and programmes will interact when implemented (the 
Appropriate Assessment) 
 Consider how effect on integrity of site could be 

avoided by changes to plan and the consideration of 
alternatives 
 Develop mitigation measures (including timescale and 

mechanisms) 
 Report outcomes of AA including mitigation measures, 

consult with CCW and wider [public] stakeholders as 
necessary 
 If plan will not significantly effect European site 

proceed without further reference to Habitats Regs 

Appropriate 
Assessment 

 If effects or uncertainty  remain following the 
consideration of alternatives and development of 
mitigations proceed to stage 3 

Stage 3 
Procedures 
where 
significant 
effect on 
integrity of 
international 
site remains 

 Consider alternative solutions, delete from plan or 
modify 
 Consider if priority species/ habitats affected 
 Identify ‘imperative reasons of overriding public 

interest’ (IROPI) economic, social, environmental, 
human health, public safety 
 Notify Assembly Government 
 Develop and secure compensatory measures  
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Consultation  
 
1.9 The Habitats Regulations require the plan making/competent authority 

to consult the appropriate nature conservation statutory body the 
Countryside Council for Wales (CCW).  Advice on conducting the HRA 
was received from CCW during the screening stage (including a 
meeting to discuss the screening findings) and commentary on the 
findings and the key issues to consider during the AA stage been 
incorporated in the AA method. CCW’s key comments are noted at 
Appendix 1.  The Habitats Regulations leave consultation with other 
bodies and the public to the discretion of the plan making authority.  
The WAG guidance notes that it is good practice to make information 
on HRA available to the public at each formal development plan 
consultation stage.  Therefore, in addition to the statutory consultation 
undertaken with CCW this report is being made available for the wider 
public to view as part of the overall evidence base for the LDP.  

 
 Purpose & Structure of Report 
 
1.10 This report documents the process and the findings from the 

Appropriate Assessment stage of the HRA for RCT’s Deposit Draft LDP.  
Following this introductory section the document is organised into a 
further three sections: 

  
 Section 2 - outlines the method used for the Appropriate Assessment 

and includes reference to the key information sources used and the 
consultation comments received to date. 

 
 Section 4 - outlines the process and summary findings of the 

Appropriate Assessment. 
 
 Section 5 - outlines the conclusions and how the plan should now 

proceed with reference to the Habitats Regulations.  
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2.0 METHOD 
 
 
 Re – evaluation of Screening Findings 
 
2.1 The first Screening Stage report of the HRA for RCT’s Preferred Strategy 

LDP identified which European sites within and around the plan area 
should be considered in further detail as part of an Appropriate 
Assessment.  The screening used a site focus to consider the 
environmental conditions of the sites and the factors required to 
maintain site integrity, and then looked at the potential impacts the 
plan may have [including in-combination impacts].   

 
2.2 The results of the screening identified that the following European site 

may be potentially affected by activities/ impacts arising from the plan: 
 

 Blaen Cynon SAC.   
 

2.3 The HRA Screening assessed that there is also potential for significant 
impact on the Cardiff Beech Woods SAC, in-combination with 
development proposed in Cardiff.  It recommended that further 
information and discussion was needed to decide whether the site 
should be included in the AA.  Since the Screening Report for RCT’s 
Preferred Strategy LDP was completed in December 2006 a wide 
range of further information has become available relating not only to 
the Natura 2000 sites themselves, but also the environmental conditions 
of the area which play a role in supporting site integrity.  HRA is an 
iterative process which provides the opportunity to revisit previous 
assessments when additional information becomes available and, 
therefore, the AA has revisited the screening assessment for Cardiff 
Beech Woods SAC, which can be found in Section 3.  

 
2.4 As the LDP was in its early stages of development when the HRA 

Screening was carried out - policies were still being formed - as a result 
a policy screening could not be completed.  The screening therefore 
took a high level strategic approach when assessing the Preferred 
Strategy LDP.  The AA has therefore revisited this task and carried out a 
policy screening (Appendix 3), that has considered and identified 
which policies specifically have the potential (in implementation) to 
affect the integrity of the Blaen Cynon SAC within the plan’s area of 
influence.   

 
 Appropriate Assessment 
 
2.5 Assessing the impacts of plans, policies and proposals against the 

Natura 2000 site conservation objectives is required by Regulation 85(B) 
of the Amended Habitats Regulations 2007.  This ‘appropriate 
assessment’ is the core part of the HRA process and involves the key 
tasks set in Table 2. 

 
2.6 The results of the screening identified that the following European site 

may be potentially affected by activities/ impacts arising from the plan: 
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 Blaen Cynon SAC. 

 
2.7 A consultation response to the Screening Report from CCW noted 

concerns regarding a strategic site allocation to the south of Hirwaun, 
as there is potential for loss of suitable habitat used by the Marsh 
Fritillary a qualifying feature of the Blaen Cynon SAC.  A full record of 
the consultation commentary received is provided at Appendix 1. 

 
Table 2 
 

Appropriate Assessment Stage 1: Key Tasks 
 

Task 1 
 

Scoping and 
Additional 
Information 
Gathering 

 

 
 Gathering additional information on European sites 
 Gathering additional data on background 

environmental conditions 
 Further analysis of plans/ projects that have the 

potential to generate ‘in-combination’ effects  

Task 2 
 

Assessing the 
Impacts (in-

combination) 
Appropriate 
Assessment 

 

 
 Examination of the policies and proposals identified 

during the screening phase and their likely 
significant effects on European sites 
 Consideration of whether effects are direct/ 

indirect/ cumulative 
 Consideration of whether other plans and 

programme are likely to generate effects that have 
the potential to act cumulatively with those arising 
from the plan 

Task 3 
 

Developing 
Mitigation Measures 

(including initial 
avoidance) 

 

 
 If effects identified – either arising from the plan 

alone and/or ‘in-combination’ with other plans – 
consider initial opportunities to avoid (e.g. delete/ 
remove or amend policy from plan) 
 Develop mitigation measures – must be deliverable 

by the plan and have clear delivery/ monitoring 
responsibilities   

Task 4 
 

Findings & 
Recommendations 

 

 
 Conclude the assessment, explain key findings and 

analysis informing conclusions. 

Task 5 
 

Consultation 

 
 Undertaken further consultation with CCW 

(assumes that consultation has also been an 
iterative process throughout the HRA/AA). 

 
2.8 As part of the AA process consideration was also given to the 

concurrent Sustainability Appraisal (SA)/ Strategic Environmental 
Assessment (SEA) work which has informed the development of the 
Deposit Draft Plan as well as related HRA work undertaken at a 
strategic level (the HRA of the Wales Spatial Plan Update) and 
neighbouring authorities’ HRAs, where available.      
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3.0 Re-screening of Cardiff Beech Woods SAC  
 
 
3.1 Cardiff Beech Woods lies to the north east of Cardiff and is intersected 

by the A4054 and the A470. The site contains one of the largest 
concentrations of Asperulo-Fagetum beech forests in Wales, and 
represents the habitat close to the western limit of its past native range 
in both the UK and Europe.  The woods show mosaics and transitions to 
other types, including more acidic beech woodland and oak Quercus 
and ash Fraxinus excelsior woodland.  The screening and subsequent 
work to gather additional data for the HRA, identified recreation and 
air quality as the key impacts at this site and these issues are 
considered in further detail below.  

 
Recreation 

 
3.2 Cardiff Beech Woods SAC is comprised of three component SSSIs, 

which are used to a greater or lesser extent for recreation purposes.  
Castel Coch Woodlands SSSI and Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd SSSI 
experience the most recreation pressure and are popular for walking, 
climbing and mountain biking.  The Core Management Plan for Cardiff 
Beech Woods SAC (CMP) identifies that the site is still recovering from 
undesirable effects of past management, which is why feature 1 
(Asperulo-Fagetum Beech Forests) received a condition status of 
Unfavourable and feature 2 (Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and 
ravines) Unfavourable Recovering.  Based on information provided in 
the CMP it is noted that the management of recreational use of the 
woodlands is most effectively undertaken at the site level, through 
maintaining the network of public footpaths and access routes.   

 
3.3 There are three Strategic Sites proposed in the Southern Strategy Area 

by RCT’s LDP, which are all over 5km away from Cardiff Beech Woods.  
An outdoor recreation survey for Wales5 found that approximately 49% 
of recreational visits involved journeys of less than 4.7km.  The proposed 
Strategic Sites also contain provisions for open space and recreational 
areas and there is plenty of land available for recreation in the 
surrounding area, including public footpaths and alternative woodland, 
such as Llantrisant Forest.  The majority of people take short 
recreational walks and will typically stay relatively close to the 
settlement in which they live.  The A470 runs between the development 
proposed in the LDP and Castel Coch Woodlands SSSI and 
Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd SSSI (which are the most heavily 
recreated areas) acting as a significant barrier for the recreational user.  
Walkers and cyclists from the proposed developments are (according 
to recreational survey data6) unlikely to choose the more distant 
Beech Woods for recreation, when there are suitable alternatives in the 
nearby surrounding area, such as Llantrisant Common. 

 
                                                 
5 TNS Travel and Tourism, (Sept, 2006) An outdoor recreation survey for Wales Recommended 
survey methods and pilot survey results. 
6 Ibid.  
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3.4 The development proposed in the Cardiff LDP is not likely to have 
significant in-combination effects on the SAC through increased 
recreational activity as the majority of proposed development is 
situated at some distance from the site7.  Given the location of the 
proposed development within RCT’s Deposit Draft Plan and the 
availability of alternative recreation space, the Deposit Draft Plan is not 
likely to have significant effects on Cardiff Beech Woods SAC through 
increased recreational activity either alone or in-combination.   

 
Air Quality 

 
3.5 The level of development proposed within the LDP has the potential to 

increase levels of traffic along the M4 and A470, which both pass 
within 200m of Cardiff Beech Woods SAC.  This could potentially lead 
to an increase in airborne pollutants at the SAC.  The LDP contains a 
number of policies that will assist in mitigating any potential increase in 
traffic and therefore airborne pollutants in this area, such as ensuring 
improvements and encouraging the use of public transport and 
walking and cycling routes.  The proposed level of employment 
development will also help to reduce daily out-commuting by private 
car, which is a known sustainability issue for the County Borough.  The 
number of people travelling outside the County Borough for their retail 
needs will also be reduced through the level of proposed retail 
development in the plan.   

 
3.6 Information provided by the Welsh Air Quality Forum8 shows an overall 

long-term decline in nitrogen dioxide (emitted from combustion 
processes) concentrations in urban areas throughout Wales.  On 
average the concentrations of ozone in rural areas appear to be 
showing a gradually increasing trend, which according to APIS9 could 
be related to warmer summers.  In urban background areas the 
increase is much more dramatic as concentrations of total NOx 
(product of combustion of fossil fuels; a major contributor to the 
formation of ozone in the troposphere and acid deposition) are 
decreasing.  Ozone (not emitted directly from any man-made source 
in any significant quantities) in these areas is now much more similar to 
the rural concentrations.  PM10 Particulate concentrations (solid or 
liquid particles of soot, dust, smoke, fumes, and aerosols) show a 
decrease up until 2004, but then a slight increase over recent years.   

 
3.7 The CMP identifies that “there is no evidence to date that atmospheric 

pollution has an adverse impact on the features10”.  It also states, 
however, that this issue may need to be addressed in more detail in 
the future.  Once the sensitivity of the SAC to atmospheric pollution is 
known it would be more appropriate to assess the significant effects of 

                                                 
7 Consultation with Cardiff Council (January 2009) 
8 Air Quality in Wales (Accessed on 04/09/08) Trends – Air Quality Indicators. Available online: 
http://www.welshairquality.co.uk/trend.php
9 UK Air Pollution Information Systems. Avaialble online: http://www.apis.ac.uk/  
10 CCW (2008) Core Management Plan Including Conservation Objectives for Blaen Cynon 
SAC. Available online: http://www.ccw.gov.uk/landscape--wildlife/protecting-our-
landscape/special-sites-project-landing.aspx
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potential traffic increases along the M4 and A470.  Given the 
uncertainties around this issue, a precautionary approach emphasises 
the need for the sustainable transport solutions proposed in the plan to 
be effectively implemented, and that air quality monitoring is 
undertaken.11

 
3.8 Based on information from the JNCC (Protected Sites Information) and 

CCW (Core Management Plan for Cardiff Beech Woods SAC) it is 
assessed that site level management of the SAC and surrounding 
woodland are the most important factors in to achieving a favourable 
status for the features.  This includes the maintenance of public 
footpaths and access routes and the management of commercial 
forestry and limestone quarries in the area.  CCW identifies that most if 
not all aspects of the component sites are heading in the right 
direction (towards favourable condition) although the status is still short 
of favourable.  “Implementation of appropriate management will be 
addressed but in our view there is no urgent or immediate need for 
action12”.  Taking these factors into account it is not likely that RCT’s 
LDP will have significant effects either alone or in-combination with 
Cardiff’s LDP on the Cardiff Beech Woods SAC in relation to airborne 
pollution.  

 

                                                 
11 RCT Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) require regular monitoring.  Improved air quality 
is a key indicator for the LDP as part of the overall monitoring framework for the sustainability 
appraisal.  
12 CCW (2008) Core Management Plan Including Conservation Objectives for Cardiff Beech 
Woods SAC. Available online:  
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4.0 APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT 
 

Task 1:  Scoping and Additional Information Gathering 
 
4.1 As noted in Section 2 of this report, the HRA Screening Report for the 

Preferred Strategy LDP (Dec 2006) set out details of the European Sites 
and the types of impact to be considered in the more detailed 
Appropriate Assessment work.   

 
4.2 To support the Appropriate Assessment additional evidence was 

gathered.  This included air quality data and trends provided by the 
Welsh Air Quality Forum and UK Air Pollution Information System (APIS) 
and research studies carried out on the Marsh Fritillary.  Further 
information was also sought on the amount of available suitable 
habitat for the Marsh Fritillary using the Phase 1 Habitat Survey for 
Wales and Landmap13.  

 
Task 2: Assessing the Impacts (in-combination) Appropriate 
Assessment 

 
4.3 As previously noted the LDP was in its early stages of development 

when the HRA Screening was carried out, with policies under 
development.  It was therefore, not complete a full policy screening 
and the assessment took a high level strategic approach when 
assessing the LDP.  The AA has subsequently revisited this task and 
carried out a full policy screening (Appendix 3), that has considered 
and identified which specific policies have the potential (in 
implementation) to affect the conservation objectives and integrity of 
the Blaen Cynon SAC.  This section considers in more detail whether 
the impacts identified are likely to have a significant effect on site 
integrity, either alone or in-combination, with other plans and projects.  

 
4.4 An initial policy screening of the Deposit Draft Plan identified that there 

was potential for significant effects in relation to Strategic Site 5 (land 
south of Hirwaun) as it contained a section of the Blaen Cynon SAC 
within its boundary.  As a result of these findings, the Council was 
advised to amend the strategic site boundary so that it not only 
excluded the designated area of land, but that an appropriate buffer 
zone would also be included.  The Council considered and acted on 
this advice and the boundary of Strategic Site 5 was then modified to 
reflect these recommendations.  The policy screening presented at 
Appendix 3 has also been updated to reflect this change.  

 
4.5 The consideration and assessment (AA) of potential effects at Blaen 

Cynon SAC was informed by the information provided by the Site 
Characterisation, (Appendix 2) the Plans and Projects Review 
(Appendix 3) and the additional information provided through the 
Scoping work (Task 1 of the AA).  The detailed analysis is captured in 

                                                 
13 Landmap. Available online: http://landmap.ccw.gov.uk/  
Countryside Council for Wales.  2005.  Habitats of Wales.  Phase I Data 1979-1997.  Lowlands 
and Uplands.  CD ROM available from CCW, Bangor 
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the Appropriate Assessment Proforma (Appendix 5), and the key issues 
arising are summarised below. The assessment focused on those 
impacts arising from the plan, identified through the screening and 
subsequent scoping work, as being most significant at this SAC.  

 
Blaen Cynon SAC 
 
Air Quality 
 

4.6 The LDP has the potential to increase levels of traffic along the A465 
and A4059 through the development of Strategic Site 5: Land South of 
Hirwaun and Employment allocation 9 (North of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun 
Ind Estate, Hirwaun).  Increased traffic could lead to an increase in 
airborne pollutants at Blaen Cynon SAC as the A465 and A4059 are 
within 200m.  The plans and programs that have the potential for in-
combination effects in relation to increased traffic along the A465 and 
A4059 are: 

 
 The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 proposes the dualling of 

the A465 from Abergavenny to Hirwaun.  Section 7 (A465:A470 to 
Hirwaun) is in close proximity to the SAC.  This in-combination with 
the development proposed in the LDP has the potential to increase 
levels of airborne pollutants through increased traffic.   
 The Brecon Beacons National Park (BBNP) Local Development Plan 

Preferred Strategy indentifies the potential for a small amount of 
growth in Peneryn, the precise location and size of development is 
as yet not unknown, however allocations outside the main 
settlement of Brecon are likely to be small in number.  There is a 
small likelihood that development in this area may increase levels of 
traffic along the A4059 which is within 200m of Blaen Cynon SAC.  
The BBNP Preferred Strategy contains strong policies in regard to 
environmental protection and climate change (minimise 
greenhouse emissions).    

 
4.7 RCT’s Deposit Draft Plan contains a number of policies that will assist in 

mitigating any potential increase in traffic and therefore airborne 
pollutants, such as ensuring improvements to and encouraging the use 
of public transport, walking and cycling routes.  The proposed level of 
employment development will also help to reduce daily out-
commuting to work from RCT by private car.  The Core Management 
Plan for the Blaen Cynon SAC (CMP) does not identify air pollution as 
being a significant issue at this site.  “There are no known off-site factors, 
such as pollution, that are affecting the marsh fritillary to any significant 
extent, although there is still much industry in the locality”.  The CMP 
also states that as management of the SAC habitat improves, off-site 
factors could become more apparent.  Based on information provided 
in the CMP and from the JNCC; site level management issues (grazing 
and scrub management) are currently the most important factor in 
terms of maintaining and improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  Taking 
these factors into account it is assessed that the LDP will not have 
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significant effects on Blaen Cynon SAC either alone or in-combination 
in regards to airborne pollution. 

 
Hydrological Regime 

 
4.8 Marsh fritillaries are essentially grassland butterflies and although 

populations may occur occasionally on wet heath, bog margins and 
woodland clearings, most colonies are found in damp acidic or dry 
calcareous grasslands.  The drainage and hydrological conditions on 
the site should be maintained to favour the habitats that support the 
marsh fritillary and their management - Devil’s-bit scabious prefers 
moist soils.  Blaen Cynon SAC is situated close to the source of the Afon 
Cynon.  Therefore, the development proposed in the LDP is unlikely to 
adversely affect water levels through increased abstraction as it is 
focused in areas further downstream.   

 
4.9 There is potential however for Strategic Site 5 to influence the 

hydrological regime at management units 5 and 6 of the SAC, as they 
are situated on the valley floor and are therefore susceptible to 
alterations in surface and groundwater flow from areas at higher 
altitudes.  In addition, Employment allocation 9 (North of Fifth Avenue, 
Hirwaun Ind Estate, Hirwaun) is situated to the south of SAC units 2 & 3 -
although it is separated by existing industrial development.  This area 
currently supports a mix of neutral and marshy grassland and any 
affects on the hydrological regime here could potentially influence 
retained habitats and/or the nearby SAC units.  The Trunk Road 
Forward Programme 2002 has the potential to contribute to impacts on 
the hydrological regime as it proposes the dualling of the A465 from 
Abergavenny to Hirwaun.  Section 7 (A465:A470 to Hirwaun) is in close 
proximity to management units 5 and 6.  There is potential for 
development proposed in the LDP (Policy NSA 8 & Policy NSA 14) and 
the Trunk Road Forward Programme to have significant effects on 
Blaen Cynon SAC through changes to the hydrological regime in 
management units 2, 3, 5 and 6.   

 
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation 

 
4.10 It has been noted that Marsh fritillaries are essentially grassland 

butterflies and although populations may occur occasionally on wet 
heath, bog margins and woodland clearings, most colonies are found 
in damp acidic or dry calcareous grasslands.  Approximately 50ha of 
habitat is required to maintain the population in the long-term; with at 
least 10ha [of the overall area] in good condition.  These operational 
limits reflect the minimum contribution of the Blaen Cynon SAC towards 
the favourable conservation status of the species in the 
Hirwaun/Penderyn area.  As noted previously, the SAC only includes 
the core of the marsh fritillary habitat (and hence core of the 
metapopulation).  There are likely to be other small areas of habitat 
outside the SAC boundary which are used by the butterfly only 
occasionally, but which may have a role in contributing to the long-
term success of the metapopulation.   
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4.11 Strategic site 5 Land South of Hirwaun and Employment allocation 9 

(North of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun Ind Estate, Hirwaun) are adjacent to 
Blaen Cynon SAC.  The sites will not lead to direct loss of designated 
habitat but could lead to the loss and fragmentation of important 
surrounding habitat.  One of the conservation objectives for the SAC 
identifies that not all habitat used by the Marsh Fritillary is expected to 
be found within the SAC, “some will be on nearby land within a radius 
of about 2km14”.   

 
4.12 Policy NSA 14 puts forward a site that is situated north of Fifth Avenue in 

Hirwaun and is allocated for 4.17ha of B2 (general industry) and B8 
(storage and distribution) employment use (Employment Allocation 9).  
The site is within 200m of Blaen Cynon SAC - separated by an area of 
industrial land - and has the potential to lead to loss of suitable habitat 
for the Marsh Fritillary.  The Phase 1 Habitat Survey of Wales (CCW 2005) 
shows that this site, if developed, will lead to the loss of a small area of 
marshy grassland although a greater area than that lost would be 
retained to the west of the development.  It is assessed that to the 
north of the site there is enough space and suitable habitat - between 
the site and Penderyn Reservoir - to act as a corridor, allowing marsh 
fritillary to access retained marshy grassland and other similar habitats 
to the west.  Given the size of the allocation and the availability of 
suitable habitat in the surrounding areas to the north and west, it is not 
likely that this allocation will have significant effects on Blaen Cyon SAC 
through loss of suitable habitat for the Marsh Fritillary. 

 
4.13 Policy NSA 8 identifies land South of Hirwaun for the provision of 1000 

dwellings (400 during the life of the plan), 36ha of employment and 
2,000m² of retail use.  The site is approximately 175ha, which includes 
the provision of 45ha of open space to the south of the site.  It is within 
300m of Blaen Cynon SAC – separated [from the SAC] by the A465 and 
the settlement of Hirwaun.  There is potential for development at this 
site to lead to loss of suitable habitat for the Marsh Fritillary (The Phase 1 
Habitat Survey of Wales (2005) shows that this site, if developed, will 
lead to the loss of a substantial area of marshy grassland).  The marshy 
grassland does not cover the entire site; the majority is concentrated in 
the north west from the A4061 to Tower Road, while there is also a 
smaller area within the eastern section of the site.  The Trunk Roads 
Forward Programme also has the potential to act in-combination with 
the developments previously mentioned as the dualling of the A465 
from Abergavenny to Hirwaun has the potential to increase habitat loss 
and fragmentation, although this issue would require consideration as 
part of the separate HRA/EIA for the A465 dualling. 

 
4.14 During years with a high Marsh Fritillary count it is possible that the 

combined loss of such a large area of marshy grassland could have 
significant effects on the availability of suitable habitat.  If the majority 

                                                 
14 CCW (2008) Core Management Plan Including Conservation Objectives for Blaen Cynon 
SAC. Available online: http://www.ccw.gov.uk/landscape--wildlife/protecting-our-
landscape/special-sites-project-landing.aspx  
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of land to the south of Rhigos Road (A4061) were to be developed 
there would not only be a loss of suitable habitat, there would also be 
fragmentation as access to marshy grassland to the south of the site 
would be restricted due to development.  As the majority of 
development is situated to the south of the marshy grassland 
comprising SAC units 5 and 6, with other similar habitat present to the 
north and west of Units 1 to 4, development south of Rhigos Road 
(A4061) is not likely to have a significant effect on the core 
metapopulation of Marsh Fritillary.  However, there is potential for 
significant effects on the wider metapopulation during years with a 
high count as the ability of the Marsh Fritillary to disperse will be 
restricted due to the loss of the potential habitat corridor between the 
Hirwaun Industrial Estate and Hirwaun itself, which allows access to 
marshy grassland in the south.   
 
Task 3: Developing Avoidance and Mitigation Measures  

 
4.15 The AA has identified a number of potentially significant effects on 

Blaen Cynon SAC which result from policies proposed within the 
Deposit Draft Plan.  The policies in question generally support or 
propose development in close proximity to the SAC.  Specifically it was 
assessed that impacts could arise in regard to policies proposing 
development on Strategic Site 5 (land south of Hirwaun) and 
employment allocation 9 (north of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun).  It was also 
identified that there is potential for in-combination effects with these 
proposed developments with the Trunk Roads Forward Programme 
2002, as it proposes the dualling of the A465 from Abergavenny to 
Hirwaun.  

 
4.16 It has therefore been necessary to consider avoidance and mitigation 

measures for these policies, which when applied are capable of 
reducing the effects to a level where they are negligible and will not 
adversely affect the integrity of the site.  The avoidance and mitigation 
measures considered and the likelihood of residual effect following 
their application is detailed in the Appropriate Assessment Proforma 
(Appendix 5) with the key conclusions summarised below. 

 
Local Development Plan 

 
4.17 The LDP must ensure policy measures are robust in the protection of 

designated sites.  The LDP should avoid development on marshy 
grassland in the north west area of Strategic Site 5.  The provision of 
open space in this area with appropriate management would help to 
retain connectivity of suitable habitats to the north and south.  Within 
the supporting text of Policy NSA 8 it should be made clear that there 
are constraints to the location of development in relation to the marshy 
grassland in the north west (of Strategic Site 5) and that development 
should be focused in the east/ south east of the site.  This would help to 
retain a significant proportion of marshy grassland and would retain 
the connectivity of existing habitats.   
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Individual Site Level 
 
4.18 Ensure that development within Strategic Site 5 and at Employment 

Allocation 9 is designed, constructed and operated so as to avoid risks 
of impacts on the Blaen Cynon SAC.  Specifically, development would 
need to ensure that there would be no adverse impacts on the 
hydrological regime of Blaen Cynon SAC.  Specifics of such 
mechanisms would be taken from mitigation strategies developed 
from the conclusions of site specific HRA and Environmental Impact 
Assessment Reports accompanying development plans. 
 
Task 4: Findings and Recommendations  

 
4.19 The current condition status of all management units within the SAC 

are assessed as unfavourable.  This is predominantly due to past and 
present site level management issues, such as grazing and scrub 
control, and as such the LDP is unlikely to have direct significant effects 
on the condition status of Blaen Cynon SAC.  As the site level 
management of the SAC habitat improves, off-site factors should 
become more apparent and will therefore give a greater 
understanding of the vulnerability and sensitivity of the SAC.  The SAC is 
also vulnerable to a number of factors that are outside the influence of 
the site manager, such as parasitic wasps and weather conditions.  

 
4.20 It is anticipated that, unmitigated, there is potential for significant 

impacts to the integrity of Blaen Cynon SAC from development 
proposed in Policy NSA 8 alone and in-combination with the A465 
dualling scheme.  The development is not likely to have direct 
significant effects on the SAC but does have the potential to indirectly 
have significant effects on the SAC through the loss and fragmentation 
of surrounding suitable habitat.  The magnitude of this impact will be 
greater during years when the metapopulation of Marsh Fritillary is high, 
as the ability of the butterfly to disperse will be restricted due to the loss 
of the potential habitat corridor between the Hirwaun Industrial Estate 
and Hirwaun itself, which allows access to marshy grassland in the 
south.   

 
4.21 There is also the potential for the developments mentioned above to 

have significant effects on the hydrological regime in management 
units 5 and 6 of the SAC.  Given that management units 5 and 6 lie at 
the bottom of the valley there is the potential for the developments to 
alter surface and groundwater flow which could have implications for 
the marshy grassland habitat.  Employment Allocation 9 also has the 
potential to affect the hydrological regime as it lies in close proximity to 
SAC management units 2 and 3.   

 
4.22 If the avoidance and mitigation measures proposed earlier in this 

section (paras 4.17-4.18) are effectively implemented the Deposit Draft 
Plan will is unlikely to have significant adverse effects on the Blaen 
Cynon SAC either alone or in-combination - as the CMP clearly states 
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that site management is the key factor in achieving favourable 
conservation status.   

 
Task 5: Consultation 
 

4.23 As noted in Section One the HRA has been subject to consultation with 
the statutory body CCW and further advice will be sought on the 
findings and recommendations contained within this report.  
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS/ FUTURE WORK 

 
 

5.1 This report outlines the methods used and the findings arising from the 
Appropriate Assessment stage of the Habitats Regulations Assessment 
for RCT’s Deposit Draft Plan.  The AA considered 1 European site within 
RCT’s plan boundaries and around the plan area. 

 
5.2 The AA concluded that the risk of a significant effect on the integrity of 

the Blaen Cynon SAC was unlikely, when the avoidance and 
mitigation measures have been taken into account.  Subject to further 
advice from CCW, and any significant changes to the proposals 
considered by the HRA, this plan will now proceed without further 
reference to the Habitats Regulations.   

 
5.3 The finding of no significant effect for the Blaen Cynon SAC in relation 

to RCT’s Deposit Draft Plan does not obviate the need for lower level, 
project scale/ implementation plans to undertake HRA/AA where it is 
considered there is potential for significant effect on the SAC.  The 
findings of this HRA/AA, including the site analysis and the assessment 
of in-combination effects, should support future assessment work. 

 
Monitoring and Review 
 

5.4 Monitoring is a central requirement of the new planning system and 
monitoring for biodiversity is an integral part of WAG Environment 
Strategy (2006) and wider UK biodiversity targets.  Natura 2000 sites are, 
by definition, the key biodiversity resource within the plan area and 
monitoring should be employed in support to ensure that the core 
designation is supported.  The SA/SEA of the Deposit Draft Plan sets out 
suggested indicators for biodiversity monitoring and it is appropriate 
that monitoring for HRA is aligned with the SA/SEA requirement and 
linked to Annual Monitoring Reports as appropriate.   

 
5.5 This HRA report is presented alongside the Deposit Draft Plan as part of 

the evidence base for examination where it serves to provide a record 
of how the plan is consistent with Welsh Assembly and wider UK 
government/EU policy on biodiversity protection.  The assessment 
should be revisited in the light of any significant changes to the plan.   
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Appendix 1: Consultation Commentary 
 
 
Ref 
No. 

Date 
 
 

Consultee 
 
 

Consultee Comments Response (record of 
amendment to HRA) 
 

 
 
 

11/06/07 CCW 1.Introduction 
Amend ‘Appropriate Assessment’ to read ‘Habitats Regulations 
Assessment’ (HRA). HRA covers the whole process of assessment as 
required by the Habitat Regulations, and is an iterative process that will 
need to be undertaken at most stages of preparation of the LDP. 
Appropriate assessment is just one stage of that process, and is 
undertaken when it is considered that actions being undertaken in the 
preparation of the LDP, such as identifying the vision, site allocation etc 
are considered to have a significant effect on a European site, or 
where it cannot be demonstrated that the proposal will not have a 
significant effect on the site. 
 
2. Appropriate Assessment 
Amend AA to read HRA 
Replace the phrase  ‘protects habitats and species of European nature 
conservation importance’ to read ‘promotes the maintenance of 
biodiversity through the conservation of natural habitats and of wild 
fauna and flora’. Amend the next sentence to read ‘The Habitats 
Directive requires Member States to designate nature conservation sites 
to form part of the EC “Natura 2000” network, to protect the 
designated sites from deterioration or disturbance and take steps to 
conserve the interest.’  
 
Para 2.2 (CCW numbering as paragraphs have no numbers) 
At the end of the first sentence add 
‘that are likely to have a significant effect on a European site, either 

Comments noted and 
addressed in current report. 
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individually or in combination with other plans or projects.’ 
 
4th line of that paragraph, amend AA to read HRA. 
 
3. Welsh Assembly Guidance on Appropriate Assessment 
Amend AA in the paragraph title to read HRA. 
 
Para 3.2 
Amend AA to read HRA 
 
Para 3.4  
Welcome the recognition that HRA is part of an iterative process that 
needs to be revisited at each stage of the plan process. However, it is 
not clear how this has been taken on board so far in the LDP process, 
and there are several paragraphs in the screening report where the 
impression is given that HRA is a one off process. 
 
4. Methodology 
4.1 Amend AA to read HRA 
 
Step 3 
What about the Plan’s vision and aims?  Are they likely to have any 
impacts on European sites? Also need to consider the implications of 
the stages that come before the preparation of policies. It is important 
that the process is undertaken iteratively throughout the plan process, 
rather than trying to retrofit HRA to decisions. 
 
Should there be a step 4? 
 
6. Appropriate Assessment Screening 
Step 2 Presumably as this is an AA scoping report, we assume that the 
Authority are erring on the side of caution, and assuming that it cannot 
be demonstrated that there will not be a significant effect on N2K sites, 
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and that an AA will therefore be required. 
 
Step 3 Policies Review 
 
Blaen Cynon 
CCW have concerns about the location of 120 houses next to or 
overlapping the SAC which supports a population of Marsh fritillary 
butterfly, with the resultant loss of habitat due to direct and indirect 
damage. 
 
Following discussions with the Project manager and engineer for the 
dualling of the A465 trunkroad, and given the timetable for the works, 
the WAG Transport Division will not have undertaken a HRA of the 
dualling of the Hirwaun section in time for it to be considered by RCT 
during the preparation of the LDP. RCT will therefore have to consider 
the proposal as part of the HRA of the plan. 
 
Is there supposed to be a Step 4? 
  
Step 5 Assessment of ‘in combination’ effects 
Consideration should also be given to checking the content of Neath 
and Port Talbot’s emerging UDP to make sure that there are no 
implications for RCT. 
 
Step 6 Assessment of likely significant effects 
6.1 As stated above the HRA is an iterative process throughout the plan, 
not a one off assessment. Recommend that the wording of the text in 
this paragraph is amended to reflect this, as currently this is not evident. 
Last sentence, amend AA to read HRA. 
 
7. Summary and Conclusions 
CCW notes the potential for RCT’s LDP to have significant effects on the 
Blaen Cynon SAC. We strongly recommend that alternative sites are 
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considered to provide the 120 houses. As for Blaen Cynon, are there 
any other sites where housing could be allocated to overcome any 
impacts on the Cardiff Beechwoods SAC? What alternatives have 
been considered? 
 

 
 
 

Unknown CCW CCW is aware that there is a significant amount of semi natural habitat 
within the boundary of this large strategic allocation to the south of 
Hirwaun.  In particular we are aware that habitat exists on the proposed 
allocation which is suitable for use by the marsh fritillary butterflies, a 
qualifying feature of the nearby Blaen Cynon Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC), see 
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/ProtectedSites/SACselection/sac.asp?EUCode
=UK0030092 for further information. 
 
We therefore have concerns regarding this allocation given the 
proximity to the SAC and the possible impacts upon breeding habitat 
that are likely to contribute to the maintenance of the marsh fritillary 
metapopulation in this area.  We would welcome sight of any test of 
likely significant effect that your authority has undertaken as required 
by regulation 48 of the Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) you are 
required to carry out for the LD.  We would welcome urgent discussions 
regarding this matter.  

These issues are addressed in 
the current AA Report.  
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Appendix 1: Consultation Commentary 
 
 
Ref 
No. 

Date 
 
 

Consultee 
 
 

Consultee Comments Response (record of 
amendment to HRA) 
 

 
 
 

11/06/07 CCW 1.Introduction 
Amend ‘Appropriate Assessment’ to read ‘Habitats Regulations 
Assessment’ (HRA). HRA covers the whole process of assessment as 
required by the Habitat Regulations, and is an iterative process that will 
need to be undertaken at most stages of preparation of the LDP. 
Appropriate assessment is just one stage of that process, and is 
undertaken when it is considered that actions being undertaken in the 
preparation of the LDP, such as identifying the vision, site allocation etc 
are considered to have a significant effect on a European site, or 
where it cannot be demonstrated that the proposal will not have a 
significant effect on the site. 
 
2. Appropriate Assessment 
Amend AA to read HRA 
Replace the phrase  ‘protects habitats and species of European nature 
conservation importance’ to read ‘promotes the maintenance of 
biodiversity through the conservation of natural habitats and of wild 
fauna and flora’. Amend the next sentence to read ‘The Habitats 
Directive requires Member States to designate nature conservation sites 
to form part of the EC “Natura 2000” network, to protect the 
designated sites from deterioration or disturbance and take steps to 
conserve the interest.’  
 
Para 2.2 (CCW numbering as paragraphs have no numbers) 
At the end of the first sentence add 
‘that are likely to have a significant effect on a European site, either 

Comments noted and 
addressed in current report. 
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individually or in combination with other plans or projects.’ 
 
4th line of that paragraph, amend AA to read HRA. 
 
3. Welsh Assembly Guidance on Appropriate Assessment 
Amend AA in the paragraph title to read HRA. 
 
Para 3.2 
Amend AA to read HRA 
 
Para 3.4  
Welcome the recognition that HRA is part of an iterative process that 
needs to be revisited at each stage of the plan process. However, it is 
not clear how this has been taken on board so far in the LDP process, 
and there are several paragraphs in the screening report where the 
impression is given that HRA is a one off process. 
 
4. Methodology 
4.1 Amend AA to read HRA 
 
Step 3 
What about the Plan’s vision and aims?  Are they likely to have any 
impacts on European sites? Also need to consider the implications of 
the stages that come before the preparation of policies. It is important 
that the process is undertaken iteratively throughout the plan process, 
rather than trying to retrofit HRA to decisions. 
 
Should there be a step 4? 
 
6. Appropriate Assessment Screening 
Step 2 Presumably as this is an AA scoping report, we assume that the 
Authority are erring on the side of caution, and assuming that it cannot 
be demonstrated that there will not be a significant effect on N2K sites, 
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and that an AA will therefore be required. 
 
Step 3 Policies Review 
 
Blaen Cynon 
CCW have concerns about the location of 120 houses next to or 
overlapping the SAC which supports a population of Marsh fritillary 
butterfly, with the resultant loss of habitat due to direct and indirect 
damage. 
 
Following discussions with the Project manager and engineer for the 
dualling of the A465 trunkroad, and given the timetable for the works, 
the WAG Transport Division will not have undertaken a HRA of the 
dualling of the Hirwaun section in time for it to be considered by RCT 
during the preparation of the LDP. RCT will therefore have to consider 
the proposal as part of the HRA of the plan. 
 
Is there supposed to be a Step 4? 
  
Step 5 Assessment of ‘in combination’ effects 
Consideration should also be given to checking the content of Neath 
and Port Talbot’s emerging UDP to make sure that there are no 
implications for RCT. 
 
Step 6 Assessment of likely significant effects 
6.1 As stated above the HRA is an iterative process throughout the plan, 
not a one off assessment. Recommend that the wording of the text in 
this paragraph is amended to reflect this, as currently this is not evident. 
Last sentence, amend AA to read HRA. 
 
7. Summary and Conclusions 
CCW notes the potential for RCT’s LDP to have significant effects on the 
Blaen Cynon SAC. We strongly recommend that alternative sites are 
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considered to provide the 120 houses. As for Blaen Cynon, are there 
any other sites where housing could be allocated to overcome any 
impacts on the Cardiff Beechwoods SAC? What alternatives have 
been considered? 
 

 
 
 

Unknown CCW CCW is aware that there is a significant amount of semi natural habitat 
within the boundary of this large strategic allocation to the south of 
Hirwaun.  In particular we are aware that habitat exists on the proposed 
allocation which is suitable for use by the marsh fritillary butterflies, a 
qualifying feature of the nearby Blaen Cynon Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC), see 
http://www.jncc.gov.uk/ProtectedSites/SACselection/sac.asp?EUCode
=UK0030092 for further information. 
 
We therefore have concerns regarding this allocation given the 
proximity to the SAC and the possible impacts upon breeding habitat 
that are likely to contribute to the maintenance of the marsh fritillary 
metapopulation in this area.  We would welcome sight of any test of 
likely significant effect that your authority has undertaken as required 
by regulation 48 of the Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) you are 
required to carry out for the LD.  We would welcome urgent discussions 
regarding this matter.  

These issues are addressed in 
the current AA Report.  
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                  Habitats Regulations Assessment 

Appendix 2: European Site Characterisation 
 
 
Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location Grid Ref: SN946066 
JNCC Site Code: UK0030092
Size: 66.83 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

Site Description This site lies adjacent to a housing estate, approximately 1 km south of the village of Penderyn, at an altitude 
of 220-265 m.  Blaen Cynon contains an extensive complex of damp pastures and heaths supporting the 
largest metapopulation of marsh fritillary Euphydryas aurinia on the southern edge of the Brecon Beacons 
National Park.  The marsh fritillary butterfly Euphydryas aurinia is found in a range of habitats in which its larval 
food plant, devil’s-bit scabious Succisa pratensis, occurs. Marsh fritillaries are essentially grassland butterflies in 
the UK, and although populations may occur occasionally on wet heath, bog margins and woodland 
clearings, most colonies are found in damp acidic or dry calcareous grasslands. Populations of marsh fritillary 
vary greatly in size from year to year, and, at least in part, this is related to cycles of attack from parasitic 
wasps. Adults tend to be sedentary and remain in a series of linked metapopulations, forming numerous 
temporary sub-populations, which frequently die out and recolonise.  
 
Blaen Cynon also supports a range of habitats.  Marshy grassland, and flush and spring are of particular 
importance as they provide habitat for the marsh fritillary.  Also present are areas of raised bog, species-rich 
neutral grassland, acid grassland and semi-natural broadleaved woodland. 
 

Qualifying Features 
 

Annex II Species primary reason for selection: 
 Marsh fritillary butterfly  Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas) aurinia 

 
Conservation Objectives 
 

Conservation Objective for Feature 1: 
Marsh fritillary butterfly  Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas) aurinia  
 
Vision for feature 1 
The vision for this feature is for it to be in a favourable conservation status, where all of the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
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JNCC Site Code: UK0030092
Size: 66.83 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

 
 The site will contribute towards supporting a sustainable metapopulation of the marsh fritillary in the 

Penderyn/Hirwaun area.  This will require a minimum of 50ha of suitable habitat, of which at least 10ha must 
be in good condition, although not all is expected to be found within the SAC.  Some will be on nearby 
land within a radius of about 2km.    
 The population will be viable in the long term, acknowledging the extreme population fluctuations of the 

species. 
 A minimum of 30% of the total site area will be grassland suitable for supporting marsh fritillary.  (As the total 

area of the SAC is 66.62 ha, 30% represents approximately 20 ha.)   
 At least 40% of the suitable habitat (approximately 8 ha) must be in optimal condition for breeding marsh 

fritillary. 
 Suitable marsh fritillary habitat is defined as stands of grassland where Succisa pratensis is present and 

where scrub more than 1 metre tall covers no more than 10% of the stands 
 Optimal marsh fritillary breeding habitat will be characterised by grassland where the vegetation height is 

10-20 cm, with abundant purple moor-grass Molinia caerulea, frequent “large-leaved” devil’s-bit scabious 
Succisa pratensis suitable for marsh fritillaries to lay their eggs and only occasional scrub.  In peak years, a 
density of 200 larval webs per hectare of optimal habitat will be found across the site.  

 
Performance indicators for Feature 1   

nce indicators. The 
erformance indicators can be found within the Blaen Cynon SAC Management Plan

 
The performance indicators are part of the conservation objective, not a substitute for it.  Assessment of plans 
and projects must be based on the entire conservation objective, not just the performa
p . 
 

Component SSSIs  Cors Bryn-y-Gaer SSSI 
 Woodland Park and Pontpren SSSI 
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location Grid Ref: SN946066 
JNCC Site Code: UK0030092
Size: 66.83 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

The SAC is composed of 13 management units with Cors Bryn-y-Gaer containing units 1 to 6 and Woodlan
Park and Pontpren containing units 7 to 13. A map of the management units can be viewed on the CCW 

d 

website. 
 
 

Key Environmental Conditions 
(factors that maintain site 
integrity 

 Grazing - Without an appropriate grazing regime, the grassland will become rank and eventually turn to 
scrub and woodland.  Conversely, overgrazing, or grazing by inappropriate stock (particularly sheep) will 
also lead to unwanted changes in species composition, through selective grazing, increased nutrient inputs 
and poaching.  Balancing grazing is the single most important issue in the management of this site. 

 
 Extent and quality of the marshy grassland as habitat for marsh fritillary. Approximately 50ha of habita

required to maintain the population in the long-term, with at least 10ha is good condition.  Not all is 
expected to be within the SAC.  The operational limits reflect the minimum contribution of the Bl

t is 

aen Cynon 
SAC towards the favourable conservation status of the species in the Hirwaun/Penderyn area.  

 Maintain population of devil’s-bit scabious Succisa pratensis - Marsh Fritillary Buttefly’s larval food plant. 

r the habitats that support the marsh fritillary and their management. Devil’s-bit scabious prefers moist 

 proximity - existing SAC boundary does not take in all areas of suitable 
a.   

 

 
 Hydrological Regime - the drainage and hydrological conditions on the site should be maintained to 

favou
soils. 

 
 Conserve a cluster of sites in close

habitat in the surrounding are
 

SAC Condition Assessment Conservation Status of Feature 1 
Marsh fritillary butterfly  Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas) aurinia  
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location Grid Ref: SN946066 
JNCC Site Code: UK0030092
Size: 66.83 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

Counts of marsh fritillary larval webs have been undertaken regularly since 1999.  Numbers of webs have 
achieved the levels required by the performance indicators. Monitoring has also concluded that there is 
nsufficient good and available habitat. The assessment for both component SSSIs was that th

not 

ey were in 

   

i
unfavourable condition, and in this case we can give condition information at the unit level. 
 
Cors Bryn-y-Gaer SSSI and Woodland Park and Pontpren SSSI failed due to insufficient good quality marsh 
fritillary habitat. In addition, counts of marsh fritillary larval webs have not reached the required 200 per 
hectare of available habitat.  Balancing grazing across the site with the right livestock is the key to successful 
management for this species.  It involves using cattle or horses, and avoiding sheep.  It also needs the level of 
grazing right to create the tussocky structure the butterfly requires, whilst avoiding over or under-grazing.
 

Vulnerabilities (includes 
existing pressures and trends) 
  

e returning some of this to wet pasture that would likely increase the availability of marsh fritillary 

 
ate tree planting - Parts of Woodland Park and Pontpren, notably units 3 and 4 have been 

subject to improvement in preparation for tree planting, including draining, planting with trees and use of 

 

 Scrub encroachment - Scrub encroachment is an issue, particularly on some wet grassland areas.   A 
programme of scrub control is currently (2008) being undertaken, but it is likely that even with the ideal 
grazing management, a more or less continuous programme of scrub control will be required at this site.  It
is clear from aerial photographs and from discussions with landowners, that many areas that are currently 
covered in alder and willow woodland were formerly wet pasture. Therefore a long-term aim would be to 
investigat
habitat. 

 
 Grazing - suitable areas of grassland are overgrazed while others are undergrazed. 

 Inappropri

fertiliser.   

 Parasites - the larvae of marsh fritillaries can be parasitised by species of braconid wasp of the Cotesia 
genus.  The parasites can have good years and infect a large number of larval webs, causing a crash in the 
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Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

subsequent adult population of marsh fritillary. This factor is outside the influence of the site manager; and 
an operational limit is not required. 

 Weather conditions - Weather conditions have an effect on the breeding success of the marsh fritillary. In
particular, poor weather conditions during the adult flight period will reduce opportunities for mating, egg-
laying and dispersal from core areas.  Weather conditions during early spring influence the rate of larval 
development of the marsh fritillary and the effects of the parasitic wasp. This site is situat

 
 

ed in an area of 
This 

 

 habitat outside the SAC 
boundary which are used by the butterfly only occasionally, but which likely contribute to the long-term 

s 

 
e 

ment 

and.  

n a mixture of over- and under- grazing, with a tendency 
for scrub to spread.    Because of the wet nature of some of the ground, some landowners may be 

SSI 

ch as pollution, that are affecting the marsh fritillary to any significant 
xtent, althou

relatively high rainfall, which will has a large influence on the population dynamics of the marsh fritillary. 
factor is outside the influence of the site manager and an operational limit is not required. 

 Management of surrounding habitats - The SAC only includes the core of the marsh fritillary habitat (and 
hence core of the metapopulation).  There are likely to be other small areas of

success of the metapopulation.   Efforts should be made to encourage better management of these area
of land through schemes such as Tir Gofal or through specific grazing projects. 

 Owner/occupier objectives - the owners/occupiers of the land typically have an interest in securing som
financial/agricultural benefit from the land.  This return could be optimised by the agricultural improve
of the land, e.g. by installing new drainage, fertiliser application, or re-seeding; however these operations 
would cause significant long-term damage to the marsh fritillary habitat, namely the marshy grassl
Additionally unimproved marshy grasslands that are waterlogged for much of the year are difficult to 
manage for many landowners, possibly resulting i

reluctant to graze large stock.  This factor will be controlled through management agreements and the S
legislation. An operational limit is not required.  

 
There are no known off-site factors, su
e gh there is still much industry in the locality.  The two overwhelming issues of grazing and scrub 
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JNCC Site Code: UK0030092
Size: 66.83 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

encroa
actors 

chment would probably obscure any off-site issues.  As management of the site improves off-site 
may become more apparent. f

 
Landowner/ Management 
Responsibility 

 N/A 
 

HRA/AA Studies undertaken AA Screening of the Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council’s Local Development Plan (2006-2021): 
eferred Strategy January 2007 (that address this site Pr http://www.rhondda-cynon-

taff.gov.uk/stellent/groups/Public/documents/RelatedDocuments/012830.pdf) 
 The residential development proposed to the south and west of Blaen Cynon is identified as a potential 

source of adverse impacts on the Blaen Cynon SAC. Taken in conjunction with the plan to upgrade the 
, there is potential for significant adverse effects on this 

HR s Spatial Plan Update June 2008. 

A465 Abergavenny / Hirwaun to a dual carriageway
SAC. 

 
A & AA of the Wale

http://wales.gov.uk/about/strategy/spatial/hra/download/?lang=en  
 The HRA Screening concludes that the WSPU and other plans have the potential to give rise to adverse 

effects at this site.   
 The AA states that it is not possible to predict in specific terms whether the WSPU would or would not giv

rise to
e 

 significant adverse effects either alone or in combination with other plans/ strategies and projects 
upon specific European sites.  However, it does identify that this site is likely to come under increasing risk of 
adverse effects from urban and economic development and recreation and tourism as a result of the 
WSPU.  
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Site Name: Cardiff Beech 
Woods 
Location Grid Ref: ST118824 
JNCC Site Code: UK0030109
Size: 115.62 
Designation: SAC 

Habitats Regulations Assessment: Data Proforma 
 

Site Description Cardiff Beech Woods lies to the north east of Cardiff and is intersected by the A4054 and the A470. The site 
contains one of the largest concentrations of Asperulo-Fagetum beech forests in Wales, and represents the 
habitat close to the western limit of its past native range in both the UK and Europe. The woods show mosaics 
and transitions to other types, including more acidic beech woodland and oak Quercus and ash Fraxinus 
excelsior woodland. Characteristic and notable species in the ground flora include ramsons Allium ursinum, 
sanicle Sanicula europaea, bird’s-nest orchid Neottia nidus-avis and yellow bird’s-nest Monotropa hypopitys. 
 

Qualifying Features 
 

Annex I Habitats primary reason for selection: 
 Asperulo-Fagetum beech forests 

 
Annex I Habitats qualifying feature: 
 Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines* Priority feature 

 
Conservation Objectives 
 

Conservation Objective for Feature 1:  
Aperulo-Fagetum beech forest  
 
Vision for feature 1 
 
The vision for this feature is for it to be in a favourable conservation status, where all of the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
 
 At least 85% of the site will continue to be covered by semi-natural broadleaved woodland.  
 The range of woodland communities within the site will be maintained - including both of the woodland 

types considered to be of international importance - Asperulo-Fagetum and Tilio Acerion. 
 At least 95% of canopy forming trees will be locally native species such as beech, ash and oak.   
 The tree canopy will not be completely closed; approximately 10% of the canopy will include a dynamic 
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shifting pattern of gaps encouraging natural regeneration of tree species of all ages.   
 Dead wood, standing and fallen, will be maintained where possible to provide habitat for invertebrates, 

fungi and other woodland species. 
 The ground flora will comprise species typical of lime-rich beech wood, including indicators of ancient 

, ramsons and sanicle. 

 age the wildlife interest of the 

ent of these conditions are under control. 

ns 
cators. The 

within the Cardiff Beech Woods SAC Management Plan

woodland, such as wood anemone
 There is little evidence of browsing. 

Recreational use of the site will continue to be managed so it does not dam
site. 
 All factors affecting the achievem

 
Performance indicators for feature 1 
 
The performance indicators are part of the conservation objective, not a substitute for it.  Assessment of pla

nd projects must be based on the entire conservation objective, not just the performance india
performance indicators can be found . 

of slopes, screes and ravines  

his feature is for it to be in a favourable conservation status, where all of the following conditions 

d.  

 
Conservation Objective for Feature 2:  
Tilio-Acerion forest 
 
Vision for feature 2 
 
he vision for tT

are satisfied: 
 
 At least 85% of the site will continue to be covered by semi-natural broadleaved woodlan
 The range of woodland communities within the site will be maintained, as for feature 1 
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.   

ural regeneration of tree species of all ages.   
s, 

Recreational use of the site will continue to be managed so it does not damage the wildlife interest of the 

 All factors affecting the achievement of these conditions are under control. 

dicators for feature 1) 

 At least 95% of canopy forming trees will be locally native species (sycamore included)
 The tree canopy will not be completely closed; approximately 10% of the canopy will include a dynamic 

shifting pattern of gaps encouraging nat
 Dead wood, standing and fallen, will be maintained where possible to provide habitat for invertebrate

fungi and other woodland species. 
 The ground flora will comprise species typical of lime-rich beech wood, including indicators of ancient 

woodland, such as wood anemone, ramsons and sanicle.   
 There is little evidence of browsing. 
 

site. 

 
Performance indicators for feature 2 (see performance in
 

Component SSSIs  Fforestganol, Tongwynlais a Cwm Nofydd (units 1-5) 

W

 Castell Coch Woodlands and Road Section (units 6-9) 
 Garth Wood (units 10-12) 

 
There are 12 management units of which numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9 and 10 comprise to form the Cardiff Beech 

oods SAC. A map showing the management units can be viewed on the CCW website.  
 

Key Environmental Conditions 
(factors that maintain site 
integrity 
 

ave 
e water supply and quality.  There are also a number of active and disused limestone 

quarries in the area.  Garth Wood surrounds Taff’s Well Quarry but there are other, smaller quarries in and 

 Maintain/manage the surrounding woodland - Commercial forestry in the vicinity of Castell Coch may h
implications for surfac

around all component SSSIs.  Quarrying can lead to direct loss of the feature together with indirect impacts 
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from issues such as access.  There are also a number of impacts arising from restoration at the end of a 
quarry’s working life.  

 Manage public access - Management of the recreational use of the woodlands should focus on 
maintaining the network of public footpaths and access routes. Regular maintenance of the footpaths and 
bridleways is essential to 

 

stop them spreading onto the adjacent woodland habitat. By restricting 
nds to certain areas and paths, natural woodland processes can be left to 

of recreational use and without the need for intervention from a public health 
recreational use of the woodla

s occur away from these area
and safety perspective.  

 
SAC Condition Assessment Conservation Status of Feature 1 

Aperulo-Fagetum beech forest 
 
he sites were monitored in March 2004 to gather the extent or conditiT on of the habitat.  The current feature 

ill recovering from undesirable effects of past management. Although most if not 

nt plan has 
ot been prepared to date so its status has not been fully assessed.  The management is mostly limited 

status for the Asperulo-fagetum beech forest is Unfavourable - Unclassified (March 2004). 
 
The justification for the above feature status (March 2004) is as follows: 
 
CCW view is that the site is st
all aspects of the component sites are heading in the right direction the status is still short of favourable.  
Implementation of appropriate management will be addressed but in our view there is no urgent or 
immediate need for action. 
 
The Garth Wood component is thought to be ‘unfavourable recovering’ although a manageme
n
intervention and for most of the site there is good age structure and gap regeneration.  Natural processes 
could be enhanced by localised intervention and this will be addressed through management 
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recommendations. 
 

Chwm Nofydd is thought to be ‘unfavourable recovering’, although a mFforestganol a anagement plan has 

h good 
f gaps.  Recovery is expected over time and this could be hastened with 

th concerns over the species composition (particularly ash 
essed through management recommendations.  

n of the habitats and the species.  
avines is Unfavourable - Recovering 

ill recovering from undesirable effects of past management. Although most if not 

not been prepared to date so its status has not been fully assessed.  Although there are small areas of even 
age structure there is generally a diverse age structure.  This, together with concerns at the percentage of 
beech at some locations, will be addressed through management recommendations. 
  
Castell Coch Woodlands and Road Section is thought to be ‘unfavourable recovering’.  A full management 
plan has not been prepared to date so its status has not been fully assessed.  There is generally an even age 
tructure with low canopy cover.  However, there is evidence of natural woodland processes, wits

regeneration within the pattern o
increased localised intervention.  This, together wi

nd sycamore) at some locations will be addra
 
Conservation Status of Feature 2 
Tilio-Acerion forest of slopes, screes and ravines  
 
The sites were monitored in February 2004 to gather the extent or conditio
he current feature status for the Tilio-Acerion forest of slopes, screes and rT

(February 2004). 
 
The justification for the above feature status (February 2004) is as follows: 
 
CCW view is that the site is st
all aspects of the component sites are heading in the right direction the status is still short of favourable.  
Implementation of appropriate management will be addressed but in our view there is no urgent or 
immediate need for action. 
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The Garth Wood component is thought to be ‘unfavourable recovering’ although a manageme

ot been prepared 
nt plan has 

to date so its status has not been fully assessed.  The management is mostly limited 

anagement plan has 
en 

be
 

n
intervention and for most of the site there is good age structure and gap regeneration.  Natural processes 
could be enhanced by localised intervention and this will be addressed through management 
recommendations. 
 

Chwm Nofydd is thought to be ‘unfavourable recovering’, although a mFforestganol a 
not been prepared to date so its status has not been fully assessed.  Although there are small areas of ev
age structure there is generally a diverse age structure.  This, together with concerns at the percentage of 

ech at some locations, will be addressed through management recommendations. 
  

Vulnerabilities (includes 
existing pressures and trends) 
 

ndustrialised South Wales, together with the presence of nearby 
 means that there is the potential for localised atmospheric pollution.  

tion is an issue that occasionally comes up. 

es. 
nd 

 

ccess is 

 Atmospheric Pollution - its location in i
sociated activities,quarrying and as

Quarry dust deposi
o Nitrogen deposition.  
o Photochemical oxidants (ozone).  
o Acidification. 
 
 Recreational pressure - All component SSSIs are used to a greater or lesser extent for recreation purpos

Castell Coch Woodlands and Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd experience the most recreation pressure, a
are popular for walking, climbing and mountain biking. The Taff train runs through part of the Castell Coch
Woodlands site and the historic building of Castell Coch attracts many visitors, which increases the access 
pressure on the woodlands. The road section is becoming increasingly popular for climbing, and this is 
unlikely to be a problem for the geological interest of the site.  However, climbing could be potentially 
damaging to trees at the top of the crag and needs to be kept under review. Management of a
nominally through the individual site owners but there are potential conflicts between different users which 
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to date have been addressed through the Local Authority Access Forum.  Recreation within the areas
supporting this habitat feature is restricted due to the steep and rocky nature of the terrain. Therefore 

 
the 

 
es in 

th Wood surrounds Taff’s Well Quarry but there are other, smaller quarries in and around all 
s from issues 

he vicinity including associated infrastructure on land adjacent to the site. There is 
the potential for a range of impacts arising from increasing urbanisation. 

r surface 

recreational pressure on areas of Tilio-acerion is less than on areas of Asperulo-fagetum habitat. 
Nonetheless, given the high recreation pressure experienced by Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd, which 
supports areas of Tilio-acerion habitat, aspects of recreational management still apply to this feature. 

 Mineral extraction and related activities - There are a number of active and disused limestone quarri
the area.  Gar
component SSSIs.  Quarrying can lead to direct loss of the feature together with indirect impact
such as access.  There are also a number of impacts arising from restoration at the end of a quarry’s 
working life.   

 
 Development - Its location in the populated South Wales area means that there is considerable 

development pressure in t

 
 Commercial Forestry - Commercial forestry in the vicinity of Castell Coch may have implications fo

water supply and quality. 
 
 Non-native species - The presence of a number of species considered to be non-native e.g. sycamore and 

Japanese knotweed, is currently under review to determine any detrimental effects on the woodland 
communities of special interest.  

  
Landowner/ Management 
Responsibility 

The majority of the woodlands are owned, or in the guardianship of government agencies, w
remainder of the woodland covered by a Section 106 agreement. Cardiff County Council, Cadw and Forestry 
Commission carr

ith most of the 

y out woodland management for conservation purposes and occasionally health and safety 
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purposes.  
 

HRA/AA Studies undertaken AA  the Vale of Glamorgan Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy Dec 07. 
Rep

 Screening of
http://www.valeofglamorgan.gov.uk/files/Living/Planning/Policy/LDP/Appropriate_Assessment_Screening_
ort.pdf
 The screening report concluded that there is unlikely to be any significant impact on the Cardiff Beech 

Woods SAC. 

 Screening of the Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Co

that address this site 

 
A uncil’s Local Development Plan (2006-2021): 

a-cynon-taff.gov.uk/stellent/groups/Public/documents/RelatedDocuments/012830.pdf

A
Preferred Strategy Jan 2007  
(http://www.rhondd ) 

Cardiff Beech Woods SAC, primarily in-combination with 

 
HR
Str
www.cardiff.gov.uk/ObjView.asp?Object_ID=9788

 There is potential for significant impact on the 
development proposed in the Cardiff’s Development Plan. 

A Screening of the County Council of the City and County of Cardiff Local Development Plan Preferred 
ategy Sept 2007. 

 Policies to deliver economic growth and the provision for up to 24750 new dwellings in the preferred 
 result in increased deposition of airborne 

the 
ods SAC. 

HR
h tegy/spatial/hra/download/?lang=en

strategy could lead to an increase in traffic volume and may well
pollutants at this site.  The screening report identified that there is the potential for significant effects on 
Cardiff Beech Wo

 
A & AA of the Wales Spatial Plan Update June 2008. 

ttp://wales.gov.uk/about/stra   
 The HRA Screening concludes that the WSPU and other plans have the potential to give rise to adverse 

effects at this site.   
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 The AA states that it is not possible to predict in specific terms whether the WSPU would or would not give 
rojects rise to significant adverse effects either alone or in combination with other plans/ strategies and p

upon specific European sites.  
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Appendix 3: Policy Screening 
 
 

ening: Categorising the Potential Effects of the Plan (Tyldesley, 2008) Policy Scre
Criteria 
Category 

Rationale 

Category A: No negative effect 
A1 Options/ policies that will not themselves lead to development e.g. because they relate to design or other 

qualitative criteria for development, or they are not a land use planning policy. 
A2 Options/ policies intended to protect the natural environment, including biodiversity.  
A3 Options/ policies intended to conserve or enhance the natural, built or historic environment, where enhancement 

measures will not be likely to have any negative effect on a European site.  
A4 Options/ policies that positively steer development away from European sites and associated sensitive areas.   
Category B: No significant effect 
B Options/ policies that could have an effect but would not be likely to have a significant (negative) effect on a 

lone or in-combination with other plans or projects) because the effects are trivial or ‘de minimis’ European site (a
even if combined with other effects.  
Adopt a cautionary approach 

Category C: Likely significant effect alone 
C1 Option/policy could directly affect a European site because it provides for or steers a quantity or type of 

development onto a European site or adjacent to it.  
C2 Option/ policy could indirectly affect a European site e.g. because it provides for or steers a quantity or type of

development that may be very close to it, or ecologically, hydrologically or physically connected to it.  
 

C3 Proposals for a quantity of development that, no matter where it is located, the development would be likely to 
have a significant effect on a European site. 

C4 Options/ policies/proposals for developments or infrastructure projects that could block options or alternatives for 
the provision of other development or projects in the future, which will be required in the public interest, that may 
lead to adverse effects on European sites, which would otherwise be avoided.  

C5 Any other options, policies or proposals that would be vulnerable to failure under the Habitats Regulations at project 
assessment stage; to include them in the plan would be regarded by the EC as ‘faulty planning’. 

C6 Any other proposals that may have an adverse effect on a European site, which might try to pass the tests of 
Habitats Regulations at project assessment stage by arguing that the plan provides the imperative reasons of 
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Policy Screening: Categorising the Potential Effects of the Plan (Tyldesley, 2008) 
Criteria 
Category 

ic interest to justify its consent despite a negative assessment.  overriding publ
Category D: Likely significant effects in combination 
D1 The option, policy or proposal alone would not be likely to have significant effects but if its effects are combin

with the effects of other policies or proposals provided for or coordinated by the Local Development Document 
(internally) the cumulative effects would be likely to be significant.  

ed 

2 D Options/ policies or proposals that alone would not be likely to have significant effects but if their effects are 
combined with the effects of other plans and projects and possibly the effects of other developments provided for in 
the Local Development Document as well, the combined effects are likely to be significant.  

D3 Options or proposals that are, or could be, part of a programme or sequence of development delivered over a 
period, where the implementation of the early stages would not have a significant effect on European sites, but 
which would dictate the nature, scale, duration, location, timing of the whole project, the later stages of which 
could have adverse effects on such sites.  

Category E: Lower tier assessment 
E1 An option, policy or proposal would have not effect where no development could occur through the policy itself 

because it is implemented through later policies in the Development Plan Document (DPD) itself, which are more 
detailed and therefore more appropriate to assess for their effects on European sites and sensitive areas. These kinds 
of policies may be found in Preferred Strategies where a broad quantum of development may be specified as 
being delivered through a more specific policy in a later chapter or section of the DPD.  

E2 An option, or policy that make provision for a quantum/ type of development (and may indicate one or more 
broad locations e.g. a particular part of the plan area) but the detailed location of the development is to be 
selected following consideration of options in later, more site specific DPD. The consideration of options in the later 
DPD will need to assess the potential effects on European sites.  

Category F: Depending on implementation 
F Cases where the effects of particular options, policies or proposals depend entirely on how they are implemented in 

due course, through the development management process.  There is a theoretical possibility that if implemented in 
one or more particular ways, the proposal could possibly have a significant effect on a European site. 
 
It is reasonable to assume that a proposal would not be implemented in a way that is contrary to nation planning 
policy. If the proposal were likely to have a significant effect it would be subject to assessment under Reg 48 at 
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olicy Screening: Categorising the Potential Effects of the Plan (Tyldesley, 2008) P
Criteria 
Category 

Rationale 

proje
 
In these specific circumstances, where there is uncertainty about ects of a plan m
implemented, it may be appropriate for policies to contain restrictions or caveats in order to
potentially damaging proposals, without reiterating the requirements of the statutory protection regime.  

ct stage. 

the way in which asp ay be 
 exclude support for 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Si nt Effect gnifica
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Strategy Policies  
 
Spatial V
 
Rhondd eryone who lives, works in or visits 

achieving their potential, 

 

Sets overarching/ Strategic Framework for development – issues 
addressed as part of preferred policy screening assessment below. 

ision 

a Cynon Taf will be a community where ev“
the area will enjoy the benefits of a better quality of life, 
whilst helping to develop and protect the area for future generations”. 

Objectiv
 
Co u

1. 

2. ncipal Towns, Key Settlements 

 
Achievin

y in Rhondda Cynon Taf that provides a 
ies in locations that reinforce the roles of 

Principal Towns and Key Settlements in the north and south of the County 

etter Quality of Life 
h by 
storic 

es 

mm nities 
Provide for the County Borough’s overall housing requirement through a mix 
of dwelling types catering for all needs to promote integrated and thriving 
communities and reinforce the roles of Principal Towns and Key Settlements in 
the north and south of the County Borough 
Promote integrated communities within the Pri
and other settlements by ensuring the development of a high quality built 
environment that provides opportunities for living, working and socialising for 
all. 

g Potential 
3. Develop a sustainable econom

diverse range of job opportunit

Borough. 
 
B

4. Promote and protect the rich culture and heritage of the County Boroug
protecting and enhancing the historic landscape of the Rhondda, the hi
parks and gardens in the south and the built heritage of the County Borough 
as a whole. 

5. Provide an environment in Rhondda Cynon Taf that encourages a healthy 

Sets overarching/ Strategic Framework for development – issues 
addressed as part of preferred policy screening assessment below. 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
and safe lifestyle and promotes well-being through improvement in access to 
green space in the north, provision of open space in the south, and the 
protection of recreational space through out the County Borough. 

6. Reduce the need to travel by car within Rhondda Cynon Taf by promoting 
residential and commercial development in the Principal Towns an
Settlements in the north and south of the County Borough where there is
choice of sustainable modes of transport. 

d Key 
 a 

 

7. nce the glacial valley landscapes of the north, 
 and the diverse and abundant of wildlife 
ich exist throughout Rhondda Cynon Taf 

gh, by reducing energy consumption through improved design 
in 

9. n for 
s 

ents of 

 

Develop and Protect the Borough for Future Generations 
Improve, protect and enha
undulating countryside of South
habitats and native species wh

8. Manage the effects of climate change by focusing development away from 
areas in the north and south which are vulnerable to flooding, increase the 
supply of renewable energy from a range of sources available throughout the 
County Borou
and by promoting development in the Principal Towns and Key Settlements 
the north and south of the County Borough. 
Minimise waste, especially waste to landfill by making adequate provisio
waste and community recycling facilities in Principal Towns, Key Settlement
and Smaller Settlements in the County Borough in a way that meets the 
needs of Rhondda Cynon Taf and in accordance with the requirem
the Regional Waste Plan. 

Poli C
 
In t
commu at:- 
 

3. Ensures the removal of dereliction by promoting the reuse of under used and 
derelict land and buildings; 

E1 
 
The policy is implemented through later 
policies in the Plan, which are more 
detailed and therefore more appropriate 
to assess for their effects on European 
sites and sensitive areas.  

X cy S 1 - Development In The North 

he northern strategy areas the emphasis will on building strong, sustainable 
nities.  This will be achieved the development of a land use framework th

1. Focuses residential and commercial development in locations which will 
support and reinforce the roles of Principal Towns and Key Settlements; 

2. Provides high quality, affordable accommodation that promotes diversity in 
the residential market; 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
4. Promotes large scal

and in the Key Settle
e regeneration schemes in the Principal Town of Aberdare 
ments of Mountain Ash, Ferndale and Treorchy; 

 of employment in the leisure and 

rea by protecting built heritage 

 

5. Promotes accessibility by securing investment in new roads, public transport 
improvements, walking and cycling; 

6. Encouraging a strong, diverse economy which supports traditional 
employment and promotes new form
tourism sectors; and 

 A7. Protects the cultural identity of the Strategy
and the natural environment. 

Policy CS 2 - Development In The South 
 
In sustainable growth that benefits 
Rho d chieved by the development of a land 

se

wns and Key Settlements of the 

entity of communities by focusing development 

 Green as an 

ons, that will benefit the economy of Rhondda Cynon Taf and the 
Capital Network Region;  

6. Red e rom e forms 
of tr p

7. Prot s te  built heritage 
and e 

 

later 

appropriate 
ffects on European 

sites and sensitive areas. 

X 
 the Southern Strategy Area the emphasis will be on 

nd a Cynon Taf as a whole.  This will be a
 framework that: u

 
1. Promotes residential development with a sense of place which respects the 

character and context of the Principal To
Southern Strategy Area; 

2. Protects the culture and id
within defined residential settlements boundaries; 

3. Promotes large scale regeneration schemes in the Principal Town of 
Pontypridd and Key Settlement of Tonyrefail; 

4. Realise the importance of the Principal Town of Llantrisant/ Talbot
area of social and economic growth; 

5. Provides opportunities for significant inward investment, in sustainable 
locati

 uc s daily out commuting by private car and p otes sustainabl
ans ort; and 
ect  the cultural identity of the Strategy Area by pro cting
 th natural environment. 

E1 
 
The policy is implemented through 
policies in the Plan, which are more 
detailed and therefore more 
to assess for their e
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy CS 3 – Strategic Sites 
 
In order to prom dda Cynon Taf lowing sites 
are allocated arge-scale resi al, 
employmen t

3. 
4. Land at Robertstown / Abernant, Aberdare;  
5. Land South of Hirwaun; 
6. Cwm Colliery and Coking Works, Beddau; 
7. Mwyndy/Talbot Green Area; and 
8. Former OCC Site Llanilid, Llanharan. 

 
Proposals for the development of the Strategic Sites must have regard to the indicative 
concept plans identified on the proposals map. 
 

s 

 
 

so the 
tat loss and 

ote sustainable growth within Rhon
 for the development of a mixture of l

 the fol
denti

t, re ail and recreational purposes: 
 

1. Former Maerdy Colliery Site, Rhondda Fach; 
2. Former Fernhill Colliery Site, Blaenrhondda; 

ormer Phurnacite Plant, Abercwmboi; F

C1 
 
Strategic site 5 (Land South of Hirwaun) i
adjacent to Blaen Cynon SAC.  Effects 
from development (employment and 
residential) include air/ water/ noise 
pollution, recreational pressure, water 
abstraction issues as well as wider 
urbanisation effects (waste/ traffic/
transport increases etc).  Given the
location of the site there is al
potential for habi
fragmentation.  The magnitude of 
impact will be dependent the level of 
development proposed and 
implementation.  

? 

Policy CS 4 – Housing Requirements 
 
Land will be made available for the construction of between 9,900 and 14,850 new 
dwellings in sustainable locations during the plan period.  Provision will be met by a 
combination of strategic sites and non strategic sites as defined by AW1. 
 

a) Land for the residential development is allocated on the following strategic 
sites:- 

Dwellings 
 

 Site 
1. Former Fernhill Colliery Site, Blaenrhondda 400 
2. Former Phurnacite Plant Site, Abercwmboi 500 
3. Land at Robertstown Strategic Site, Aberdare 600 
4. Land South of Hirwaun  1000 (400 

within plan 
period) 

5.  

C1 &C2 
 
Potential impacts arising from residential 
and wider mixed use development 
include: urbanisation and its associate
effects (e.g. fly tipping, dog fouling, cat 
predation), recreational impacts, 

d 

tmospheric pollution, water abstraction 
 pollution and noise/ disturbance 
cts.  Concentration of development 

se in 

 is adjacent to Blaen Cynon 

a
and

ffee
may also lead to an overall increa
harmful air pollutants, e.g. through 
increased traffic movements. 
 
Site 4 (Strategic site 5 Land South of 
Hirwaun)

 Former Cwm Colliery and Coking Works, 800 SAC   Effects from development 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Beddau 
 

6. Mwyndy/Talbot Green Area, and 
 

500 

7. Former OCC Site Llanilid, Llanharan 1700 
 

b) cated on 

ts from development 
ent and residential) include 

ir/ water/ noise pollution, recreational 
well 

.  Given 

or habitat loss and 
.  The magnitude of 

h as 
h 
ough 
lity”.  

ment of the 
rs 

t.  Site level 
es (grazing and scrub 

anagement) are currently the most 
ing 

t.  

Land for residential development intended to meet local need is allo
the following non-strategic sites:  See LDP 
 fragmentation

SAC.  Effec
(employm
a
pressure, water abstraction issues as 
as wider urbanisation effects (waste/ 
traffic/ transport increases etc)
the location of the site there is also the 
potential f

impact will be dependent on 
implementation. 
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, suc
pollution, that are affecting the mars
fritillary to any significant extent, alth
there is still much industry in the loca
It also states that as manage
SAC habitat improves, off-site facto
could become more apparen
management issu
m
important factor in terms of maintain
and improving the marsh fritillary habita
 

Policy CS 5 – Affordable Housing 
 
The housing requirements identified in policy CS3, will be expected to contribute to 
established community housing need by providing 3000 affordable units over the plan 
period. 
 

X E1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather identifies the 
required level of affordable units based 
on the development proposed in other 
policies. 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy CS 6 – Employment Requirements 
 
In order to maximise the opportunities presented by the Capital Network Region and 

f achieves its economic potential land will be 
located to meet strategic and local employment needs.   

 

1. Strategic Site 5: Land South of 
Hirw  and 

(B1, B2 & 
B8) 

36 h 

 Strat
Mw

3

 
. Land for the provision of 50 hectare of new B1, B2 and B8 local employment 

velo SSA 

mpacts of employment 
ent include: direct land take/ 

 as 
rsh 

, although 
ndustry in the locality”.  

 the 

el 
 

to ensure that Rhondda Cynon Ta
al
 
1. Land for the provision of 68 hectares of new B1, B2 and B8 strategic 
employment development is allocated at the following locations:- 
 

 Site Use Size 

aun,
2. egic Site 7: Land at 

yndy/Talbot Green   
(B1) 2 h 

2
de pment is allocated in accordance with policies. NSA4, NSA6, NSA7, NSA14, 
7 and SSA14.  
 
 

C1 & C2 
 
Potential i
developm
habitat fragmentation, water 
abstraction, air/ land/ water and noise 
pollution. 
 
Site 1 (Strategic site 5) and Site 9 (North of 
Fith Avenue, Hirwaun) are adjacent to 
Blaen Cynon SAC.  Effects from 
development include air/ water/ noise 
pollution, recreational pressure, water 
abstraction issues as well as wider 
urbanisation effects (waste/ traffic/ 
transport increases etc).  Given the 
location of the site there is also the 
potential for habitat loss and 
fragmentation.  The magnitude of 
impact will be dependent on 
implementation. 
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, such
pollution, that are affecting the ma
fritillary to any significant extent
here is still much it

It also states that as management of
SAC habitat improves, off-site factors 
could become more apparent.  Site lev
management issues (grazing and scrub
management) are currently the most 
important factor in terms of maintaining 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
and improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  
 

Policy CS 7 – Retail Development 
 
Land will be allocated for the development of 33,500 m2  of new retail floorspace.  
Provision will be a combination of convenience goods (7,175 m2 ) and comparison 
goods (26,223 m2 ) on sites intended to meet strategic and local retail need.    
 
1. Land for the residential development is allocated on the following strategic 

t 
Green 

23,200 m2 

. Land for the provision of local retail development will be allocated at the 
foll
 

Floorspace 
etail Park, 5,500m2 

2.  Strategic Site 8: Former OCC Site, Llanilid, 2,000m2 

t, Tonyrefail 2,000m2 
4.  Land at Oxford Street, Mountain Ash 950m2 

Land South of Hirwaun 2,000m2 
 
Dev effect the core retail centers and hierarchy will be 

ssessed in accordance with NSA 17 and SSA15 

sites:- 
 

 Site Floorspace 
1 Strategic Site 7: Land at Mwyndy / Talbo

 
 
2

owing locations: 

 Site 
1.  Land Adjacent To Pontypridd R

Pontypridd 

Llanharan 
3.  Land East Of Mill Stree

5.  Stratgic Site 5: 

elopment proposals which 
a
 

C1 &C2 
 
Potential impacts arising from retail 
development include: urbanisation and 
its associated effects (e.g. fly tipping, 
dog fouling, cat predation), recreational 

acts, atmospheric pollution, water 
raction and pollution and noise/ 

isturbance effects.  Concentration of 
ll 

n 
e 

ll 

te there is also the 
potential for habitat loss and 
fragmentation.  The magnitude of 
impact will be dependent on 
implementation. 
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, such as 
pollution, that are affecting the marsh 
fritillary to any significant extent, although 
there is still much industr

imp
abst
d
development may also lead to an overa
increase in harmful air pollutants, e.g. 
through increased traffic movements. 
 
Site 5 (Strategic site 5 Land South of 
Hirwaun) is adjacent to Blaen Cyno
SAC.  Effects from development includ
air/ water/ noise pollution, recreational 
pressure, water abstraction issues as we
as wider urbanisation effects (waste/ 
traffic/ transport increases etc).  Given 
the location of the si

y in the locality”.  
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
It al
SA

so states that as management of the 
C habitat improves, off-site factors 

e level 
rub 
st 

g 
tat.  

could become more apparent.  Sit
management issues (grazing and sc
management) are currently the mo
important factor in terms of maintainin
and improving the marsh fritillary habi
 
 

Poli C
 
m work in Rhondda Cynon Taf will be 

The safeguarding and provision of land for the improvement of the strategic 
ghway network, including development of :- 

 
1. The Church Village Bypass; 
2. The Gelli / Treorchy Relief Road; 
3. The Ynysmaerdy to Talbot Green Relief Road 
4. The A4059 Aberdare Bypass Extension, 
5. Dualling of the A465 

 
2 The Implementation of a strategic transport corridor management system in 
the following strategic corridor areas; 
 

1. A4119 / A473 Corridor; 
2. A470 / A4059 Corridor, or 
3. A4059 / A465 Corridor 

 
Provision of additional improvements in the highway network, public transport 
improvements and walking and cycling provision will be sought in accordance with 
NSA20 to NSA 23 and SSA18 to SSA21.  
 

he A46 dualling scheme is part of the 
2) 

e 

? cy S 8 – Transportation 

I provements to the strategic transportation net
secured through a combination of the of the following:- 
 
 1

hi

C2 
 
Blaen Cynon SAC is less than 200m from 
Section 7 of the A465 dualling scheme 
and has the potential to lead to habitat 
loss and fragmentation, increased levels 
of air pollution and disturbance.  
 
T
Trunk Road Forward Programme (200
and is subject to HRA.  An Appropriate 
Assessment of the A465 dualling schem
will be carried out.  
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy CS 9 – Waste Man
 

agement 

ty requirements identified in the South East Wales Regional 
aste Plan, the following Strategic Waste sites are identified to provide for a range of 

basis 

Bry  residual wastes); 
Tref

3. Hirw d  
On 

 
Provision for ycling facilities will be made in accordance with NSA28 to 
SSA
 

E2 

ntial impacts from waste sites/ 
anagement facilities include: air 

d 

te is 
cated on previously developed land it 

tat loss/ 
 

ants as 

at there 
are no known off-site factors, such as 

pollution, that are affecting the marsh 
fritillary to any significant extent, although 
there is still much industry in the locality”.  
It also states that as management of the 
SAC habitat improves, off-site factors 
could become more apparent.  Site level 
management issues (grazing and scrub 
management) are currently the most 

ortant factor in terms of maintaining 
improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  

In order to meet the capaci
W
waste management options, including recycling and composting, on a regional 
in the following locations:- 
 

1. n Pica (including landfilling of
2. orest Industrial Estate; 

aun Industrial Estate; an
4. B2 employment sites as appropriate. 

 community rec
25. 

 
Pote
m
pollution, disturbance, land take, 
hydrological impacts, water pollution, 
introduced/ invasive species. 
 
Site 3 is situated on previously develope
industrial land and is in close proximity to 
Blaen Cynon SAC.  Given that the si
lo
is unlikely that it will lead to habi
fragmentation.  There is the potential for
increased levels of airborne pollut
a result of increased traffic along the 
A465.   
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates th
“

imp
and 
 
 
 

? 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Area Wide Policies 
Po y A
 
Pr io lings in Rhondda 

n - 
 

i) The allocations of this plan; 
ii) ng 

iii) 
ller 

iv) ision of affordable housing; 
ng;  

i) 
table structures to provide households; and 

ii)  the 
SSA11 

 local housing 
needs.  Where a community housing need has been established, the local planning 

n of an appropriate proportion of affordable housing on sites over 
30 units; 

) 

) 
 

The potential for significant impact is 
contingent on the location of housing 
development.  The policy is implemented 
through later policies in the Plan, which 
are more detailed and therefore more 
appropriate to assess for their effects on 
European sites and sensitive areas. 
 
Impacts arising from housing 
development may include: direct land 
take and physical disturbance of 
habitats, recreational impacts, water 
abstraction/ pollution, associated effects 
of urbanisations (fly tipping, cat 
predation, dog fouling), air pollution from 

traffic/ transport.   

X lic W 1 – New Housing 

ovis n will be made for the development of 14,850 new dwel
Cyno Taf during the period 2006 –2021.This will be met by:

The development of sites in Rhondda Cynon Taf which have planni
permission for housing; 
The development of unallocated land within the defined residential 
settlement boundaries of the principal towns, key settlements and sma
settlements; 
The prov

v) The replacement of unfit and substandard housi
v The maintenance, rehabilitation and improvement of existing stock and 

the conversion of sui
v The development of land at density levels which accord with

requirements of the NSA10 and 
 
Residential development proposals will be expected to contribute to the

authority will seek: 
 

a) The provisio

b Contributions for the reuse / rehabilitation of existing older housing stock on 
sites under 30 units, and 

c  The development of sites in rural area. 

E1 
 

increased 
 

Po y A
 

 order to ensure that development proposals on non-allocated sites support the 
orted in sustainable 

cations. Sustainable locations are defined as sites that - 

A4 
 

policy steers development away 
 European sites and associated 

lic W 2 Sustainable Locations 

In
objectives of the plan, development proposals will only be supp
lo

The 
romf

sensitive areas  by ensuring non

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 

i. are within the defined settlement boundary; 
ii. would not unacceptably conflict with surrounding uses; 
iii. have good accessibility by a range transport options; 
iv. have good access to key services
v. are not within the Zone C floodpla

 and facilities; 
in unless it can be justified on the grounds 

generation of a principal town or key 
te 

dered 
 accordance with national guidance 

wns, key settlements, small 

tegic sites 
vironmental importance such as SINCs, SLAs, 

erage, electrical, gas and 

 

that:- 
a) it is necessary to assist the re

settlement, or where development involves a large brownfield si
equences of a flooding event have been consib) the potential cons

and found to be acceptable in
vi. support the roles & functions of the principal to

settlements 
 of the 8 stravii. support the development

viii. are not in areas of identified en
SSSIs or green wedges; 

ix. are well related to existing water, sew
telecommunications infrastructure. 

sensitive areas, by ensuring non-
allocated sites are within settlement 
boundaries and are not within SSSIs.  

Policy AW 3 – Exception Sites For Affordable Housing In The Countryside 
 

lo
enti

commodated within the defined 

proposed development is solely for the provision of affordable housing to 

iii. e nally, 
nat

 

A1 & A4 
 
The policy in itself will not lead to 
development and also ensures that 

elopment proposals for affordable 
sing are not within designated nature 

X 

Deve pment proposals for the provision of affordable housing outside and adjoining 
he id fied residential settlement boundaries will be permitted where it can be t

demonstrated that: 
 

i. The proposed development cannot be ac
residential settlement boundaries; 

ii. The 
meet an identified local need; 
Th  proposed development is not within a green wedge or a internatio

ionally or locally designated nature conservation site. 

dev
ouh

conservation sites.  

Policy  4
 

A1 
 

X  AW  - Community Infrastructure & Planning Obligations 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Planning obligati provision 
of ne mp ks, 
to ma the

ught in respect of: 

i. ff
ii hy
iii. Ope
iv. du
v. 
vi. a
vii. Pub
viii. Trav

y infrastructure works;  

xi. a
xii. Rene
xiii. Env
xiv. Habi
xv. Cul
xvi. ny ment. 

 

The policy will not lead to development 
and also seeks contributions in respect to 
habitat conservation and biodiversity.  

ons will be sought where development proposals require the 
w, i roved or rely on existing services, facilities, infrastructure and related wor
ke  proposal acceptable in land use planning terms.  

 
Contributions will be so
 

 A ordable housing 
. P sical infrastructure works; 

n space, sport/play space and access to natural green space. 
E cational facilities;  
Recreational and leisure facilities;  
M nagement of Strategic Transport Corridors 

lic transport facilities and services; 
el plan initiatives; 

ix. Highwa
x. Walking and cycling schemes;  

W ste management and recycling; 
wable energy and energy efficiency initiatives; 

ironmental and landscape improvements;  
tat conservation and biodiversity;  

tural and community facilities; and 
A  other contribution the Council considers appropriate to the develop

Policy AW 5 - New Development 
 
Development proposals will be supported where:- 

i

ii ned; 
iii

iv

A1 

e policy itself will not lead to 
sign and 

X 

 
A. Amenity 

. The scale, form and design of the development make a positive 
contribution to the character and appearance of the site and the 
surrounding area; 

. Existing site features of built and natural environmental value are retai

. There would be no unacceptable impact upon the amenities of 
neighbouring occupiers; 

. The development would be compatible with other uses in the locality; 

 
hT

development as it relates to de
other criteria for development.  
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
v
vi

 
B. Susta

i
ii

iii

iv
 

 
C. c

i

ii

ed 

. Multi-functional use of existing and new buildings is encouraged; 

. The development designs out the opportunity for crime and anti social 
behaviour; 

inable Design 
. The design minimises energy loss and use;  
. Commercial schemes of 1000m2 and over, achieve as a minimum the 

Very Good Breeam (or equivalent) standard 
. Residential schemes of 10 or more units, achieve as a minimum the Very 

Good Eco-Homes (or equivalent) target: and 
. Commercial Schemes with a floor-space of 1000m2 and residential 

rgyschemes of ten or more units provide at least 10% of predicted ene
requirements from on site renewable sources; 

 Ac essibility 
. The development is accessible to the local and wider community by 

pubic transport, walking, cycling and car; 
. The site layout and mix of uses maximises opportunities to reduce 

dependence on cars; 
iii. The development has safe access to the highway network and would not 

cause traffic congestion or exacerbate existing traffic congestion; 
iv. Car parking is provided in accordance with the Council’s approv

standards; 
 

Policy AW 6 - Design and Placemaking 
 
Development Proposals will be supported where:- 
 

i. They are of a high standard of design, which reinforces attractive qualities and 
local distinctiveness and improves areas of poor design and layout; 

ppearance, 
ling;  

e 

A1 
 
The policy itself will not lead to 
development as it relates to design and 
placemaking. 

X 

ii. They are appropriate to the local context in terms of siting, a
scale, height, massing, elevational treatment, materials and detai

iii. In the case of extensions to buildings, they reflect, complement or enhanc
the form, siting, materials, details and character of the original building, its 
curtilage and the wider area 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
iv. In the case of pro

they make a posi
posals for new and replacement shopfronts and signage, 
tive contribution to the street scene. 

ndscaping and planting is integral to the scheme and enhances 

he 

v ential 
port; 

g Field 

gs 

 of Rhondda Cynon Taf. 

ro sa
ot  sc
implicat
 
Developers will 
development (o f 
50 dwellings an
schemes where
considered thro  
the need to cre

v. In the public realm and key locations such as town centres, major routes, 
junctions and public spaces, the character and quality of the built form is to a 
high standard of design;  

vi. Public art, la
the site and the wider context; 

vii. They propose an integrated mixture of uses appropriate to the scale of t
development; 

iii. They propose an efficient use of land, especially high-density resid
development on sites in proximity to local amenities and public trans

ix. Open space is provided in accordance with the National Playin
Association Standards; 

x. A high level of connectivity and accessibility to existing centers, by a wide 
range of travel modes is supported; 

xi. Schemes incorporate a flexibility in design to allow changes in use of buildin
and spaces as requirements and circumstances change; 

xii. The development reflects the cultural heritage
 
P po ls for 5 dwellings and over; commercial schemes of 1000m2 and over; and any 

her heme, regardless of size, where the Council consider there are design 
ions, must be accompanied by a Design Statement. 

be required to submit comprehensive masterplans for the 
r part development) of the 8 Strategic Sites; for residential proposals o

d over; for commercial developments of 10,000m2 and over; and for 
 the Council considers the issue of place making can only be fully 
ugh the submission of a masterplan.  Masterplans must have regard to 
ate high quality, sustainable and locally distinct places. 

 
P A3 

 
The policy is intended to conserve or 
enhance the built environment, where 

o y A
 
D lo
m

ons

lic W 7 - Protection And Enhancement Of The Built Environment 

eve pment proposals which impact upon sites of architectural and/or historical 
erit and sites of archaeological importance will be permitted where it can be 

dem trated that the proposal would preserve or enhance the character and enhancement measures will not be likely 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
appearance of the site.  

pace, allotments, public 

n the locality, or;  
 equivalent or greater provision in the 

enhancement measures will not be likely 
to have any negative effect on a 
European site. 

 
Development proposals which affect areas of public open s
rights of way, bridleways and cycle tracks will be permitted where it can be 
demonstrated that:- 
 

i. There is a surplus of such facilities i
ii. The loss can be replaced with an

immediate locality; or 
iii. The development proposes enhancement of the existing facility.  

 
P
 

olicy AW 8 - Protection And Enhancement Of The Natural Environment 

Rh dd d by 
th
in ro
 

evelo here:- 

i. They would cause unacceptable harm to the features of a Site of Importance 
her locally designated site unless it can be 

nt of 

early outweigh the 
ure conservation value of the site or; 

oposal would not have an unacceptably adverse effect on 
butes of the site for which it has been designated, or; 
elopment could not reasonably be located elsewhere. 

 
e Areas, they do not conform to the highest standards of 

nd materials appropriate to the character of the area 
dentified green wedge.  
ures of importance to 

landscape or nature conservation. 

X 
on a Cynon Taf’s distinctive rural character will be preserved and enhance
e protection of the natural environment, countryside and landscape from 
app priate development; and through appropriate management programmes. 

pment proposals will not be permitted wD
 

for Nature conservation (SINC) or ot
demonstrated that:- 

a. The proposal is directly necessary for the positive manageme
the site, or;  

b. The benefits of the proposed development cl
nat

c. The pr
the attri

d. The dev

ii. In Special Landscap
design, siting, layout a

iii. They would be prejudicial to the open nature of an i
iv. There would be an unacceptable impact upon feat

A2 
 
The policy is intended to protect the 
natural environment, including 
biodiversity. 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 
The development of Ecological Networks will be supported. 
 
Development proposals must be accompanied by appropriate ecological surveys 
and appraisals, as requested by the Council. 
 
Policy AW 9 - Buildings in the Countryside 
 
In the case of the alteration, renovation or conversion of existing buildings outside the 
defined settlement boundary for residential, employment or tourism uses, 
development proposals will be supported where: 
 

i. the existing building is structurally sound or is capable of being made so 
without substantial major external alteration or reconstruction; 

ii. in the case of residential use, it can be demonstrated that there are no viable 
alternative uses to secure the retention of the building and that the building is 
of architectural and/or historical merit 

 

se 

velopment are 
unknown, therefore the potential effects 
of a proposed development on 
European sites would be considered at a 
later stage once further detail is 
available.  
 
 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propo
development as it makes provision for 
the alteration, renovation or conversion 
of existing buildings in the countryside.  
The locations of de

X 

Policy AW 1 P
 
Developme
unacceptab h
 

i. air 
ii. nois
iii. light poll
iv. contam ation;  

vi. land instability;  

A1 
 
The policy will not lead to development 
bit rather seeks to reduce the impacts of 
development on public health.  

X 0 - ublic Health and Protection 

nt roposals will not be permitted where they would cause or re
le arm to health and/or local amenity because of:- 

p sult in 

pollution; 
e pollution; 

ution; 
in

v. landfill gas; 

vii. flooding; 
viii. or any other identified risk to public health or safety; 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
unless it can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Council that measures can b
taken to overcome any danger to public health and/or impact upon local amenity. 
 
Development proposal

e 

s must be accompanied by appropriate technical assessments, 
as requested by the Council. 
 
Policy AW 11 - Existing Employment and Retail Uses 

e uses for existing employment sites and 

AW xx and AW xx of this plan; (Allocating 
oli

ii. e
xp il purposes 

at re
iii. it cy 

W
iv.  t

ent land; 

y 

osed use is a small, ancillary use which falls outside the B-
which supports the wider function of an employment 

A1 

e policy itself will not lead to 
he 

X 
 
Development proposals promoting alternativ
retail units identified with the defined retail centres, will be permitted where:- 
 

i. The site is not identified by policies 
p cies) 
Th  retention of the site for employment/retail purposes has been fully 
e lored without success by way of marketing for employment/reta

2 months; asonable market rates for minimum of 1
hW in the identified primary retail frontage, the proposal accords with poli

A  xx of this plan. 
In he case of employment sites:-  

a. a landbank of employment sites suitable to accommodate a range 
of employment uses across the plan area is maintained; 

b. the alternative use would not prejudice adjoining employm
c. the proposed use is for a sui generis use, which exhibits the 

characteristics of B1, B2, and B8 uses and which could appropriatel
be accommodated on an employment site; 

d. the prop
Class uses but 
site without affecting the integrity of the sites; 
 

 
hT

development as it sets out criteria for t
alternative use of existing employment 
and retail uses.  

Policy AW Policy 12 – Renewable Energy 
 
De lo h as 

e
sm /m

es ve pment proposals which promote the provision of renewable energy suc
schem s for energy from biomass, hydro-electricity, anaerobic digestion and 

all edium sized wind turbines, will be permitted where it can be demonstrated 

A2 
 
Policy states clear intent that renewabl
development must support wider/ 
existing natural environment and 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
that the
areas o
resident
 
D lo
c ru
 

, 

re is no unacceptable effect upon the interests of agriculture, conservation, 
f ecological, wildlife natural heritage and landscape importance and 
ial amenity 

eve pment proposals should be designed to minimise resource use during 
onst ction, operation and maintenance. 

conservation interests and will be 
permitted if there is no unacceptable 
effect upon the interests of conservation
areas of ecological and wildlife heritage.  

Po y A
 
Proposa it 

an be 

arch area and required to 

iv al 

t 

vi ty to the countryside,  

Wh
into an

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose the 
development of a large wind farm but 
rather sets out criteria for any proposals.  

potential effects of a large wind farm 
elopment on European sites would 

 has been 

X lic W 13 - Large Wind Farm Development 

ls for wind farm developments of 25mw and over will be permitted where 
demonstrated that the proposal: c

 
i. Is within the boundary of the refined strategic se

meet the indicative generating capacity; 
ii. Is sited on a predominantly flat, extensive area of upland land  
iii. Will benefit from a good wind resource; 

. Is located a minimum of 500 metres away from the nearest residenti
property; 

v. Will not because of its siting, scale or design have an unacceptable effec
on the visual quality of the wider landscape; 

. Will not result in a loss of public accessibili
 

ere development proposals are acceptable applicants will be required to enter 
d implement appropriate land management agreements. 

 

The 
evd

be assessed once the proposal
submitted.    

Poli
 
Rhondd nd for a 

ontin thout compromising environmental and social issues, 

te reserves and 
protecting future resources; 

E1 
 
This policy has the potential for significant 
effect - contingent on the location of 
minerals extraction and the nature of 

essing/ transportation.  Potential 
acts associated with minerals 

xtraction include: land take, habitat loss 

cy AW 14 - Minerals  

a Cynon Taf will seek to contribute to the regional and national dema
uous supply of minerals, wic

by; 
 

i. Maintaining a 20 year landbank of permitted aggrega

ii. Safeguarding other mineral resources, including coal, high quality hard rock 

proc
imp
e
and fragmentation, disturbance, water 

? 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
and sand and gravel, taking into account the range and extent of resources 

nsiderations. Where 
n by necessary development, 

iii ted; 
iv  of waste, and promoting 

v  
mit 

through an Amenity Protection Buffer Zones. 

rological 
and environmental, planning and transportation co
proven reserves are under threat from sterilisatio
the pre-working of the mineral resource will be encouraged; 

. Ensuring that adequate restoration and aftercare measures are incorpora

. Promoting efficient usage, minimising production
alternatives to primary won aggregates; 

s and the. Ensuring that impacts upon residential areas from mineral operation
transportation of minerals are limited to an acceptable proven safe li

 
 

pollution, air pollution, dust, hyd
impacts, introduced/ invasive species. 

Policy AW 15 –  Community Amenity Protection Buffer Zones 
 

a) No mineral extraction or activity directly related to the extraction of mineral
will be permitted within the defined residenti

s 
al settlement boundaries.  

ction of 
ment 

 
e 

tres of 

tion or activity directly related to the extraction of coal will be 
undaries, or other 

X 

 
b) No sand and gravel extraction or activity directly related to the extra

sand and gravel will be permitted within 100 metres of defined settle
boundaries or other established settlements. 

c) No sandstone or limestone extraction or activity directly related to th
extraction of sandstone or limestone will be permitted within 200 me
defined settlement boundaries, or other established settlements. 

 
d) No coal extrac

permitted within 500 metres of defined settlement bo
established settlements. 

 

A1 
 
The policy itself will not lead to 
development as it seeks to provide 
amenity protection buffer zones around 
residential areas.  

Northern Strategy Area 
Policy NSA 1 – Development in the Principal Town of Aberdare 
 
Proposa l and commercial development within the defined town centre 
of A

ls for residentia
berdare will be permitted where the development: 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out criteria 

X 
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Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 

the 

isure development; and 
nsport. 

f 
nt 

effects of a proposed development on 
European sites would be considered at a 

ter stage once further detail is 
ailable.  

1. Reinforces the role of Aberdare as a Principal Town 
2. Respects the culture and heritage of Aberdare; 

 3. Is of a high standard of design and makes a positive contribution to
townscape in the defined town centre; 

4. ntegrates positively with existing development; I
5. Promotes opportunities for new retail, tourism and le
6. Promotes accessibility to services by a range of modes of tra

 

for the permission of proposed 
development within the town centre o
Aberdare.  The locations of developme
are unknown, therefore the potential 

la
av
 
 

NSA 2 – Development in the Town Centres of Key Settlements 
 

roposals for residential and commercial development within the defined toP wn 
centres of the Key Settlements of Tonypandy, Mountain Ash, Porth, Ferndale and 

cal services; and 
5. Promotes accessibility to services by a range of modes of transport. 

 
Non A-Class uses will not be permitted at ground floor level within the defined Primary 
Retail Frontage Areas. 

a 
 the permission of proposed 
velopment within town centres and 

e 

X 

Treorchy will be permitted where the development: 
 

1. Supports and reinforces the role of the centres as Key Settlements; 
2. Is of a high standard of design and integrates positively with existing 

development; 
3. Promotes the beneficial reuse of vacant and underused floorspace; 
4. Supports the provision of lo

 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out criteri
for
de
key settlements.  The locations of 
development are unknown, therefore th
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European sites would 
be considered at a later stage once 
further detail is available.  
 

Policy NSA 3 - Development in the Key Settlement of Hirwaun 

1. Is of a high standard of design and integrates positively with existing 
development; 

2. Makes a positive contribution to the provision and improvement of community 

 

ts out criteria 

 
e 

 
Proposals for residential, commercial and community development within Hirwaun will 
be permitted where the development: 
 

E2
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather se
for the permission of proposed 
development within Hirwaun.  The 
locations of development are unknown,
therefore th potential effects of a 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
and educational facilities; 

3. Promotes opportunities for new retail and tourism development; 
oposed development on European 

tes would be considered at a later 
4. Promotes accessibility to services by a range of modes of transport. 
5. Does not result in the loss of local retail or community facilities; and 
6. Does not result in the loss of important open space within the settlement 

 

pr
si
stage once further detail is available.  
 

Policy NSA 4 - Former Maerdy Colliery Site, Rhondda Fach  

 allocated at the Former Meardy Colliery Site for 

X 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is
the construction of 1 hectare of employment land ( B1 and/ or B2), Visitor Centre and 
and an area of informal recreation contained in a historic landscape.  Development 
on the strategic site will be subject to a large-scale reclamation scheme. 
 

B 
 
This site lies approximately 6km south of 
Blaen Cynon SAC.  Given the location of 
the site and the size of development it is 
not likely that this policy will have 
significant effects on European sites.  
 

P
 

olicy NSA 5 - Former Fernhill Colliery Site, Blaenrhondda 

In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at the Former Fernhill Colliery Site, 
Blaenrhondda for the construction of 400 dwellings, a local retail centre and 
associated public open space.  Development on the strategic site will be subject to a 
large-scale reclamation scheme. 

 
ssociated 

the 

X B 
 
This site lies approximately 6 km from
Blaen Cynon SAC.  Impacts a
with tourism, housing development are 
not considered significant given the 
distance between the sites and 
alternative recreational facilities 
available in close proximity.   
 

Policy NSA 6 - Former Phurnacite Plant, Abercwmboi 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at the Former Phurnacite Plant, 
Abercwmboi for the construction of 500 dwellings, 5.9 hectares of employment, a new 
primary school and associated public open space.  Development on the strategic site 
will be subject to a large-scale reclamation scheme. 
 

X B 
 
This site is over 8km from Blaen Cynon 
SAC.  Impacts associated with tourism, 
housing development are not 
considered significant given the distance 
between the sites and the alternative 
recreational facilities available in close 
proximity.   
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy NSA 7 - Land at Robertstown / Abernant, Aberdare 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at Robertstown / Abernant, Aberdare 
for the construction of 600 dwellings, 3.7 hectares of employment / leisure, a new 
primary school, medical centre and associated public open space. stablished urban centre, focusing 

.  

B 
 
This site is approximately 5km from Blaen 
Cynon SAC.  The site is proximal to an 
e
development away from sensitive sites
 

X 

Policy NSA 8 - Land South of Hirwaun  
 
n accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated South of Hirwaun for tI he construction 

mployment, a new primary school, 2000m2 retail 
ity centre and associated public open space.  

pment to Land South of Hirwaun, 
which is adjacent to Blaen Cynon SAC.  

ts from development (employment 
residential) include air/ water/ noise 

ter 

es etc).  Given the 
location of the site there is also the 
potential for habitat loss and 
fragmentation.  The reclamation of land 
would need to be carried out with care 

nsure that the hydrological 
ditions are maintained.  The 

ndent 

 that there 
 no known off-site factors, such as 

ution, that are affecting the marsh 
itillary to any significant extent, although 

cality”.  

tors 

of 400 dwellings, 36 hectares of e
oorspace store, medical / communfl

Development on the strategic site will be subject to a large-scale reclamation 
scheme. 
 

The policy proposes strategic 
develo

Effec
and 
pollution, recreational pressure, wa
abstraction issues as well as wider 
urbanisation effects (waste/ traffic/ 
transport increas

to e
con
magnitude of impact will be depe
on implementation. 
 
The Core Management Plan for the 

laen Cynon SAC indicatesB
“are
poll
fr
there is still much industry in the lo
It also states that as management of the 
SAC habitat improves, off-site fac
could become more apparent.  Site level 
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Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
management issues (grazing an
management) are currently the most 
important factor in terms of maintaining 
and improving the marsh fritillary habita
 

d scrub 

t.  

Policy N
 
In acco
resident
 

ered at 
SA14. 

? SA 9 - Housing Allocations 

rdance with policy CS 4 land is allocated in the Northern Strategy Area for 
ial development on non strategic sites in the following locations: 

Large allocations removed from LDP/ 
trategic allocations consids

N

Policy NSA 

may 
ed development: 

ng and future residents. 

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development as it sets out criteria for 
density levels.   

X 10 – Housing Density  
 
Proposals for residential development will be permitted where the net residential 
density level is a minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare.  Variation in density levels 
be permitted where it can be demonstrated that the propos
 

1. Does not adversely effect the character of the site or surrounding area; 
2. Makes efficient use of the site, and 
3. Has regard to the amenity of existi

 
Policy NSA 11 – Affordable Housing 
 
The provision of 25% affordable housing will be sought on sites of 30 units or more. On 
ites under 30 units, contributions will be sought for the reuse / rehabilitation of exs

ol
isting 

d
 

er housing stock in the County Borough. 

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out the 
affordable housing requirement for 
proposed development.  
 

X 

Policy NSA 12 – Housing Development Within or Adjoining Settlement Boundaries 
 
Development in the Northern Strategy Area, will be permitted within or adjoining the 
defined settlement boundaries where it can be demonstrated that: 

exceed 0.3 hectares on sites outside the 

opose 
evelopment but rather sets out criteria 

mission of proposed 
ent within or adjoining 

ern 

X 

 
1. The size of the site does not 

defined settlement boundary; 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not pr
d
for the per

evelopmd
settlement boundaries in the North
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
2. The site is bounded on at least one side by the defined settleme

boundary; 
nt 

3. proposed development does no ersely eff e provision of 
pace; 

. cces al se by a range of 
or by cycl

. oes no ly eff e provision of car 

. bj in  adequate 

 
evelopm entified area of Aberdare will only be permitted within 

he defined settlement boundary. Development proposals adjoining the defined 
ttlement boundary of Aberdare will not be permitted. 

 
Development proposals within and/or adjoining the defined settlement boundaries 
around the Strategic Sites defined by policy CS 3 will only be permitted where they will 
not prejudice the development of the Strategic Sites  
 

e 

ered at a later stage once 

The 
open s

t adv ect th

4 The proposed development is a
modes of transport, on foot 

sible to loc
e; 

rvices 

5 The proposed development d t adverse ect th
parking in the surrounding area; 
Where sites are contaminated or su6 ect to land stability,
remediation can be achieved; 

ent proposals in the idD
t
se

Strategy Area.  The locations of 
development are unknown, therefore th
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European sites would 
be consid
further detail is available.  
 
 

Policy NSA 13 – Rehabilitation / Conversion of Large Buildings 
 
The rehabilitation and conversion of large buildings for residential purposes within the 
Northern Strategy Area will be permitted where it can be demonstrated that: 
 

1. The building is located within a settlement identified in Policy NSA 1 
2. The building is of historic or architectural importance or is prominent and 

makes a valuable contribution the townscape of the settlement; 
3. There is no economically viable alternative use for the building; 

 

X E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development as it makes provision for 
the conversion of large buildings for 
residential purposes.  The locations of 
development are unknown, therefore the 
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European sites would 
be considered at a later stage once 
further detail is available.  
 

Policy NSA 14 - Employment Allocations 

in the Northern Strategy Area for 
 

C1 & C2 
 
P

 
n accordance with policy CS 6 land is allocated I otential impacts of employemployment development on non strategic sites in the following locations: ment 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
employment development on non strategic sites in the following locations:- 
 

 Site 
 

 Ferndale & Highfield Ind Estate, (B1, B2 & 8.38h 

Use Size 

1.

2.
3

4 (B2,B8) 4.17h 

take/ 

te 7 (North of Fith Avenue, Hirwaun) is 
adjacent to the Blaen Cynon SAC.  
Effects from development include air/ 
water/ noise pollution, recreational 
pressure, water abstraction issues as well 
as wider urbanisation effects (waste/ 
traffic/ transport increases etc).  Given 
the location of the site there is also the 
potential for habitat loss and 
fragmentation.  The magnitude of 

act will be dependent on 
ementation. 

 

  Site level 
ent issues (grazing and scrub 

management) are currently the most 
important factor in terms of maintaining 
and improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  
 

Maerdy  B8) 
 Caemawr Ind Estate, Treorchy (B1, B2) 3.6h 
. Former Mayhew Chicken Factory, 

Trecynon  
(B1, B2 & 
B8) 

2.88h 

. North of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun Ind 
Estate, Hirwaun, and  

 
 

development include: direct land 
habitat fragmentation, water 
abstraction, air/ land/ water and noise 
pollution. 
 
Si

imp
impl
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, such as 
pollution, that are affecting the marsh 
fritillary to any significant extent, although
there is still much industry in the locality”.  
It also states that as management of the 
SAC habitat improves, off-site factors 
could become more apparent.
managem

P
 

olicy NSA 15 - Small Industrial and Business Sites A1 
 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Small industrial and business sites (

mployment purposes unless it
Use Classes B1, B2 and B8) will be retained for 

 can be demonstrated that: 

2 The pre have been assessed and are genuinely redu ey are 
v price that r
c od of time cts the 
li

Where the Council considers that the continued use of the premises for business 
purposes would cause undue disturbance to residential neighbours; or where access 

able safety standard and cannot reasonably be 
mproved, the above criteria will not be applied. 

policy itself does not propose 
elopment but rather sets out criteria 

for the retention of small industrial and 
e
 

1. Suitable alternative sites are available elsewhere in the locality at a 
comparable rental; or 

. mises ndant i.e. th
heir acant and have been marketed locally at a eflects t

onditio
kely dem

n and commercial value and for a peri
and for the size of premises; 

 that refle

 

to the site does not meet an accept
i
 

The 
dev

business sites.    
 

Policy NSA 16 – Re-development of Vacant/Redundant Industrial Sites 
 
Pro a strial 
sites will where it can be demonstrated that:- 
 

i) t 
i.e. In terms of the current and future needs of the employment market; 

 and 

e size of premises; 
iii) The development is compatible with other uses in the locality and there 

 local 
residents; 

v) The Site is not allocated in NSA14 

 

he policy itself does not propose 
development but rather makes provision 
for the conversion or redevelopment of 
redundant and/or vacant industrial sites.  
The locations of development are 
unknown, therefore the potential effects 
of a proposed development on 
European sites would be considered at a 

r stage once further detail is 
ilable. 

X 

pos ls for the conversion or redevelopment of redundant and/or vacant indu
 be supported 

The premises and/or site has been assessed and is genuinely redundan

ii) That it has been marketed locally at a price that reflects its condition
commercial value and for a period of time that reflects the likely demand 
for th

are no significant adverse impacts on the amenities enjoyed by

iv) The redevelopment of derelict, unsightly, underused and vacant land for 
new mixed uses will have a positive effect in regeneration terms. 

 

E2 
 
T

late
ava
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Poli

a  
dev

 

n 
s 

he potential to increase the level of 
traffic along the A465 and A4059, which 
are in close proximity to Blaen Cynon 
SAC.  There is the potential for significant 
effects as a result of increased levels of 
diffuse air pollution.   
 

cy NSA 17 - Retail Allocations 
 
In ccordance with policy CS7 land is allocated in the Northern Strategy Area for retail

elopment at the following locations: 
 

 Site Floorspace 
1.  Land at Oxford Street, Mountain Ash 950m2 
2.  Strategic Site 5: Land South of Hirwaun 

 
2,000m2 

D2 
 
The proposed 2,000m2 retail allocatio
(site 2) to the land south of Hirwaun ha
t

? 

Policy NSA 18 - The Retail Hierarchy 
 
The hierarchy of retail centres in the Northern Strategy Area is defined as follows: 

are;  
2. Key Settlements: Ferndale; Hirwaun; Mountain Ash; Porth; Treorchy;  and 

Rhydyfelin, Taffs Well, Tonteg (Precinct), Treforest, Tynant 

Pro a e to retail uses inside the defined 
ance a centres position in the retail hierarchy 

will p
 

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 

elopment but rather sets out the retail 
erarchy in the Northern Strategy Area.    

 
1. Principal Town Centres: Aberd

Tonypandy; 
3. Local And Neighbourhood Centres: Church Village (Centre); Llantrisant Old 

Town, Pontyclun, 
 

pos ls for retail development or changes of us
boundaries which would maintain or enh

be ermitted. 

dev
hi  
 

X 

Policy NSA 19 – Retail Development in Principal Towns and Key Settlements 

New and improved retail (Class A) facilities and other uses that are appropriate within 

. The proportion of other Class A2 or A3 units does not rise above 25% of frontage 
ength

2. 2 or A3 uses in the 
n s detracting from its 

E2 

he policy itself does not propose 
teria 

 

the town centre will be permitted within the core retail area of Aberdare where: 
 
1

l ; 
The number, frontage lengths and distribution of other Class A 
fro tage do not create an over-concentration of use

 
T
development but rather sets out cri
for the permission of proposed retail 
development within town centres of 
principal towns and key settlements in 
the Northern Strategy Area.  The 
locations of development are unknown, 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
established retail character;  

. The proposed use will provide a direct service to visiting members of the general 
public and generate sufficient day time and evening pedestrian activity to avoid 

g frontage; 
. The proposal does not prejudice the effective use of upper floors, retaining any 

. The proposal will retain or provide a shop front with a display function and 

stre s setting, in terms of its materials, form and proportion. 

un Mountain Ash Porth Treorchy and 
nypandy development proposals for Class A1, A2, A3 and other uses that will add 

vital  attracting foot fall that benefits the daytime 
and

 a 
an 

tes would be considered at a later 
ge once further detail is available.  

3

creating an area of relative inactivity in the shoppin
4

existing separate access to upper floors; and  
5

entrances which relate well to the design of the host building and to the 
etscene and it

 
Within the defined retail centres of Ferndale Hirwa
To

ity and viability to the retail centre by
 evening economy will be permitted. 

 

therefore the potential effects of
proposed development on Europe
si
sta
 

Policy NSA 20 - Major Road Schemes 
 
In addition to those schemes identified in policy CS ??? land will be safeguarded and 
provision made for the development of the strategic highway network in the Northern 
trategy Area, including: 

 
ley Link  

ef Road Extension (Beyond Maerdy) 
 Valley Link 

 

 

S

1. Mountain Ash Southern Cross Val
2. Upper Rhondda Fach Relief Road 
3. Upper Rhondda Fach Reli
4. Mountain Ash Northern Cross

A1
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather seeks to 
safeguard land for the future 
development of the strategic highway 
network.  

X 

Poli N ark and Share Provision 

 / park and share facilities will be provided within the 
following developments: 

n. 
2. Land south of Ty Trevithick, adjacent to A470, Abercynon  

D1 

e development of park and ride 
facilities on Strategic Site 5 alone is not 

ts on Blaen 

cy SA 21 – Park and Ride (Bus) / P
 
Provision for park and ride (bus)

 
1. Strategic Site 5: Land South of Hirwau

3. Land adjacent to Penrhos roundabout, Penrhos 

 
Th

likely to have significant effec
Cynon SAC.  However, in-combination 
with the other development proposed on 
this site there is the potential for habitat 

? 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 loss and reduced connectivity.  

 

Poli N
 
Lan i f; 
 

1. The former rail freight line between Aberdare and the former Tower Colliery, 

and for the provision of station improvements at: 

2. The former Railway Site, Hirwaun 

B 
 
Given the size and location of the 
development there is not likely to be any 
significant effects on European sites as a 
result of this policy.  

X cy SA 22 - Rail Network And Station Improvements 

d w ll be safeguarded for rail network improvements along the route o

Hirwaun; and 
 

 

3. The Former Freight Line, Hirwaun 
 
Policy NSA 23 - Cycle Network Improvements 
 
The paths and community routes will be extended improved 
and ude schemes at: 
 

dda Community Route Network; 

n Industrial Estate 

5. Cwmaman to Aberaman  

This policy is unlikely to have significant 
effects on European sites.  Blaen Cynon 
SAC is in close proximity to Hirwaun 
Industrial Estate, however, recreational 
disturbance is not an issue at this site and 
the improvements of the cycle path are 
not likely to have significant effects.  

X 

 existing network of cycle 
 enhanced to incl

1. The Rhon
2. The Cynon Valley Cycle Route  
3. The Heads of the Valley Cycleway & links to Hirwau
4. Pontygwaith to Maerdy 

6. Lady Windsor to Llanwonno 
7. Gyfeillion to Llanwonno route 

 

B 
 

Policy NSA 24 – Green Wedges 

Green wedges have been identified in order to prevent coalescence between and 

ynydd 
y Gilfach)  

A1 

e policy does not propose 

oalescence. 

X 
 

within settlements at the following locations: 
 

1. Land north of Tonyrefail (Trane Farm, Cae’r-lan Farm) and Penrhiwfer (M

 
Th
development but rather identifies green 
wedges and restricts development within 
them to prevent c
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
2. Land between Penrhys (including Pe
3. Land between Penrhys and Llwynypi

nrhys Cemetery) and Tylorstown 
a 

nd Cwmbach 
 Pleasure Park 

6. er’s Field (Abercynon) 
7. 

 
Within t e ture of the land, will not 
be per
 

4. Land between Abernant (including Abernant Golf Course) a
5. Land between Fernhill and Mountain Ash, including Victoria

Land north-east of Coed y Cwm and Grov
Land between Penywaun and Cwmdare / Trecynon 

hes  areas development which prejudices the open na
mitted. 

Policy N
 
Special

ci 
wr Northern Cwm & Slopes 

mmon, Cwm Dare & Cwm Aman, and 
wydcoed 

 
ev thin the defined special landscape areas will be expected to conform 

s appropriate to the 

A1 
 
The policy relates to design and other 
criteria for development and will 

erefore not have significant effects on 
ropean sites.   

X SA 25 - Special Landscape Areas 

 landscape areas are identified at the following locations: 
 

1. Mynydd y Cymmer 
2. Mynydd Troed y Rhiw Slopes 
3. Llwyncelyn Slopes 
4. Cwm Clydach 
5. Cynon Valley Northern Slopes 
6. Cwm Or
7. Rhondda Fa
8. Hirwaun Co
9. Brecon Beacons Edge at Ll

D elopment wi
to the highest standards of design, siting, layout and material

haracter of the area. c
 

th
uE

Policy NSA 26 – Cynon Valley River Park 
 
Development that would contribute to the protection, enhancement, enlargement, 

X 

connectivity and management of important wildlife sites, species and features of 
nature conservation within the Cynon Valley River Park area will be supported. 
 

A2 
 
The policy ensures that development will 
help to protect and enhance the Cynon 
Valley River Park.  
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy NSA 27 – Land Reclamation Schemes 
 
Land reclamation schemes are proposed at the following locations; 

1. Aberman land reclaimation scheme; 

Gelli land reclamation scheme; 
5. Graig-y-Dyffryn land reclamation scheme, Cwmpennar / Cefnpennar, 

6. Cefnpennar land reclamation scheme, Mountain Ash; 
7. Danylan land reclamation scheme, and 
8. Albion Lower Tips land reclamation scheme, Cilfynydd 

 

en the location of the proposed sites 
 not likely that there will be significant  

2. Tylorstown and Llanwonno land reclamation scheme; 
3. Lewis Merthyr land reclamation scheme, Trehafod; 
4. 

Mountain Ash, 

B 
 
Giv
it is
effects on European sites.  

X 

Policy NSA 28 - Provision Of C
 

ommunity Recycling Facilities 

uation of or provision 
for the future use as community recycling centres: 

2. Treorchy; 
3. 
4. 
5. l

 

B 

en the location and size of 
development proposed it is not likely that 

X 

Sites in the following locations will be safeguarded for the contin

 
1. Dinas; 

Ferndale; 
Aberdare (Bryn Pica); and 
Ge li. 

 
Giv

there will be significant effects on 
European sites. 

Policy N
 
The dep t
safegua would sterilise them or hinder their 
extracti

The identified areas of safeguarding on the proposals map include a 200 metres buffer 

opose 
evelopment but rather seeks to 

afeguard deposits of sandstone from 
development that would sterilise them or 

er their extraction.  It would be more 
ropriate to assess significant effects 

once a 

SA 32 - Safeguarding of Sandstone (now AW 14& 15) 

osi s of Pennant Sandstone, as shown on the proposals map, shall be 
rded from any development, which 

on.  
 

zone.  
 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not pr
d
s

hind
app

proposal for extraction has been 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
submitted.  
 

Policy NSA 33  – Safeguarding of Coal Reserves (now AW 14& 15) 
 
The deposits of primary and secondary coal reserves, as shown on the proposals map, 
shall be safeguarded from any development, which would sterilise them or hinder their 

 does not propose 
elopment but rather seeks to 
guard deposits of coal from 

evelopment that would sterilise them or 
 more 

 

X 

extraction.  
 
The identified areas of safeguarding on the proposals map include a 500 metres buffer 
zone. 
 

E2 
 
The policy itself
dev
safe
d
hinder their extraction.  It would be
appropriate to assess significant effects 
once a proposal for extraction has been
submitted.  
 

So euth rn Strategy Area 
Policy SSA 1 – Development in the Principal Town of Pontypridd 
 
Pro a n the defined town centre 
of P
 

1. Reinforces the role of Pontypridd as a Principal Town; 

3. Is of a high standard of design and makes a positive contribution to the 

5. Integrates positively with the existing built form; 
pment;  

ccessibility to services by a range of modes of transport, and 

 

evelopment but rather sets out criteria 
or the permission of proposed 

elopment within the town centre of 
typridd.  The locations of 

evelopment are unknown, therefore the 

once 

X 

pos ls for residential and commercial development withi
ontypridd will be permitted where the development: 

2. Respects the culture and heritage of Pontypridd; 

townscape in the defined town centre; 
4. Contributes to the enhancement of Ynysangharad Park; 

6. Promotes opportunities for new retail, tourism and leisure develo
7. Promotes walking and cycling; 
8. Promotes a
9. Improves the provision of Car Parking. 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
d
f
dev
Pon
d
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European sites would 
be considered at a later stage 
further detail is available.  
 
 

Poli

In order to improve the streetscape and retail environment in Pontypridd Town Centre, 
 

A4 
 
his site is wT

cy SSA 2 - Pontypridd Town Centre Enhancement 
 

parts of Taff Street  Mill Street and High Street will be pedestrianised  
ithin an established urban 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
parts of Taff Street, Mill Street and High Street will be pedestrianised.  
 

entre, focusing development away 
from sensitive sites.  Therefore this policy is 
not likely to have significant effects on 

pean sites either alone or in-
ombination.  

c

Euro
c
 

Policy SSA 3 – Development in the Principal Town of Llantrisant / Talbot Green 
 
Proposals for residential and commercial development within the defined town centre 
of Llantrisant / Talbot Green will be permitted where the development: 
 

cipal Town; 
ot Green; 

velopment; 
5. 
6. 
7. ng 

c
 

ent but rather sets out criteria 
he permission of proposed 
elopment within the town centres of 

antrisant and Talbot Green.  The 
nown, 

X 

1. Reinforces the role of Llantrisant / Talbot Green as a Prin
2. Respects the culture and heritage of Llantrisant / Talb
3. Is of a high standard of design and makes a positive contribution to the 

townscape in the defined town centre; 
4. Integrates positively with existing de

Promotes opportunities for new retail, tourism and leisure development; 
Protects important area nature conservation; and 
Makes a positive contribution to the reduction of congestion by promoti
ac essibility to services by a range of modes of transport. 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
developm
for t
dev
Ll
locations of development are unk
therefore the potential effects of a 
proposed development on European 
sites would be considered at a later 
stage once further detail is available.  
 
 

Policy S 4
 
Proposa e 

f the K

ettlement; 
2. Is of a high standard of design and integrates positively with existing 

opose 
evelopment but rather sets out criteria 

 the permission of proposed 
velopment within the town centre of 

onyrefail.  The locations of development 

X SA  – Development in the Key Settlement of Tonyrefail 

ls for residential and commercial development within the defined town centr
ey Settlement of Tonyrefail will be permitted where the development: o

 
1. Supports and reinforces the role of the centre as a Key S

development; 
3. Promotes the beneficial reuse of vacant and underused floorspace; 
4. Supports the provision of local services; and 
5. Promotes accessibility to services by a range of modes of transport. 

 

E2 
 
he policy itself does not prT

d
for

ed
T
are unknown, therefore the potential 
effects of a proposed development on 
European sites would be considered at a 
later stage once further detail is 
available.  
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 

Policy SSA 5 – New Educational Facilities in Tonyrefail 
 
Land will be made available within the proposed residential development at Trane 
Farm, Tonyrefail as defined by policy SSA4 for the provision of new educational 
facilities. 
 

X A4 
 
Given the location and size of the 
proposed development this policy is not 
likely to have significant effects on 
European sites either alone or in-
combination.  
 

Policy SSA 6 – Development in the Key Settlement of Llanharan 
 

ommunity development within Llanharan 

ilities; 
3. Promotes opportunities for new retail and tourism development; 
4. Promotes accessibility to services by a range of modes of transport. 
5. Does not result in the loss of local retail or community facilities; and 
6. Does not result in the loss of important open space within the settlement 

 

e policy itself does not propose 
velopment but rather sets out criteria 

tes would 
 

X 

Proposals for residential, commercial and c
will be permitted where the development: 
 

1. Is of a high standard of design and integrates positively with existing 
development; 

2. Makes a positive contribution to the provision and improvement of 
community and educational fac

E2 
 
Th

ed
for the permission of proposed 
development within the town centre of 
Llanharan.  The locations of 
development are unknown, therefore the 
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European si
be considered at a later stage once
further detail is available.  
 
 
B 
 
The site is over 20km away from Blaen 
Cynon SAC.  Given the location of the 
site in the Southern Strategy Area it is not 
likely that there will be significant effects 
on Blaen Cynon SAC.  
 
The Core Management Plan for the 

Policy SSA 7 – Former Cwm Colliery and Coking Works, Beddau 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at the Former Cwm Colliery and 
Coking Works, Beddau for the construction of 800 dwellings, 1.9 hectares of 
employment, local retail centre, a new primary school and associated public open 
space.  Development on the strategic site will be subject to a large-scale reclamation 
scheme  
 

X 
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Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, such as 
pollution, that are affecting the marsh 

illary to any significant extent, although 
here is still much industry in the locality”.  

e 

ms of maintaining 
itat.  

frit
t
It also states that as management of th
SAC habitat improves, off-site factors 
could become more apparent.  Site level 
management issues (grazing and scrub 
management) are currently the most 
mportant factor in teri
and improving the marsh fritillary hab
 

Policy SSA 8 - Mwyndy/Talbot Green Area 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at Mwyndy/Talbot Green Area for 
the construction of 8500 dwellings, 32 hectares of employment, 23,200m2 new retail 
floorspace, 10,000m2 of leisure floorspace, a primary school, library / community 
facility and associated public open space.   
 

pollution, that are affecting the marsh 
ry to any significant extent, although 

here is still much industry in the locality”.  
 of the 

more apparent.  Site level 
management issues (grazing and scrub 
management) are currently the most 
important factor in terms of maintaining 
and improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  

X B 
 
The site is approximately 25km away from 
Blaen Cynon SAC.  Given the location of 
the site in the Southern Strategy Area it is 
not likely that there will be significant 
effects on Blaen Cynon SAC.  
 
The Core Management Plan for the 
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, such as 

fritilla
t
It also states that as management
SAC habitat improves, off-site factors 
could become 
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Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 

Policy SSA 9 - Former OCC Site Llanilid, Llanharan 
 
In accordance with policy CS 3 land is allocated at the Former OCC Site Llanilid, 
lanharan for the construction of 1700 dwellings, 2000m2 retail floorspace, a medical 

centre, library / community facility, a new primary school and associated public open 
space.  Development on the strategic site will be subject to a large-scale reclamation 

the Llanharan 

ern Strategy Area it is not 
ly that there will be significant effects 

laen Cynon SAC.  

e 

uch as 
arsh 

gh 
ocality”.  

tors 
el 

b 
y the most 

mportant factor in terms of maintaining 
nd improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  

 

X 

L

scheme in Access to the site will be provided by the construction of 
ypass as defined policy SSA 18. B

 

B 
 
The site is over 20km away from Blaen 
Cynon SAC.  Given the location of the 
site in the South
like
on B
 
The Core Management Plan for th
Blaen Cynon SAC indicates that there 
“are no known off-site factors, s
pollution, that are affecting the m
fritillary to any significant extent, althou
there is still much industry in the l
It also states that as management of the 
SAC habitat improves, off-site fac
could become more apparent.  Site lev
management issues (grazing and scru
management) are currentl
i
a

Policy SSA 11 – Housing Density  
 
Proposals for residential development will be permitted where the net residential 
density level is a minimum of 35 dwellings per hectare.  Variation in density levels may 

e permitted where it can be demonstrated that the proposed development: 
 

1. o racter  or su ding area; 
2. Ma
3. a ty of existing and siden

 

 

b

 D es not adversely effect the cha
kes efficient use of the site, and 

of the site rroun

 H s regard to the ameni  future re ts. 

A1
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development as it sets out criteria for 
density levels.   

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy SSA 12 – Affordable Housing 
 
The prov io g will sought on tes of 30 uni s or more. On sites 

nder 30 units contributions will be sought for the reuse / rehabili ion of existing older 
ousing stock in the County Borough 

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out the 
affordable housing requirement for 

oposed development in the Southern 
rategy Area.  

is n of 40% affordable housin si t
u tat
h
 pr

tS
 

X 

Policy SSA 13 – Housing Development Within Settlement Boundaries 
 
Deve pment w permitted within the defined settlement bou e it can 
be demo
 

1. T ect the  of open 
space; 

2. T  local services e of 
modes of transport, on foot or by cycle; 

3. The proposed development does not adversely effect the provision of car 
parking in the surrounding area; 

 or subject to land instability; 

es 
c Sites 

opment but rather sets out criteria 
for the permission of proposed 
development within or adjoining 
settlement boundaries in the Southern 
Strategy Area.  The locations of 
development are unknown, therefore the 
potential effects of a proposed 
development on European sites would 

onsidered at a later stage once 
er detail is available.  

X 

lo ill be ndaries wher
nstrated that: 

he proposed development does not adversely eff  provision

he proposed development is accessible to  by a rang

4. The site is not contaminated
 
Development proposals within and/or adjoining the defined settlement boundari

nly be permitted where they will not prejudice the development of the Strategio
 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
devel

be c
urthf

 
 

Poli
 
In ac o
employ
 

Use Size 

Ely, Tonyrefail  (B1, B2) 10.66h 
3. Land to south of Llantrisant Business 

cy SSA 14 - Employment Allocations 

c rdance with policy CS 7 land is allocated in the Southern Strategy Area for 
ment development on non strategic sites in the following locations:- 

 Site 
1. Strategic Site 6: Former Cwm 

Colliery and Coking works, Beddau  
(B1, B2) 1.9h 

2. Coed 
(B1, B2 & 5.5h 

B 
 
Given the location of the proposed 
development it is not likely that this policy 
will have significant effects on European 
sites.  

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Park, Llantrisant  B8) 

4. Gellihiron South, Rhydfelin  (B2, B8) 1.47h 
 

 
 
Poli
 
In a il 
dev
 

 
 

ed 
 

ean 

X cy SSA 15 - Retail Allocations 

ccordance with policy CS 7land is allocated in the Southern Strategy Area for reta
elopment at the following locations: 

 Site Floorspace 
1.  Land Adjacent To Pontypridd Retail Park, 

Pontypridd 
5,500m2 

2.  Strategic Site 8: Former OCC Site, Llanilid, 2,000m2 
Llanharan 

3.  Land East Of Mill Street, Tonyrefail 2,000m2 
 

B 
 
Given the location of the propos
development it is not likely that this policy
will have significant effects on Europ
sites.  

Policy S

n); 
y Settlements:  Llanharan and Tonyrefail; 

entres: Gelli, Maerdy, Pentre (Queens), 
anog, Treherbert, Tynewydd, Williamstown, Ynyshir, 

pment or changes of use to retail uses inside the defined 
bounda es w he retail hierarchy 
will
 

A1 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out the retail 
hierarchy in the Southern Strategy Area.    

SA 16 - The Retail Hierarchy 
 
The hierarchy of retail centres in the Southern Strategy Area is defined as follows: 
 

1. Principal Town Centres:  Pontypridd and Llantrisant (Including Talbot Gree
2. Ke
3. Local And Neighbourhood C

Penygraig, Ton Pentre, Treb
Ystrad (Star), Aberaman, Abercynon, Gadlys, Penrhiwceiber, Trecynon and 
Ynysybwl 

 
roposals for retail develoP

ri hich would maintain or enhance a centres position in t
 be permitted. 

 
 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy SSA 17 – Retail Development in Principal Towns and Key Settlements. 

ate within 
here: 

1. e 25% of 

on of other Class A 2 or A3 uses in 
oncentration of uses detracting from its 

3. vice to visiting members of the 
me and evening pedestrian 

ti  an area of relative inactivity in the shopping 

upper floors, retaining 

h relate well to the design of the host building and to the 
aterials, form and proportion. 

 
Wit and Tonyrefail development proposals 
for and viability to the retail centre 

y ening economy will be 

 

wns and key settlements in 
the Southern Strategy Area.  The 
locations of development are unknown, 
therefore the potential effects of a 
proposed development on European 
sites would be considered at a later 
stage once further detail is available.  

 
New and improved retail (Class A) facilities and other uses that are appropri
he town centre will be permitted within the core retail area of Pontypridd wt

 
The proportion of other Class A2 or A3 units does not rise abov
frontage length; 

2. The number, frontage lengths and distributi
the frontage do not create an over-c
established retail character;  

e Th proposed use will provide a direct ser
gener erate sufficient day tial public and gen
ac vity to avoid creating
frontage; 

4. The proposal does not prejudice the effective use of 
any existing separate access to upper floors; and  

5. The proposal will retain or provide a shop front with a display function and 
entrances whic
streetscene and its setting, in terms of its m

hin the defined retail centres of Llanharan 
Class A1, A2, A3 and other uses that will add vitality 
attracting foot fall that benefits the daytime and evb

permitted. 
 

E2
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather sets out criteria 
for the permission of proposed retail 
development within town centres of 
principal to

 

X 

Policy SSA 18 - Major Road Schemes 
 
n addition to those schemes identified iI n policy CS 8 land will be safeguarded and 
provisio ighway network in the Southern 
Strateg
 

y Dualling 
and 

 
 

 

y 
an 

sites.  

X 

n made for the development of the strategic h
ry A ea, including: 

1. Tonyrefail Bypass and Ynysmaerdy to Coed El
2. A473 Llanharan Bypass, 
3. A473 Talbot Green Bypass

B
 
Given the location of the proposed 
development it is not likely that this polic
will have significant effects on Europe
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy SSA 19 - Rail Network And Station Improvements 
 
Land will be safeguarded for rail network improvements along the route of; 

1. The former rail freight line between Pontyclun and Beddau 

 at: 

 

B 
 

n the location and size of the 
osed development it is not likely that 

his policy will have significant effects on 

 

 
And for the provision of station improvements
 

1. Cowbridge Road, Talbot Green 
2. Cardiff Road, Llantrisant 
3. Llantrisant Road, Gwaun Miskin, And 
4. Parish Road, Tynant 

Give
prop
t
European sites.  

X 

Policy SSA 20 – Park and Ride (Bus) / Park and Share Provision 
 
Pro facilities will be provided within the 
following developments: 

c Site 7:  Mwyndy / Talbot Green 
2. Brown Lennox Site, Pontypridd  

arw 
4. Land adjacent to A4119 & B4264 School Road 

B 
 
Given the location and type of 
development proposed it is not likely that 
there will be significant effects on Blaen 
Cynon SAC as a result of this policy.  

X 

vision for park and ride (bus) / park and share 

 
1. Strategi

3. Land south of Makro, Parc Nantg

 
Policy SSA 21 - Cycle Network Improvements 
 
The paths and community routes will be extended improved 
and es at: 
 

age Bypass Community Route 

e to Pontypridd 

to Nantgarw 

on and type of 
development proposed it is not likely that 
there will be significant effects on Blaen 
Cynon SAC as a result of this policy.  

X 

 existing network of cycle 
 enhanced to include schem

1. Church Vill
2. Treforest Connect 2  
3. Extension of Connect 2 schem
4. Maesycoed to Porth 
5. Glyntaff 
6. Trallwn to Cilfynydd, and 

B 
 
Given the locati
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
7. Pontypridd to Tonyrefail via Llantrisant 

 
Policy SSA 22 – Green Wedges 
 
Green wedges have been identified in order to prevent coalescence between and 

Tonyrefail) 
2. Land between Parc Eirin (Tonyrefail) and Ty’n y Bryn / Gelli Seren (Tonyrefail) 
3. yclun 
4. 

. Land between Beddau / Tynant and Llantwit Fardre (Crown Hill) / Church 

6. Land between Efail Isaf and Llantwit Fardre  

ithin these areas development which prejudices the open nature of the land, will not 
be 

A1 
 

e policy does not propose 
velopment but rather identifies green 

edges and restricts development within 

X 

within settlements at the following locations: 
 

1. Land between Gilfach Goch / Hendreforgan and Parc Eirin (

Land between Llanharan, Llanharry and Pont
Land between Llantrisant and Beddau (Brynteg) 

5
Village  

7. Land between Glyncoch and Ynysybwl 
 
W

permitted.   
 

Th
de
w
them to prevent coalescence.  

Policy SSA 23 - Special Landscape Areas 
 
Special landscape areas are identified at the following locations: 

nds 
3. Ely Valley at Miskin 

 Llantrisant Surrounds 
6. Mynydd y Glyn & Nant Muchudd Basin 
7. Mynydd Hugh & Llantrisant Forest 

her 

s on 

 
1. Llanharry Surrounds 
2. Talygarn Surrou

4. Coed-yr-Hendy & Mwyndy 
5.

8. Efail Isaf, Garth & Nantgarw Western Slopes 
9. Craig yr Allt 
10. Taff Vale Eastern Slopes, and 
11. Treforest Western Slopes 

A1 
 
The policy relates to design and ot
criteria for development and will 
therefore not have significant effect
European sites.   

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
 
Development within the defined special landscape areas will be expected to conform 
to the highest standards of design, siting, layout and materials appropriate to the 
character of the area. 
 
Policy SSA 24 – Land Reclamation Schemes 
 

en the location of the proposed sites 
 not likely that there will be significant 

X 

Land reclamation schemes are proposed at the following locations; 
 

1. Danylan land reclamation scheme, and 
2. Coed Ely land reclamation aftercare scheme, Tonyrefail. 

 

B 
 
Giv
t isi
effects on European sites.  

Policy SSA 25 - Provision Of Community Recycling Facilities 
 
Sites in the following locations will be safeguarded for the continuation of or provision 
for the future use as community recycling centres:  

ffects on European sites either alone or 
ombination.  

X 

 
a) Pontyclun 

 

B 
 
This policy is not likely to have significant
e
in-c
 

Policy SSA 30 - Safeguarding of High Purity Carbonate and Carboniferous Limestone. 
(now AW 14& 15) 
 
The deposits of High Purity and Carboniferous Limestone, as shown on the proposals 
map, shall be safeguarded from any development, which would sterilise them or 

nder their 
 
The ntifie osals map include a 200 metres buffer 
zon
 

re 
ignificant effects 

once a proposal for extraction has been 
submitted.  
 

X 

hi extraction.  

id d areas of safeguarding on the prope
e. 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather seeks to 
safeguard deposits of limestone from 
development that would sterilise them or 
hinder their extraction.  It would be mo
appropriate to assess s

Policy SSA 31 - Safeguarding of Sandstone(now AW 14& 15) 
 
h own on the proposals map, shall be 

safeguarded from any development, which would sterilise them or hinder their 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
develo

T e deposits of Pennant Sandstone, as sh
pment but rather seeks to 

X 
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
extraction.  
 
The identified areas of safeguarding on the proposals map include a 200 metres buffer 
zone. 
 

safe
dev

guard deposits of sandstone from 
elopment that would sterilise them or 

e more 
fects 

s been 

hinder their extraction.  It would b
appropriate to assess significant ef
once a proposal for extraction ha
submitted.  
 

Policy SSA 32 – Preferred Area of Known Mineral Resource(now AW 14& 15) 
 
Land adjacent to Craig yr Hesg Quarry, Pontypridd is identified as a Preferred Area of 
Known Mineral Resource.  a of the already operational 

Craig yr Hesq sandstone quarry.  It would 
be more appropriate to assess significant 
effects once a more detailed proposal 
for extraction has been submitted. 
 

X E2 
 
The policy seeks to extend the mineral 
esource arer

 

P
 

olicy SSA 33 - Safeguarding of Sand and Gravel Resources(now AW 14& 15) 

he following sites contain resources of sand and gravel and will be safeguarded from 
ny development, which would sterilise them or hinder their extraction. 

he identified areas of safeguarding on the proposals map include a 100 metres buffer 
zone. 
 

i) Llanilid, East of Felindre Road 
ii) Brynsadler, North of Llanharry Road 
iii) South of Tylegarw, Pontyclun 
iv) Ceulan Farm, Miskin 
v) Pant Marsh, Talbot Green 
vi) Llantrisant and Pontyclun golf course 
vii) Rhiwsaeson Road, Cross Inn 
viii) Heol y Creigiau, Rhiwsaeson 

 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather seeks to 
safeguard deposits of sand and gravel 
from development that would sterilise 
them or hinder their extraction.  It would 
be more appropriate to assess significant 
effects once a proposal for extraction 
has been submitted.  
 

X 

T
a
 
T
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Policy References: Plan/ Proposal 

 
Potential effects (Criteria 1-9, see 

key) 
Rationale/ Comments 

Likely Significant Effect 
(LSE) 
No X 
Yes  

Uncertain ? 
Policy SSA 34  – Safeguarding of Coal Reserves(now AW 14& 15) 

T  of primary and secondary coal reserves, as shown on the proposals map, 
s m or hinder their 
e
 
T the proposals map include a 500 
z
 

E2 
 
The policy itself does not propose 
development but rather seeks to 

posits of coal from 
ent that would sterilise them or 

er their extraction.  It would be more 
ropriate to assess significant effects 

once a proposal for extraction has been 
submitted.  
 

X 
 
he deposits
hall be safeguarded from any development, which would sterilise the
xtraction.  

he identified areas of safeguarding on 
one. 

metres buffer hind
pp

safeguard de
developm

a
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Appendix 4: Plans and Programmes Review 
 
National 
 
National 
People, Places, Futures: The Wales Spatial Plan (update) 2008 
Plan Type Regional Spatial Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Assembly 
Currency Adopted 2004 
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA SEA of the Wales Spatial Plan Update 2008 

HRA and AA of the Wales Spatial Plan Update (June 2008) 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The Wales Spatial Plan sets out an agenda for the sustainable 
development of Wales over the next 20 years.  The purpose of 

te is to reflect new drivers of change and to give 
he Area work which has developed over the past two 

orked 
 able to provide quality of life for the population and 

arable areas in the UK and 

ment across South East Wales is 
 developing a greater mix and balance of housing in 

onnections Corridor whilst 
the Coastal Belt of South East 

dermine this housing market.  There should 
also be a targeted action to secure a supply of affordable 
housing.  

 Direct loss of habitat through development - One of the three Strategic 
Opportunity Areas identified is ‘the area around Llantrisant and North 
West Cardiff’; Cardiff Beech Woods SAC is in close proximity to this. 
 Housing and employment growth may lead to increased transport 

movements - the potential for in-combination effect is greater where 
close proximity to Natura 2000 sites. 

ncreased infrastructure – potential for land 
 disturbance/ severance of habitats and 

wth in the requirement for waste management/ transport disposal 
ew communities and businesses has the potential to increase 

ion, and introduce land take issues.  
nts near/ 

 Atmospheric pollution generated as a result of housing, employment 
and transport growth.  

the upda
status to t
years.  The plan aims to make South East Wales a netw

housing sites are in city-region
to be able to compete with comp
the EU for investment and growth.  
 
The pattern of housing develop
seen as
the Heads of the Valleys and C

lopment in ensuring that deve
Wales does not un

 New communities require i
take, pollution increase,
species.  
 Gro

from n
ollutp

 Recreation pressures may result from housing developme
adjacent to Natura 2000 sites. 
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National 
People, Places, Futures: The Wales Spatial Plan (update) 2008 
 
Three Strategic Opportunity Areas (SOA) were identified as 
offering potential regional benefits from their sustainable 
development.  These areas are: developments linked to the 
dualling of the Heads of the Valleys road (A465); the area 
around Llantrisant and North West Cardiff which has seen
major growth over the past 30 years; and development in

 
 the 

ked to the proposed St Athan military 

l to 
lleys 

port 

 

 

 

Vale of Glamorgan lin
training academy. 
 
The Plan states that improvements to transport are essentia
making the city-region work, and to the regeneration of Va
communities, highlighting the importance of external trans
links, such as the M4, east/west rail links and Cardiff 
International Airport.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
National 
Property Strategy for Employment in Wales 2004- 2008 
Plan Type Employment Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Development Agency 
Currency 2004 - 2008 
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
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National 
Property Strategy for Employment in Wales 2004- 2008 
The Property Strategy for Employment in Wales 2004-2008 set
out the Welsh Assembly Government’s approach for 
employment sites and buildings across Wales. The documen

s 

t 

estors and indigenous businesses. 

ess Park 
n M4/capital of Wales 
eded for Wales as a whole, with a land 

e 100-300 acres (40-121 hectares). The 
 a premier business park is a major 

ales’ current property armoury and investor 
reater Cardiff” area can in principle meet the 
he strategy. 

orridor. 

Strategic Mixed Use Sites 
(5-10) - to complement the business parks and strategic sites 
network. 
 
Special Category Sites 
(1) - but with other sites having ‘key’ sector roles 
 
City/Town Centre Office Sites 

 Direct loss of habitat through development - There are 4 SACs in close 
proximity to the M4, these are: 
o Cardiff Beech Woods SAC; 
 Employment growth may lead to increased transport movements. 
 New development requires increased infrastructure - potential for land 

take, pollution increase, disturbance/ severance of habitats and 
species.  
 Growth in the requirement for waste management/ transport disposal 

from new businesses has the potential to increase pollution, and 
introduce land take issues.  
 Recreation pressures may result from developments near/ adjacent to 

Natura 2000 sites. 
 Atmospheric pollution generated as a result of employment and 

transport growth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

aims to provide a framework to ensure that Wales can provide 
ment sites and premises in the right high quality employ

catlo ions for inward inv
 
Premier Busin
(1) - focused o
One park is ne
requirement of som
current  such lack of
weakness in W
offer. Only the “G
crite tria set out in 
 
Business Parks 
(6) - 2/3 on M4 C
 
Strategic Sites 
(15/20) -concentrated on large centres of population with 

roximity to the primary road network. p
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National 
Property Strategy for Employment in Wales 2004- 2008 
Extensive network based on the main centres of population 

g critical mass, supplemented by smaller scale and existin
opportunities 

ded for early consideration: 
tlements 

wport 

The following areas are recommen
- major set
 Cardiff/Cardiff Bay 
 Swansea 
 Ne
 Wrexham  

 
- other settlements 
 Caerphilly 
 Cwmbran 
 Merthyr Tydfil 
 Carmarthen 
 Newtown 
 Bangor 
 Colwyn Bay 

 
Industrial Estates/Local Sites 
50-70 – to serve essentially sub-regional and local markets. 
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National 
One Wales: Connecting the Nation. The Wales Transport  Strategy 2008 
Plan Type Transport 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Assembly Government - Transport Wales 
Currency 2008 
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales 
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The goal of One Wales: Connecting the nation is to promote 
sustainable transport= networks that safeguard the 
env nironment while strengthening our country’s eco
ocial life. Our transport strategy identifies a se

omic and 
ries of high-level 

livery. 

 

ng and lifelong learning 
isure facilities 

 Encourage healthy lifestyles 
 Improve the actual and perceived safety of travel 

 

e connectivity within Wales and internationally 
nd sustainable movement 

s
outcomes and sets out the steps to their de
 
One Wales: Connecting the nation long-term outcomes:
 
Social  
 Improve access to healthcare 
 trainiImprove access to education, 
 Improve access to shopping and le

 
Economic
 Improve access to employment opportunities 
 Improv
 Improve the efficient, reliable a

of people 
 Improve the efficient, reliable and sustainable movement 

 Improving the efficient, reliable and sustainable movement of people 
and freight as well as reducing the contribution of transport to 
greenhouse gas emissions will help to mitigate or offset any increase in 
diffuse air pollution as a result of this Strategy.  
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National 
One Wales: Connecting the Nation. The Wales Transport  Strategy 2008 

of freight 
 Improve access to visitor attractions 

e of more sustainable materials 
 of transport to greenhouse gas 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Environmental 
 Increase the us
 Reduce the contribution

emissions 
 Adapt to the impacts of climate change 
 Reduce the contribution of transport to air pollution and 

other harmful emissions 
Improve the impact of transport on the local environment 
Improve the impact of transport on our heritage 
mprove the impact of transport on biodiversity I

 
The strategic priorities to focus work cover: 
 Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and other 

environmental impacts; 
Integrating local transport; 
Improving access between key settlements and sites; 
Enhancing international connectivity; and 
Increasing safety and security. 

 
 
National 
The orward Programme 2002 (including 2004 supplement)    Trunk Road F
Plan Type Transport 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Assembly Government - Transport Wales 
Currency 2002 
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National 
The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 (including 2004 supplement)   
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales 
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Pha
A4
  

and 
baiden junction, and then continues for just under 1km 

 areas: Hardwicke roundabout, 

M4
 

k started in May 2007. Reconstruction and 
way within the central reserve is 

 A465: A470 to Hirwaun is in close proximity to Blaen Cynon SAC and has 
the potential to increase levels of airborne pollutants, recreation and 
disturbance. 
 All the development proposed has the potential to increase levels of 

traffic and therefore contribute to an increase in diffuse air pollution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

se 1 (Start March 2007) 
65 Abergavenny to Gilwern 
The scheme comprises the on-line widening of some 6km of
the A465 between the existing Hardwick Roundabout 
Glan
to Gilwern. Includes the
Llanfoist, West of Llanfoist, Govilon and Gilwern East.  
 

 Castleton to Coryton Widening 
A 13.5km (8.0 mile) long scheme to widen from dual two 
lane to dual three lane motorway standard at an 
estimated cost of £71m. The main programme of 
construction wor
realignment of the motor
currently underway between Junctions 30 and 32.  This will 
continue until June 2008. The main widening will then follow 
in core phases: 
o June 2008 - November 2008: J30 to J32 - Westbound 

widening. 
o November 2008 - April 2009: J29 to J30 - Eastbound 

widening. 
o April 2009 - August 2009: J29 to J30 - Central Reserve 

works. 
o August 2009 - December 2009: J29 to J32 - Westbound 

widening. 
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National 
The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 (including 2004 supplement)   
Phase 2 (Could 

6
be ready to start by April 2010) 

A4 5 Brynmawr to Tredegor  
 The A465 Trunk Road is part of the Trans European Road 

Network and is an important strategic route in South Wales, 
rn England to West Wales 

 

 
A4
 

ck 

tleton 
 Government has proposed a new dual 

etween Magor and Castleton as 
ort 

on 23A 
Castleton. The route crosses 

went Levels, including several Sites of Special 
st (or SSSIs), so great care will be taken to 
ects on the SSSIs by using previous industrial 
ble.  

Phase 3 (Unlikely to start before April 2010) 

linking the Midlands and Northe
and Ireland. Includes the areas: The Dingle, Blaen-y-Cwm
Reservoir, Garn Lydan, Rassau Industrial Estate East, Rassau 
Industrial Estate West and Nantybwch Junction (phase 
two).  

65 Gilwern to Brynmawr 
The A465 Trunk Road is part of the Trans European Road 
Network and is an important strategic route in South Wales, 
linking the Midlands and Northern England to West Wales 
and Ireland. Includes the areas: Gilwern East (phase two), 
Gilwern West, Maesygwartha, Upper Clydach, Blackro
and Brynmawr.  

 
New M4 Magor to Cas
 The Welsh Assembly

3-lane motorway link b
part of the optimum long-term wider integrated transp
strategy for South-East Wales. The new dual 3-lane 
motorway will be 15 miles (24 km) long, linking Juncti
at Magor and Junction 29 at 
the G
Scientific Intere
minimise the eff
land where feasi
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National 
The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 (including 2004 supplement)   
A4042 Llan
 

ellen 
A narrow bridge crossing with li
and narrow winding approach from 

mited pedestrian facilities 
the south. 

ess 
address access problems to 

Cardiff International Airport and Culverhouse Cross. 
 underway to ascertain how well 

 address the identified issues whilst taking 

ws with travellers on roads in the Vale 
008. 

 best 

 
Cardiff International Airport Acc

 scheme is proposed to  The

Detailed investigations are
various options
into account environmental, social and economic 
considerations. As part of the ongoing study traffic surveys 
and roadside intervie
of Glamorgan area will be carried out in early March 2
It is anticipated that solutions which are considered to
address the issues will be the subject of a public 
consultation planned to start in July 2008. The study is 
expected to be complete by the end of 2008.  

 
A465:A470 to Hirwaun 
 
A465 Dowlais Top to A470 
 Includes the areas: Dowlais Top Junction (phase two), 

Penywern, Galon Uchaf, Gurnos, Cefn Coed, A470 
Junction and West of A470.  

 
On Hold 
A4042 Penperlleni 
A40 Abergavenny 
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National 
Minerals Planning Policy Wales 2001  
Plan Type Minerals & Waste 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Assembly Government  
Currency 2001 
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales  
Se tor c Minerals 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Spe  
(SA
 
23. 
pot

d in 
ela vation objectives in order to 

 
elopment proposals affecting them, 

t 

 (taking 
into

per

No locations are specified. The document contains strong policies in regard 
to the protection of Natura 2000 and Ramsar sites.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cial Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservation
Cs) and Ramsar Sites 

Minerals proposals within or likely to significantly affect 
ential and classified SPAs, designated, candidate or 

proposed SACs or Ramsar sites must be carefully examine
tion to the site’s conserr

ascertain whether or not they are likely to be significant in 
terms of the ecological objectives of the site. For the purpose
of considering dev
potential SPAs and candidate SACs should be given the same 
protection and treated as classified SPAs and designated 
SACs. As a matter of policy, the Assembly has chosen to apply 
the same considerations to Ramsar sites. If a proposal 
individually or in combination with other proposals and sites 
with extant planning permission is likely have a significant effec
on such a site, an appropriate assessment of the implications 
for the site must be made by the planning authority. If the 
proposal would adversely affect the integrity of the site

 account advice from the Countryside Council for Wales) 
and conditions would not remove this effect, planning 

mission will not be granted unless there are: 
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National 
Minerals Planning Policy Wales 2001  
 
 no alternative solutions (i.e. alternative supplies cannot b

made available at reasonable cost; and there is no scop
for meeting the need in some other way); and, 

e 
e 

ing 
 this, 

ch as 
l 
ent or 

ouncil for 

Nature 

 
be
be
ex ced 

g elevant considerations. 
Particular care should be taken in assessing proposals that are 
likely to affect an SSSI which has been designated an NNR24. 
Consideration must always include an assessment of: 
 
 the need for the development in terms of UK considerations 

of mineral supply; 
 the im

 imperative reasons of overriding public interest – includ
those of a social and economic nature. In determining
authorities should have regard to considerations su
the need for the development in terms of UK minera
supply; and, the impact of permitting the developm
refusing it on the local economy. The Assembly would 
consider the question of whether there are imperative 
reasons of overriding public interest for the development, 
taking account of advice from the Countryside C
Wales, and bearing in mind the views of any other 
competent authority. 

 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and National 
Reserves (NNRs) 
 
25. Minerals proposals within SSSIs or likely to affect them should

 very carefully considered, and where the impact is likely to 
 significant they should be subject to the most rigorous 
amination, and the need for the mineral must be balan
ainst environmental and other ra

pact of permitting the development or refusing it on 
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National 
Minerals Planning Policy Wales 2001  

the local economy; 

ther way; 
oposals on the nature 

vation interest of the site in terms of habitat, 
sity, environment and 

 to which that should be 
derated; and, 

 existing quarries and other 
mineral extraction sites, the extent to which the proposal 

 an enhancement to the nature 

 

 whether alternative supplies can be made available at 
reasonable cost; and the scope for meeting the need in 
some o

 any detrimental effect of the pr
conser
protected species, bio-diver
landscape, and the extent
mo

 in the case of extensions to

would achieve
conservation and biodiversity interest of the site. 

 
Proposals for opencast or deep-mine development or colliery 
spoil disposal will be expected to meet the following 
requirements otherwise they should not be approved: 
 
 within or likely to affect Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

(SSSIs), National Nature Reserves (NNRs), Special Protection
Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and 
Ramsar Sites must meet the additional tests set out in 
paragraphs 23 and 25 above; 
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Regional 
 
Regional  
The South East Wales Consultation Draft Regional Waste Plan 1st Revision Oct 2007  
Plan Type Waste & Minerals 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority South East Wales Regional Waste Group 
Currency Consultation document (ended Dec 2007) Final document due 2008  
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales  
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA Sustainability Appraisal & Life Cycle Analysis of the Strategic Waste 

Management Options (Environment Agency Wales, 2007). 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The estimated total land area required in South East Wales for 
new in-building facilities by 2013 for the seven sub-Options 
ranges from between 48 hectares to 108 hectares. An an
of the potentially available land area on existing B2 or maj
industry sites and B2 sites that have already been allocated
development plans has shown that in each UA area for which 
data is available there is, at the current time, a clear surplus of 
developable land with 

alysis 
or 

 in 

a B2 planning permission or proposed 
e to accommodate the highest estimate of the total land 

area required for new in-building waste management facilities. 
In South East Wales there is a total of 734 developable hectares 
of land with a B2 planning permission or proposed use. 

pecial Areas of Conservation, Ramsar sites, Sites of 
 Nature Reserves and 
een designated as absolute 

onstraint, constituting areas that are unsuitable for 

us

 
Biodiversity - The footprint of statutory designated sites, 
including S
Special Scientific Interest, National
Special Protection Areas have all b
areas of c
waste management facilities. These have subsequently been 

Natura 2000 sites have designated as absolute areas of constraint, 
constituting areas that are unsuitable for waste management facilities. In 
addition, impacts on designated sites as a result of placing waste 
management facilities nearby have been considered. 
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Regional  
The South East Wales Consultation Draft Regional Waste Plan 1st Revision Oct 2007  
omitted from the search. In addition, impacts on designated 
sites as a result of placing wast
have been considered. This has 

e management facilities nearby 
been undertaken by applying 

footprint of designated sites, which 

aint decreases as 

ance of the designated site; buffers 
have been derived from information held within current 

ing development near such sites, 
 

cility. 
ect 

e broad, national level. By 
excluding sites of nature conservation importance and 

 are minimised. 

buffer areas around the 
present areas of some constraint. As the distance from the 
designated sites increases, the level of constr
reflected by the lowering weighting. The buffer zones vary 
depending on the import

planning policy regarding sit
the weightings are appropriate to this and reflect the distance
from the designated site, as well as the type of waste fa
For biodiversity issues, the Areas of Search subsequently refl
areas that are considered to be constrained by virtue of 
planning policy, reflected at th

applying buffers around them representing constraints, the 
permanent negative effects on biodiversity, including flora and 
fauna,
 

 
 
 
Regional  
So th East Wales Transport Alliance: Regional Transport Plan Cou nsultative Draft July 2008  
Plan Type Regional Transport Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority South East Wales Transport Alliance 
Cu rency r Consultation Draft due to be submitted to WAG before 31st December 2008 
Region/Geographic Coverage South East Wales Transport Alliance (SEWTA) region 
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Regional  
South East Wales Transport Alliance: Regional Transport Plan Consultative Draft July 2008  
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA SEA Environmental Report June 2008 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Th  aim of this RTP is to improve regional transport in Soue th East 

nvironmental objectives of the Wales Spatial Plan and the 

ort 
t  opportunity, 

ent; where 
reight 

 
ewta’s priorities build on the RTP’s vision. They tackle Sewta’s 

RTP, as 

es and employment, 

 

To reduce the demand for travel;  
ent and reliable transport system with 

reduced levels of congestion and improved transport links  

5. hat encourages healthy and 

6. 

Wales and help deliver the social, economic and 
e
Wales Transport Strategy. 
 
The RTP vision is: 
To provide a modern, integrated and sustainable transp
sys em for South East Wales that increases
promotes prosperity and protects the environm
public transport, walking, cycling and sustainable f
provide real travel alternatives. 

S
main problems and they set the general direction of the 
follows: 
1. To improve access to services, faciliti

particularly by public transport, walking and cycling;  
2. To provide a transport system that increases the use of

sustainable modes of travel; 
3. 
4. To develop an effici

within the Sewta region and to the rest  of Wales, the UK 
and Europe; 
To provide a transport system t
active lifestyles, is safer and supports local communities; 
To reduce significantly the emission of greenhouse gases 

 The key focus of the regional transport plan is to rebalance capital 
investment away from road building towards public transport, walking 
and cycling, this includes investment in travel planning measures.  

 
 The overarching aim of this plan is to seek long term sustainable transport 

solutions.  Key objectives include seeking a modal shift for private and 
freight transports onto more sustainable modes, reducing the impact of 
the transport system on the natural environment, reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions from transport, and reducing traffic growth and 
congestion. 

 
 The in-combination effects of the Regional Transport Plan with Local 

Development Plans are likely to be positive in the long-term.   
 
 The shared approach of these plans to deliver more sustainable 

transport and travel solutions for commercial and private traffic provides 
strong support for overarching aims to reduce air pollution which can 
contribute to the reduction of damaging effects to habitats and species.  
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Regional  
South East Wales Transport Alliance: Regional Transport Plan Consultative Draft July 2008  

and air pollution from transport; 
7. To ensure that land use development in South East Wales is 

supported by sustainable transport measures; 
8. To make better use of the existing transport system; 
9. To play a full role in regenerating South East Wales. 
 
The document identifies a number of specific core activities 

1. 
2. 

pro

 

 

and interventions that according to SEWTA are absolutely 
critical to achieving its vision.  

Continuing investment into the regional rail system. 
Improving quality of the bus services. 

3. Developing of public transport integration. 
4. Making better use of the existing road system. 
5. Development of a Smarter Choice programme (including 

walking and cycling). 
 
“Three ‘Strategic Opportunity Areas” (SOAs) have been 
identified. These areas are: Development linked to the dualling 
of the Heads of the Valleys Road (A465); 
The area around Llantrisant and North West Cardiff; and  
The development in the Vale of Glamorgan linked to the 

posed St Athan military training academy. 
 
The RTP objectives are: 
 
 To ensure that communities have access to a good range 

of employment opportunities, particularly by public 
transport, walking and cycling 

 To improve access to services and facilities, particularly by
public transport, walking and cycling 
To achieve seamless interchange within and between 
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Regional  
South East Wales Transport Alliance: Regional Transport Plan Consultative Draft July 2008  

modes of transport 
s more sustainable forms of 
 and freight 

ve actual and perceived levels of personal security 

ove the efficiency and reliability of the transport 

een the SEWTA region and 
 rest of Wales, the UK and Europe by improving transport 

that do not have an adverse impact on climate 

c growth and traffic congestion 
ng road system 
pments in South East Wales 

 

s 
  
 

  

 

 

 

 To achieve a modal shift toward
transport for moving both people

 To impro
when travelling 

 To impr
system 

 To improve connections betw
the
links 
change 

 To reduce traffi
 To make better use of the existi
 To ensure that land use develo

are supported by sustainable transport measures 
To regenerate town centres, brown-field sites and local 
communities through appropriate transport provision 

 To reduce the number and severity of road traffic casualtie
To promote travel modes that provide for healthier lifestyles
To reduce the dominance of motor traffic on the local 
street scene to the benefit of residents, pedestrians and 
cyclists 
To reduce the impact of the transport system on the natural
and built environment 

 To make the transport system more robust with respect to 
the consequences of climate change 
To reduce significantly the emission of greenhouse gases 
from transport 
To make the public more aware of the consequences of 
their travel choices on climate, the environment and health 
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Regional  
SEWTA Rail Strategy Study Jan 2006 
Plan Type Rail Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority South East Wales Transport Alliance 
Currency 2009 - 2018 
Region/Geographic Coverage Wales – with regional sections Including South East Wales  Transport Alliance 

(SEWTA) region 
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
In s
 

ovide 
 

 
 access - including additional 

parking; 
 Reliability and capacity improvements; changes to the 

network to reduce delays and improve the ability to cope 
with performance problems; specifically at Cardiff Central, 

 Queen Street, Barry, Cogan Junction and Llandaff; 
 

ations and increase the transfer of car trips to rail; 
 Abergavenny, Chepstow, 

ale, Rhymney Valley, Taff Vale and Vale of 
 services to the north of Cardiff 

are re

ummary the strategy includes: 

 Additional rolling stock to strengthen peak trains to pr
for passenger growth and to avoid overcrowding and
rolling stock renewal; 
Station improvements including improved station facilities, 
information, security and

Cardiff
 Frequency enhancements on existing lines; improving the

levels of service on selected routes to meet passengers’ 
expect
specifically new services on the
Ebbw V
Glamorgan Lines. Additional

quired to cope with the growth in passenger demand

 Improvements to the rail network could lead to a reduction in car use 
and improvements to air quality in the region.  
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Regional  
SEWTA Rail Strategy Study Jan 2006 

and will require a significant investment in the capacity of 
the network at and betwe

 stations; 
en Cardiff Queen Street and 

e rail 
proved

, 
on the 

ted on the 

 further 
extending to 

 of the rail 

Cardiff Central
New stations on e xisting lines; improving access to th
network and integrated with the development of im
services; specifically at Caerleon, Magor with Undy

 

Llanwern, Coedkernew and St Mellons. With those 
main line between Cardiff and Severn Tunnel si
Relief Lines; 

 Network extensions and new stations; to investigate
improving access to the rail network through 
Ebbw Vale Town and from Pontyclun to Beddau (with 
stations at Talbot Green, Llantrisant, Gwaun Meisgyn & 
Beddau); and 

 Rail - Link Bus Services; to extend the reach
services to communities remote from the network, 
specifically providing access to the Valleys to the north of 
Cardiff and Newport. 

 
 
 
 
Regional  
Turning Heads... A Strategy for the Heads of the Valleys 2020 
Plan Type Regional Spatial Planning and Regeneration Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Welsh Assembly Government 
Currency June 2006 
Region/Geographic Coverage Heads of the Valleys covering parts of the administrative areas of (Rhondda 

Cynon Taf, Merthyr Tydfil, Caerphilly, Blaenau Gwent) 
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Regional  
Turning Heads... A Strategy for the Heads of the Valleys 2020 
Sector Planning/ Regeneration 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA  SA/SEA Report  
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Strategy set within context of Wales Spatial Plan - sets a 
shared vision for planning for the Heads of the Valleys. 
 
Preferred Approach - Option A ‘Developing Balanced 

ts to Merthyr 
Tydfil, Ebbw Vale, Bargoed, Abertillery, Blaenavon and 
Mountain Ash Town Centres. 
 Economy c£500m incuding the next phase of the A465(T) 

dualling. 
 Tourism and leisure - c£50m, including local authority 

investment in community facilities. 
 Continued major public investment in the area, including 

the regeneration of the former Ebbw Vale Steelworks site. 
 Housing renewal £0.6billion investment n social housing 

stock between now and 2012. 
 
Key Strategic Goals include:  
 
SP2: A Perception Changing Landscape 
With stakeholders, we will develo

Communities’ 
 mix strong employment opportunities with distinctive 

communities. 
 provide mix of housing, retail, leisure/ tourism. 
 exploit internal and external employment opportunities 

including along M4 corridor. 
 
Public Sector Investment for 2006-09 includes: 
 Environment c£300m, including improvemen

p and implement a number 

 Direct loss of habitat through development - One of the three Strategic 
Opportunity Areas identified is ‘the area around Llantrisant and North West 
Cardiff’; Cardiff Beech Woods SAC is in close proximity to this. 
 Housing and employment growth may lead to increased transport 

movements - the potential for in-combination effect is greater where 
housing sites are in close proximity to Natura 2000 sites. 
 Atmospheric pollution generated as a result of housing, employment and 

transport growth.  
 
 The A465 runs in close proximity to Blaen Cynon SAC.  There is the potential 

for direct land take, increased disturbance and increased levels of diffuse 
air pollution. 
 Employment development along the M4 could have implications for 

Cardiff Beech Woods SAC.  There is the potential for direct land take, 
increased disturbance and increased levels of diffuse air pollution. 
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Regional  
Turning Heads... A Strategy for the Heads of the Valleys 2020 
of key strategic landscape-scale environmental 

ches to the former Ebbw Vale Steelworks and 

ness 
we will actively encourage 

pers to improve and expand the range of business 
within town centres, to help 

me a realistic investment 
entres such as Newport and Cardiff. This 

enhancements, concentrating on key corridors and 
gateways such as the A465(T) Heads of the Valleys Road, 
and approa
Hirwaun. 
 
SP5: Joined-Up Solutions for Busi
Informed by market demand, 
develo
premises in the area, including 
the Heads of the Valleys beco
option alongside c
will be supported by good community and public transport 
links connecting people with jobs and services - integrated 
into the wider South East Wales Transport Plan. 
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Regional outside SE Wales 
 
Regional  
The Consultation Draft Transport Plan for South West Wales, 2008  
Plan Type Regional Transport Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority South West Wales Integrated Transport Consortium (SWWITCH) 
Currency 2008-2013 
Region/Geographic Coverage South West Wales 
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA SEA Scoping of the South West Wales Transport Plan 

HRA Screening 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The RTP replaces county-level Local Transport Plans. The Vision 

ve transport and access within 
tate economic development 

e development and use of more sustainable and 

ategy (above), which sees the 
orts of Milford Haven, Pembroke and Fishguard as ‘key 

Dock 
supporting each other by offering 
ons and being better linked 

Th

ific locations for new development identified though it is 
e plan could lead to increase in diffuse air pollution. 

 the Plan will help to mitigate or offset any increase in 
 air pollution as a result of this Strategy. These include improving 

e quality, affordability and awareness of public transport, walking, 
eople and 

 

for South West Wales is ‘to impro
yond the region to faciliand be

and th
healthier modes of transport’.  
 
The RTP reiterates national str
p
gateways to and from Wales’. 
 
The ‘network of towns’ concept is also cascaded downwards 
to the region from national strategy; this sees the Haven 
Waterway towns of Milford Haven, Pembroke/Pembroke 
and Haverfordwest as 

omplementary functic
(unspecified). 
 

e Strategy sets out outcomes to influence travel behaviour, 
which will have beneficial effects overall. 

 No spec
possible that th

s within Policie
diffuse
th
cycling and car sharing and making the movement of p
freight more sustainable, safer and more secure, reliable and efficient. 
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Regional  
The Consultation Draft Transport Plan for South West Wales, 2008  
 
HRA Screening of SWWITCH has been indicated on the 
website, but has not yet been made available.  
 

 
 
Regional  
Regional Transport Plan for Mid Wales 2006 
Plan Type Regional Transport Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Mid Wales Transport Consortium (TraCC) 
Currency 2008 - 2013 
Region/Geographic Coverage South West Wales 
Sector Transport 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The Vision for TraCC’s RTP is: 
 
‘To plan for and deliver an integrated transport system in Mid 

 facilitates economic development, ensures access 
ies, sustains and improves the 
spects the environment.' 

 

Wales that
for all to services and opportunit
quality of community life and re
 
TraCC RTP Objectives 
 
 To improve safety for all transport users; 
 To improve accessibility to services, jobs and facilities for all

sectors of society; 
 To improve the quality and integration of the public 

 No specific locations for new developme
that the plan could lead to increase in diffu

nt identified though it is possible 
se air pollution. 
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Regional  
Regional Transport Plan for Mid Wales 2006 

transport system including the role of community transpo
 To provide, promote and improve sustainable fo

transport; 
 To improve the efficiency and use of the highway net

including connectivity to other regions; 
 To maintain and improve the existing highway and transp

infrastructure; 
 To minimise the impact of mov

rt; 
rms of 

work 

ort

ement on the local and 
global environment; and 
 To ensure that transport, the need to travel and accessibility

issues are paramount in land use decisions. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies 
The Taff and Ely Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy 2006 
Plan Type Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Environment Agency Wales 
Currency 2006-2010 
Region/Geographic Coverage Taff and Ely Catchment 
Sector Water 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The document sets out how the Environment Agency Wales 
will manage water abstraction from the Taff and Ely 
catchment until 2010.  The strategy provides the framework 
for any decision on an abstraction license application.   

Under the Habitats Regulations the Environment Agency Wales has a duty to 
assess the effects of existing abstraction licences and any new applications to 
make sure they are not impacting on internationally important nature 
conservation sites. Water efficiency is also tested by the EA before a new 
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The Taff and Ely have a total catchment area of 
approximately 576 km2, which encompasses the River Taff, 

ective tributaries.  A large 
n occurs at Ely Wells (in the lower Ely 

ion.  In the upper areas of the catchment there 
ndstone units (capable 

 which are currently not 
d to their full potential. 

license is granted.  If the assessment of a new application shows that it could 
have an impact on a SAC/SPA the EA will have to follow strict rules in setting a 
time limit for that license. 
 
The catchment has been split into 3 Water Resource Management Units 

water Management Unit (GWMU).  The document 
MUs and the GWMU are over licensed.  The WRMU 

lable for abstraction.  

non SAC falls within WRMU 6 which according to the CAMS is over 
ll be no 

ailable by 2016.  A reduction in the water table could affect the 
 scabious, which prefers moist soils.  The Marsh Fritillary Butterfly 

ood. 

the River Ely and their resp
groundwater abstractio
catchment) providing water for operations at Aberthaw (WRMU) and 1 Ground
Power Stat
are carboniferous limestone and sa
of supporting significant yields),
being use
 
 

states that two of the WR
that contains the River Ely has water avai
 
Blaen Cy
licensed.  The Resource availability status of WRMU 6 is that there wi
water av
devil’s-bit
requires this plant species as it is their larval f
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L  
 
 

ocal Development Plans

Local Development Plans 
Bre al Development Plan Preferred Strategy   con Beacons National Park Authority Loc
Plan Type Local Development Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 
Currency 15 years 
Region/Geographic Coverage Brecon Beacons National Park Authority administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA SA/ SEA of the LDP Preferred Strategy 

HRA Screening of the LDP Preferred Strategy 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The B t Plan for the Authority 
ov

BNPA LDP is the Developmen
er a 15 year period during which it will provide the 

framework for development within the National Park 
administrative boundaries, whilst also seeking to minimise 
projects that do not meet with the aims and objectives of 

e overarching National Park Management Plan.  
cordingly, the LDP is closely connected to the Na
rk Management Plan 

th
Ac tional 

a through a linked vision and related 

s 

po  into 
o

Overarching Development Pressures 
 
Generic effects related to development/ growth scenarios include: 
 
 Potential for land take/ habitat fragmentation  
 Increased demand for water resources/ abstraction/ hydrological impacts 
 Increased traffic movements, contributions to atmospheric pollution 

loading 
 Growth in requirements for waste management facilities, increased 

demand for minerals 
 Increased recreational pressure from existing/ new populations  

 
SAC Specific Issues 
 
 Part of the Blaen Cynon SAC is situated within BBNP.  The Preferred Strategy 

identifies that there will be some growth in Penderyn which is in close 

P
objectives.  The final LDP will comprise a strategy and 
integrated set of policies and site specific proposals to guide 

evelopment.   d
 
The Preferred Strategy details the strategic spatial option
considered and outlines the preferred approach for 
strategic sites, non-strategic sites and strategic planning 

licies.  The strategic planning policies are organised
ur main categories: f

 proximity to the SAC.  The LDP does not yet specify the level of growth or 
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Local Development Plans 
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy   

1. Overarching Policies 

uirements for Sustainable Development 

plications of the plan are likely to be: 

ction and enhancement of 
andscape, cultural and environmental heritage of 

 use of sustainable energy 
d on small scale generation as part of 

motion of development on previously developed land.

2. Topic Specific Policies 
3. Spatial Distribution of Development 
4. Req

 
The key im
 
 Continued support for, prote

the l
the Park. 
 A growth in the provision and

sources, focuse
new developments at source. 
 Pro  
 Development of housing and employment focused on 

key settlements with mix allocations. 
 Small scale allocations of housing at non-strategic sites 

on, identified need in rural 

 

of lowing for: 

the plan and  
 one strategic employment site at the Key Settlement of 

location in Penderyn.  There is potential for development in this area to 
on.  

where it supports regenerati
communities, including through the provision of 
affordable housing. 

Overall the LDP’s strategy reflects the wider criteria and aims 
National Park designation in only al

 
 moderate housing development: 1,506 – 1.664 new 

houses over the period of 

Brecon, for ‘knowledge based’ educational and 
commercial uses. 

lead to habitat loss and fragmentati
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Local Development Plans 
Brecon Beacons National Park Authority Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy   
  

 
 
 
Local Development Plans 
 Br Plan Strategic Options and Preferred Strategy:  idgend County Borough Council Local Development 
Plan Type Local Development Plan  
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Bridgend County Borough Council 
Currency Draft Preferred Options May/June 2007 

Deposit LDP April 2008- May 2009 
Region/Geographic Coverage Bridgend County Borough Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA  SA/SEA Report  
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Spatial Assessment of Draft Strategic Growth Options – Nov 
2007. 
 
Two Draft Strategic Growth Options recommended by the 

une 2007). 

uces a dwelling requirement up to 2021 of 8,100 
cit commitment to 6,930 

Council (J
 
Trends-Based Growth Strategy 
 Prod

dwellings.  Includes an impli
dwellings.  
 A 217ha supply of employment land is currently available 

 Development Pressures 

ndant on the final Preferred Strategy option.  

nclude: 

sed demand for water resources/ abstraction/ hydrological impacts 
ents, contributions to atmospheric pollution 

Overarching
 
LDP impacts will be depe
 
Generic effects related to development/ growth scenarios i
 
 Potential for land take/ habitat fragmentation  
 Increa
 Increased traffic movem

loading 
 Growth in requirements for waste management facilities, increased 
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Local Development Plans 
 Bridgend County Borough Council Local Development Plan Strategic Options and Preferred Strategy:  

(applies to both strategy options). 
UDP Growth Strategy 
 Produces a dwelling requirement of 7,470 dwellings

between 2006 and 2021.  
 
Options for pursuing the Trend Based Growth Strategy: 
 1. Economic led – focusing development on Bridgend 

and other main settlements with available employment 
opportunities to optimise their locational economic 
advantages whilst reducing the need to travel. Dwellings 
accommodated within existing settlement boundaries.  
 2. Regeneration Led – focusing development with the 

Valleys and Valley Gateway north of the M4 to promote 
the reg

 

eneration priorities of the County Borough.  

evelopment 
e of 

from existing/ new populations  

vels of 

Development can be accommodated within existing 
settlement boundaries in Llynfi Valley and the Valleys 
gateway but may need relaxing in the Ogmore and 
Garw Valleys.  
 3. Population Led – a dispersed pattern of d

with in the main urban areas optimizing the us
committed sites and allocating new development 
relative to the existing size of the settlement.  Dwellings 
can be accommodated within existing settlement 
boundaries.  

demand for minerals 
 Increased recreational pressure 

 
AC Specific Issues S

 
 Blaen Cynon SAC and Cardiff Beech Woods SAC are approximately 12km 

ere from Bridgend County Borough administrative boundary, therefore th
are unlikely to be any direct impacts as a result of the plan.  There is 
however the potential for the development proposed to increase le
diffuse air pollution and recreation. 
 

 
 
Local Development Plans 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Deposit LDP Consultation October 2008 
Plan Type Local Development Plan 
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Local Development Plans 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Deposit LDP Consultation October 2008 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Caerphilly County Borough Council 
Currency Deposit Plan Consultation (finished on 16th November 2008) 
Region/Geographic Coverage Caerphilly County Borough Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning 
Re ated work SA/SEA HRA/AA l SA/ SEA of the Deposit Plan 

HRA/ AA of the Deposit Plan  
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The Deposit LDP is comprised of three parts, the first of whic
is the Development Strategy which sets the strategic 
framework and polic

lanning in the Coun

h 

ies necessary to deliver land use 
ty Borough.  The Development Strategy 

 Borough into three parts; The Heads of the 
rea, the Northern Connections 
ern Connections Corridors. Part two of 

the criteria based policies 
) against which development proposals 

ree contains the allocations 
ted to be located and where 

ction are to be found (Area Specific 

or the LDP is based on three broad 

rea (HOVRA) 
 The Northern Connections Corridor (NCC) 

s Corridor (SCC)  

h 
work for the approach to - and the nature of - 

evelopment.  They are: 

Overarching Development Pressures 
  
Generic effects related to development/ growth scenarios include: 
 
 Potential for land take/ habitat fragmentation  
 Increased demand for water resources/ abstraction/ hydrological impacts 
 Increased traffic movements, contributions to atmospheric pollution 

loading 
 Growth in requirements for waste management facilities, increased 

demand for minerals 
 Increased recreational pressure from existing/ new populations  

 
SAC Specific Issues: 
 
 Cardiff Beech Woods is within 500m and is vulnerable to air pollution and 

recreational pressure.  
 Blaen Cynon SAC is approximately 13km from Caerphilly County Borough 

administrative boundary, therefore there are unlikely to be any direct 
impacts as a result of plan.  There is however the potential for the 
development proposed to increase levels of diffuse air pollution and 
recreation. 

 
 

p
splits the County
Valleys Regeneration A
Corridor and the South
the Deposit LDP comprises 
(Countywide Policies
will be determine and part th

ent is expecwhere developm
areas of land use prote
Policies).  
 

tegy fDevelopment Stra
areas: 
 The Heads of the Valleys Regeneration A

 The Southern Connection
 
The Deposit LDP is underpinned by eight components whic
set a frame
and use dl
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Local Development Plans 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Deposit LDP Consultation October 2008 

ct the roles and functions of  1. Target development to refle
individual settlements 

2. Allow for development opportunities in the Heads of the 
Valleys Regeneration Area 

3. Promote a balanced approach to managing futu
growth 

nfield opportunities wher

re 

e appropriate 
ent settlement patterns 

butes towards necessary 
ts 

Ensure development provides necessary community 
facilities 

f development upon the 

 Strategy 
 settlements, which will 

role and function in the 
 strategy: 

: 

 Ystrad Mynach (NCC) 
 Caerphilly (SCC) 

Risca / Pontymister (SCC) 

 Rhymney (HOVRA) 
 Nelson (NCC) 
 Newbridge (NCC) 
 Bedwas (SCC) 

4. Exploit brow
5. Promote resource effici
6. Ensure development contri

infrastructure improvemen
7. 

8. Reduce the impact o
countryside 

 
Settlement
SP4 The Council will support existing
be enhanced based on their 
settlement
 

al TownsPrincip
 Bargoed (HOVRA) 
 Blackwood (NCC) 

 
Key Settlements: 
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Local Development Plans 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Deposit LDP Consultation October 2008 
Residential Areas: 
 All other villages within settlement limits  

 
Total Housing Requirements 
P16 The Council has made proS vision for the development of 

pment of 
ment land in the County Borough 

8,625 new dwellings in the County Borough between 2006 
and 2021. 
 
Managing Employment Growth 
SP18 The Council has made provision for the develo

04.3 hectares of employ1
between 2006 and 2021. This requirement will be met 
principally through the development of a range of 
employment sites including the following: 
A Business Parks 
B Primary Industrial Estates 
C Secondary Industrial Estates 
 

 
 
Local Development Plan 
Car  Development Plan Preferred Strategy 2006-2021  diff Local
Plan Type Local Development Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Cardiff Council 
Currency 2006-2021 
Region/Geographic Coverage Cardiff Council administrative boundary 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA Cardiff Council Local Development Plan 2006 - 2021 Initial Sustainability 

i
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Local Development Plan 
Cardiff Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy 2006-2021  

Appraisal Report 2007: 
HRA Screening of the County Council of the City and County of Cardiff Local 
Development Plan Preferred Strategy Sept 2007. 

Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The document sets out the Council’s objectives for the 

in Cardiff and policies to 
nts the key strategic growth 

s available.  

ping 
 and sustainable transport system for 

d as a 

al 

hing Development Pressures 

 to increased transport 
reater where 

e the main impact of the Preferred 

 site is 

nd is 
ignificant 

development and use of land 
implement them.  It also prese
and spatial option
 
Provision will be made for between 22,750 and 24,750 new 
dwellings in Cardiff over the plan period (2006-21).  
 
The LDP will accommodate 23,200 new jobs in Cardiff 
between 2006 and 2021. 
 
The City Centre and Bay Waterfront areas will be the main 
focus for leisure and tourism development, which includes 
the International Sports Village. 
 
In terms of transport the LDP will give priority to develo
an efficient, integrated
Cardiff and linking to its hinterland.  Proposals identifie
means to achieve this are: 
 Additional park & ride facilities; 
 New public transport interchange beside Cardiff Centr

Station; 
 New station to serve the St Mellons area; 

A major ex tension to the segregated public transport 
network; and 
St rategic highway improvements. 

 

Overarc
 
 Housing and employment growth may lead

movements - the potential for in-combination effect is g
atura 2000 sites.  housing sites are in proximity to N

 Atmospheric pollution is likely to b
Strategy on sites outside of Cardiff. 

 
SAC Specific Issues 
 
 Increased transport movements and therefore increased emissions have 

the potential for in-combination effects on Cardiff Woods SAC as the
sensitive to atmospheric pollution.   
 Increased recreational pressure on Cardiff Woods SAC.  The woodla

easily accessible to the public and some places are subject to s
visitor pressure. 
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Local Development Plans 
Me lopment Planrthyr Tydfil County Borough Council Local Deve  2006 – 2021 Deposit Plan 2008 
Plan Type Local Development Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority M uncil erthyr Tydfil County Borough Co
Currency 2006-2021 
Region/Geographic Coverage Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council administrative boundary 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA SA of the Deposit Plan September 2008 

HRA Screening of the Deposit Plan August 2008 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
This document outlines the main development issu
addressed in Merthyr Tydfil and sets out a vision and 

ectives for tackling these issues.  It considers the spatial 
tegy opti

es to be 

obj
tra ons available and considers the development 

t aims 
 of out migration 

 

basis for 
s of 

Overarching Development Pressures 
  
Generic effects related to development/ growth scenarios include: 
 
 Potential for land take/ habitat fragmentation  
 Increased demand for water resources/ abstraction/ hydrological impacts 
 Increased traffic movements, contributions to atmospheric pollution 

loading 
 Growth in requirements for waste management facilities, increased 

demand for minerals 
 Increased recreational pressure from existing/ new populations  

 
SAC Specific Issues 
 
 Blaen Cynon SAC (approx 5km) and Cardiff Beech Woods SAC (12.1km) 

are situated adjacent to major transport routes (A 470, A465) which 
intersect within the County Borough.  LDP policies seek to reduce road 
based transportation, and air quality assessments in the County Borough 

s
implications of following this particular route, including the 
major sites on which the strategy will depend. 
 
The LDP is pursuing an Enhanced Growth Strategy tha
to “facilitate a reduction in current levels
from the County Borough so that population levels stabilise
by 2011 and a 10- year period of enhanced growth is 
achieved thereafter”. 
 
Overall, the deposit plan aims to provide the 
meeting the economic, social and environmental need
the County Borough in order that they: 
 Reflect local aspirations for Merthyr Tydfil based on the 

vision agreed by the local community and other 
stakeholders (2004 most recent figures) show that no air quality objectives are being 
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Local Development Plans 
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council Local Development Plan 2006 – 2021 Deposit Plan 2008 

exceeded. 
rds/ greater use of public transport likely to 
s in air quality - lessens likelihood of cumulative 

 Preferred Strategy policies in 

 
 
 
 
 

 Provide a basis for rational and consistent development 

y, character and sensitive environments. 

patial zones have been directly translated in the 
 Growth Strategy into the following growth areas: 

sing the northern sector 
 Penydarren, Galon Uchaf, 

nos, Swansea Road, Heolgerrig, Cefn coed, 
Georgetown, Abercanaid 

and Pentrebach. 
 Growth Area comprising the southern sector 

rd. 

communities of Troedyrhiw, Aberfan, Merthyr Vale and 

r the 

During the plan period 2006-2021, 40 hectares of land is 

 Improved emissions standa
contribute to improvement

decisions 
Guide growth and change, while protecting local  
diversit

 
The three s
Enhanced
 Primary Growth Area compri

communities of Pant, Dowlais,
Gur
Twynyrodyn, Town Centre, 

 Secondary
communities of Edwardsville, Treharris, Trelewis and 
Quakers Ya

 Other Growth Areas comprising the mid valley 

Bedlinog. 
 
Merthyr Tydfil is identified as a Primary Growth Area and will 
form the focus for the majority of development, with the 
town centre acting as the lynchpin for regeneration. 
 
Policy BW13: Managing Housing Growth 
During the plan period 2006-2021, land is allocated fo
provision of approximately 3990 new dwellings in order to 
accommodate the anticipated needs of the population. 
 
Policy BW14: Managing Employment Growth 

allocated to provide a suitable range of sites to 

impacts at sensitive sites.  
 The HRA screening concluded that the LDP

implementation will not have a significant effect on the N2K sites 
considered in the assessment. 
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Local Development Plans 
Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council Local Development Plan 2006 – 2021 Deposit Plan 2008 
accommodate the anticipated business and employment 
needs of the County Borough. 
 

 
 
Local Development Plans 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Unitary Development Plan  (adopted March 2008) 
Plan Type Unitary Development Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council 
Currency Adopted March 2008 (Work on the LDP is programmed to start in September 

2008)  
Region/Geographic Coverage Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA AA of the Neath Port Talbot UDP June 2007  

SEA of the Neath Port Talbot UDP 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The majority of significant de

Talbot- 
velopment will be concentrated in 

age at Llandarcy on the site of the former BP 
 will form an extension to the Greater Neath urban 
ewen.  Llandarcy will be a sustainable, fine grained, 

the Port 
Neath urban area and to a lesser extent Pontardawe. 
 
The main new housing allocation will result in the creation of 
he Urban Villt

refinery.  It
area at Sk
mixed-use community.  Through its internal and external 
transport links it will encourage the use of public transport, 

Overarching Development Pressures 
 Housing and employment growth – direct land take and increased 

transport movements and associated air pollutants. 
 Water abstraction for expanding communities - potential to impact 

surface and groundwater. 
 Recreational pressures from housing/ development that is close to 

European sites. 
 
SAC Specific Issues 
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Local Development Plans 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Unitary Development Plan  (adopted March 2008) 
cyc The AA Screening concling and walking rather than the car and make an 
important contribution to helping reduce overall traffic 
generation within the area.  The Baglan Bay development will 

 

e ses the use of brownfield land. 

 Village and Baglan Bay allocations will make 
nt 

  In 
ered 

d in the relevant topic chapters. 

lan

2016,
 
Port
Greater Ne

Sw
n  for the Llandarcy Urban Village of 4,000 

gs is allocated, this will extend beyond the plan period. 

 ludes that the sites that lie entirely outside the 
County Borough are unlikely to be significantly affected by any 
proposals in the Unitary Development Plan alone or  in-combination.   

 
 
 

accommodate a substantial portion of the Port Talbot area’s
housing needs in an extension to the main urban area that is 

ll located and maximiw
 
The Urban
important contributions in terms of housing and employme
and will have important implications throughout the Plan.
order that the proposals can be fully explained and consid
they are addressed in separate chapters in addition to the 
pecific allocations containes

 
Housing 
Policy 7 
In order to meet the County Borough’s new housing needs, 

d will be made available for the development of 
approxi am tely 6155 houses during the period mid 2001- mid 

 distributed as follows: 

 Talbot - 1954 
ath - 3335 

Neath & Dulais - Valley 308 
Upper Afan Valley - 35 

ansea Valley - 523 
 overall capacityA

dwellin
 
Economy and Employment 
Policy 8 
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Local Development Plans 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Unitary Development Plan  (adopted March 2008) 
The main sources of employment will be concentrated along 
the coastal belt within the urban area of Jersey Marine - Neath 
- Port Talbot. 
 

nsport Tra

sport system will concentrate on: 

 and 
ght by rail and sea as 

Talbot and Pontardawe, as the primary town 
isure, commercial and cultural 
y Borough’s communities will be 

Policy 20 
A) Proposals for coal extraction will be favoured where they 

nty Borough's share of local, regional 
 subject to: - 

nt and 

securing appropriate, high quality and prompt 
e to provide a beneficial 

Policy 12 
ents to the tranImprovem

a) improving accessibility and highway safety and reducing 
congestion, pollution and disturbance generated by traffic; 

b) encouraging travel by public transport, cycling and 
walking as alternatives to the car;

c) encouraging the movement of frei
atives to road. altern

 
Retail 
Policy 15 
Neath, Port 
centres, providing retail, le

erving the Countfacilities s
protected and enhanced. 
 
Minerals 

contribute to the Cou
or national production

a) ensuring that the impacts on the environme
local communities are acceptable; and 

b) 
restoration and aftercar
after-use. 
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Local Development Plans 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Unitary Development Plan  (adopted March 2008) 
B)  Aggregates and dimension stone production will be 

catered for by the expansion of the Gilfach and Cwm Nant 

The creation of a network of waste management facilities will 
gh the plan in order to: 

rough; 

w 

 Village  

 a 
sion to 

and adjacent areas as a 

n Bay area as a key regeneration 
rea for the County Borough will be promoted. 

Lleuci quarries. 
 
Waste 
Policy 25 

be promoted throu
a) meet the existing and future needs of the County Bo

and 
b) contribute to meeting the needs and potential ne

demands of the region. 
 
landarcy UrbanL

Policy 27 
A new urban village will be created at Llandarcy providing
mixed use development on brownfield land as an exten
the Neath urban area at Skewen. 
 
Port Talbot Docks and Industrial Estate 

olicy 28 P
The potential of the Port Talbot Docks 
key regeneration area for the County Borough will be 
promoted. 
 
Baglan Bay Development 
Policy 29 

BaglaThe potential of the 
a
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Local Development Plans 
Powys Unitary Development Plan Deposit Draft 2004 
Powys Unitary Development Plan Proposed Modifications Nov 2007 to the Deposit Draft 2004 
Plan Type Unitary Development Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Powys 
Currency 2008 - 2016 
Region/Geographic Coverage Powys administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA HRA Screening of the Powys UDP Nov 2007 

SA/SEA of the Powys UDP Oct 2007 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Policy SP4 - Economic and Employment Developments 
Up to 55 hectares of land is allocated for employment related 

velopments during the plan period, 2001-2016 and 
velopments For these purposes on such allocate

be acceptable. 

ae
de d sites will 

Housing Developments 
ing 

all
itional dwellings (410 per annum) 

wi
 

Su  to accommodate 
6750 new dwellings in the Powys UDP area between 2001-2016 
as: 
 Brecknockshire (ex BBNP)1240 
 Montgomeryshire 4100 

The HRA Screening of the Powys UDP (Oct 2007) concludes that the policies 
and proposals contained in the Powys UDP are not likely to give rise to any 
significant effects either alone or in-combination on any European site in 
Powys.  It is therefore considered that a detailed appropriate assessment of 
the Powys UDP, or of any part of it, is not necessary.   
 
 
 

 
Policy SP5 - 
Sufficient land is allocated, including appropriate exist

ocations and commitments, to accommodate up to 
approximately 6140 add
during the plan period mid 2001 - mid 2016, in accordance 

th the Council’s strategic settlement hierarchy. 

Policy HP1 - Shire Housing Allocations 
fficient land is allocated to the three shires
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Local Development Plans 
Powys Unitary Development Plan Deposit Draft 2004 
Powys Unitary Development Plan Proposed Modifications Nov 2007 to the Deposit Draft 2004 
 Radnorshire 1410 

Highway Improvement Schemes 
med routes from development
king of the planned highway 

ement scheme, 

Highway Improvement Schemes 
 
The following major improvements to the County Highway 

sed by the Council: Canal Road / 

s 

yn 
 ar 

 March 2005: Talgarth 

470 
town; A458 

Middletown; A458 Sylfaen – Cyfronydd. 
 – 

 
Policy T1 - 
The council will protect program
that would obstruct the underta

 

improv
 

Network are propo
Llanllwchaiarn Road, Newtown; Waterloo Road Link, 
Llandrindod. In addition to these, the Welsh Assembly 
Government in their Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 ha
identified the following Trunk Road improvement schemes: 
 Repair & Upgrade Schemes (£1M+): A483 Esgairdraenllw

Bends; A470 Christmas Pitch; A470 Ysgiog; A487 Pont
Ddyfi; A458 Nant y Dugoed; A458 Garreg Bank – 
Middletown. 
Technically ready for delivery before 
Relief Road. 
 Could be ready to proceed by March 2008: A470 

Cwmbach – Newbridge, A470 Alltmawr, and A483 Four 
Crosses Relief Road. 
 Unlikely to proceed before April 2008: A470 Builth Wells; A

Rhayader; A470 Llandinam; A483/A489 New
Buttington Cross – 
 No ranking applied: A470 Commins Coch; A470 Llangurig

Wern Villa; A483 Brynsadwrn improvement 
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Local Development Plans 
The  Preferred Strategy Dec 2007  Vale of Glamorgan Council Local Development Draft
Plan Type Local Development Plan  
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority The Vale of Glamorgan Council 
Currency Preferred Strategy January 2008 
Region/Geographic Coverage The Vale of Glamorgan Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Planning  
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA The Vale of Glamorgan Council Local Development Plan 2006 – 2021 Initial 

Sustainability Appraisal Report 2007 
AA Screening of the Vale of Glamorgan Local Development Plan Preferred 
Strategy Dec 2007 

Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The document sets out the Vale of Glamorgan Council’s 
trategic priorities for development betwees n 2011 and 2026. 

f key issues affecting the Vale that the 
 

 
licies that 

 the 
pment 

 to accommodate 

The Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening for the Vale of Glamorgan LDP 
Draft Preferred Strategy has identified the potential for the Strategy to have a 
negative impact on 2 of the 6 European Sites identified within or in close 
proximity to the Vale of Glamorgan namely, the Severn Estuary 
SPA/cSAC/RAMSAR and the Kenfig SAC. In addition, it is concluded that a 
precautionary approach be undertaken in respect of the other 4 sites and 
that further investigations be undertaken.  
 

It outlines a range o
Draft Preferred Strategy will need to address and defines a
vision of how the Vale of Glamorgan should develop. It 
identifies the general location of development, sets
objectives and establishes a series of strategic po
will guide future growth and development.  
 
The Draft Preferred Spatial Strategy 
“To concentrate development opportunities in Barry and
outh East Zone. The St Athan area to be a key develoS

opportunity. Other sustainable settlements
further housing and associated development” 
 
CSP4: Housing Need 
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Local Development Plans 
The Vale of Glamorgan Council Local Development Draft Preferred Strategy Dec 2007 
Provision for the development of 7500 new dwellings during 
the period 2011-2026. This provision will be met through: 
 existing committed sites with planning per

of a range of strategic si
mission 
tes that accord 

ate 
gs, and appropriate 

d 
ased 

The phasing of sites will be considered in accordance with 
the council’s strategic settlement hierarchy. 
 
CSP8: Employment 
The employment needs of the Vale of Glamorgan will be 
met through: 
 the enhancement and improvement of existing 

employment sites; 
 suitable extensions to existing employment sites; 
 the safeguarding of existing employment sites from non- 

employment uses, and 
 favouring farm diversification, and tourism initiatives. 

 
CSP11: Strategic Transport Improvements 

 the development 
with the council’s strategic settlement hierarchy, and 

 
 the subdivision of suitable dwellings, the appropri

reuse of vacant dwellings and buildin
infill development. 

 
To ensure a sustainable supply of housing land is maintaine
during the plan period, housing development will be ph
as follows: 
 2011-2016 2500 dwellings 

s  2016-2021 2500 dwelling
 2021-2026 2500 dwellings 
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Local Development Plans 
The Vale of Glamorgan Council Local Development Draft Preferred Strategy Dec 2007 
Strategic transport improvements that serve the economic, 

n will be favoured. In support of these objectives 

y Waterfront to Cardiff Link Road. 

that improve safety and 
bility, public transport, walking and cycling. 

agement 
tainable management of waste will be 

 

se 
d as 

able for waste management facilities: 
trading estate. 

social and environmental needs of the Vale of Glamorgan 
and the objectives of the South East Wales Regional 
Transport Pla
land will be safeguarded for: 
 the Barr
 Llysworney Bypass 

Priority will be given to schemes 
accessi
 

 Waste ManCSP12: Sustainable
susProposals for the 

favoured where they support the objectives of the South
East Wales Regional Waste Plan and the Council’s 
Local Waste Management Strategy. In support of the
objectives the following locations have been identifie

eing suitb
 Atlantic 
 the operational Port of Barry Docks. 
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Minerals and Waste Strategies 
 
Minerals & Waste 
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council Waste Strategy 2004 
Plan Type  Municipal Waste Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council 
Currency 2004 
Region/Geographic Coverage Blaena  Gwent County Borough Council administrative boundaries u
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Vision Statement 
The Council’s vision statement is “to provide economic, 
efficient and effective public services which seek to 

nhance the quality of life of the people of Blaenau e
Gwent”. 
 
Objective 
Blaenau Gwent undertakes to provide all waste 
management services in line with Best Available Technology, 
having evaluated each process for Best Practicable 
Environmental Option, Proximity Principle and Environmental 
Impact Assessment. Furthermore, any such technologies 
employed shall comply with the principle of value for money 
delivery of services and take into account the wishes of the 
authority’s stakeholders. 
 
Future Options for Waste Management  
 
Diversion of wastes will play a key role in our future waste 
management activities under the Landfill Directive, Article 5. 

Ove
 
Rec
Air P

d 

Mec
Air P

ronmental impacts 

(energy from waste) 

rarching Development Pressures 

ycling 
ollution/ Disturbance 
 Transport and energy emissions generated by collection, sorting an

processing 
 Dust, noise and odour associated with industrial process 

Composting 
Air/ Water Pollution, Introduced/Invasive Species 

 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of spores [non-native], requirement for buffer zones (at least 

nd sensitive receptors)  250 metres between composting operations a
 Production of liquid pollutant 
 Potential for combustion 

ha ment (MBT) nical Biological Treat
ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 

r envi Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wide
analogous with industrial process 
 Processes produce residue 

Refuse Derived Fuel 
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Minerals & Waste 
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council Waste Strategy 2004 
Blaenau Gwent will need to achieve diversion rates of 
biodegradable municipal wastes (BMW), as a percentage, 
based on total 1995 municipal waste figures. 
 
This equates to a diversion from landfill of 2,606 tonnes 
(assuming BMW composition at 30%) in 2010. Simultaneously, 

achieve a 40% recycling/composting rate 
 composting) by 2009/10.  

consultation exercise carried out under the 
p, has identified the 

ogical Treatment (MBT) 
 Recycling and Composting. This is, therefore, likely 

 partnership arrangements. 

n aste) 
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 
 Wastewater – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 

nitrogen and organic material 
ineration with Energy Recovery 

enity, potential to impact fauna and flora 
es on surface water 

, liquid emissions  
tals, 

particulates, organic compounds 
Ash residues comprising fine particles, [need to landfill ash/ scrap] 
dioxins, heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 

od chain)] 

Air/ Water Pollution, Invasive Species, Land Take 
thane and carbon monoxide emissions 

avy metals, biodegradable and persistent organics 

 y alteration, visual intrusion 

ction of vermin 
bstances 

ces 

 
SAC

Air Pollution 
 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 

aerobic Digestion (energy from WA

they will need to 
(with at least 15%
 Inc

Air/ Water Pollution The public 
Technical Advice Note (TAN) Grou
preferred option as Mechanical Biol
with more
to be the option selected under
 

 Noise, dust, traffic, visual am
 Deposition of substanc
 Solid
 Gaseous emissions include odour, acid gas, heavy me

 

 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substance (fo
Landfill & Landraise 

 Me
 Leachate, salts, he
 Accumulation of hazardous substances in soil 

Topograph
 Soil occupancy, prevention of other land uses 
 Attra
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic su
 Potential exposure to hazardous substan
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 

 Specific Issues 
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Minerals & Waste 
Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council Waste Strategy 2004 

 S ion impacts cannot be explored in absence pecific potential in-combinat
of specific waste locations.  

 

 
 
Minerals & Waste 
Brid egy 20gend County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strat 03 
Plan Type  Municipal Waste Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Bridgend County Borough Council 
Currency 2003 - 2010 
Region/Geographic Coverage Bridgen rough Council administrative boundaries d County Bo
Sector Waste 
Re ated work SA/SEA HRA/AA l N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The strategic objectives underpinning the Municipal Waste 

nagement Strategy are: 

To set standards and targets and to monitor 
performance in implementing the Council's Munici

Ma
 
a) 

pal 
Waste Management Strategy and to review and update 
the Strategy on a regular basis. 

b) To promote waste minimisation to householders and 
local business through the provision of information, 
advice, education and awareness raising campaigns 
and, where appropriate, to provide support for local 
schemes to reduce waste through such measures as 
home composting, re-use of waste and reduction of 

Ove
 
Rec
Air P

 nerated by collection, sorting and 

 

 Introduced/Invasive Species 

t for buffer zones (at least 

rarching Development Pressures 

ycling 
ollution/ Disturbance 

Transport and energy emissions ge
processing 
Dust, noise and odour associated with industrial process 

Composting 
Air/ Water Pollution,

 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of spores [non-native], requiremen

250 metres between composting operations and sensitive receptors)  
 Production of liquid pollutant 
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Minerals & Waste 
Bridgend County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2003 

waste at source. 
c) To promote the principles of sustainable waste 

management and waste minimisation, re-use and 
recycling by adopting and developing ‘good practice’ 
in the management and delivery of the Council’s 
services and purchasing systems. 

d) To increase the amount of municipal waste that is 
recovered for re-use, particularly where such re-use 
creates employment and training opportunities locally. 

e) To increase the segregation at source of municipal 
waste for recycling and composting, with due regards to 
the benefits and costs and to ensure that further value is 
recovered from residual waste either for recycling, mixed 
waste composting or energy recovery. 

 contractors carry out the treatment or 

ment or health. 
e illegal disposal of waste 

ed vehicles, and 
 ensure that where it does occur, that due 

ng appropriate 
 identified offenders.  

Me
Air P

ronmental impacts 

(energy from waste) 

n aste) 
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 
 Wastewater – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 

nitrogen and organic material 
very 

enity, potential to impact fauna and flora 
es on surface water 

 Solid, liquid emissions  
als, 

Ash residues comprising fine particles, [need to landfill ash/ scrap] 
dioxins, heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 

od chain)] 

 Land Take 
thane and carbon monoxide emissions 

avy metals, biodegradable and persistent organics 

 

 Potential for combustion 
chan ment (MBT) ical Biological Treat

ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 
r envi Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wide

analogous with industrial process 
 Processes produce residue 

Refuse Derived Fuel 
Air Pollution 

 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 
aerobic Digestion (energy from WA

f) To ensure that
disposal of waste in a manner that minimises risks to the Incineration with Energy Reco

Air/ Water Pollution 
 Noise, dust, traffic

environ
g) To take measures to prevent th

through litter, fly-tipping or abandon
that to
consideration is given to taki

orcement action againstenf
 
 

, visual am
 Deposition of substanc

 Gaseous emissions include odour, acid gas, heavy met
particulates, organic compounds 
 

 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substance (fo
Landfill & Landraise 
Air/ Water Pollution, Invasive Species,

 Me
 Leachate, salts, he
 Accumulation of hazardous substances in soil 

Topography alteration, visual intrusion 
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Minerals & Waste 
Bridgend County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2003 

 Soil occupancy, prevention of other land uses 
ction of vermin  Attra

 Contamination, accumulation of toxic su
c
bstances 
es 

 
SAC
 S  impacts cannot be explored in absence 

 Potential exposure to hazardous substan
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 

 Specific Issues 
pec ionific potential in-combinat

of specific waste locations.  
 

 
 
 
Minerals & Waste 
Caerp aste Managem gy & Litter Plan 2004 hilly County Borough Council Municipal W ent Strate
Plan Type  Municipal Waste Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Caerphilly County Borough Council 
Currency 2004 
Reg nio /Geographic Coverage Caerph gh Council administrative boundaries illy County Borou
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The Strategy describes the current waste situation within the 
authority, what targets and objectives the authority needs to 
achieve and how it proposes to achieve them. 
 
Strategic aims for the period 2004/05 to 2006/07 
 

Ove
 
Rec
Air P

 nd 

rarching Development Pressures 

ycling 
ollution/ Disturbance 

Transport and energy emissions generated by collection, sorting a
processing 
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Minerals & Waste 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Municipal Waste Management Strategy & Litter Plan 2004 

1. Continually improve the services we provide in terms 
of efficiency, reliability and customer focus. 

2. Adhere to the waste hierarchy in our management 
of waste issues. 

3. Divert 25% BMW from landfill by 2010 and start to 
make preparations for the later Landfill Directive 
targets of 50% diversion by 2013 and 65% diversion by 
2020. 

4. Recycle and compost a minimum of 15% MSW by 
2003/04, 25% by 2006/07 and 40% by 2009/10. 

5. Improve awareness raising programmes to reach a 
greater proportion of the population of Caerphilly 
County Borough. 

6. Increase participation rates in the kerbside recycling 
scheme and boost capture rates. 

7. Reduce the amount of waste that CCBC generates 
and set up schemes for the recycling and 
composting of council waste. 

8. Make provision for the collection of special wastes at 
ty sites. 

ainable waste management. 
mmunicate with residents 

tters of service delivery. 

Me
Air P

ronmental impacts 

(energy from waste) 

rgy from Waste) 
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 

er – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 
nic material 

very 
ion 

e, dust, traffic, visual amenity, potential to impact fauna and flora 
e water 

Gaseous emissions include odour, acid gas, heavy metals, 
particulates, organic compounds 

ill ash/ scrap] 
dioxins, heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 

 Dust, noise and odour associated with industrial process 
Composting 
Air/ Water Pollution, Introduced/Invasive Species 

 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of spores [non-native], requirement for buffer zones (at least 

nd sensitive receptors)  250 metres between composting operations a
 Production of liquid pollutant 
 Potential for combustion 

chan ment (MBT) ical Biological Treat
ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 

r envi Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wide
analogous with industrial process 
 Processes produce residue 

Refuse Derived Fuel 
Air Pollution 

 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 
Anaerobic Digestion (ene

civic ameni
9. Work closely with partners in all sectors to attain  Wastewat

nitrogen and orga
Incineration with Energy Reco

sust
10. Continue to consult and co

and other stakeholders on ma
 

Air/ Water Pollut
 Nois
 Deposition of substances on surfac

Solid, liquid emissions   
 

 Ash residues comprising fine particles, [need to landf
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Minerals & Waste 
Caerphilly County Borough Council Municipal Waste Management Strategy & Litter Plan 2004 

 Contamination, accumulatio
andfill & Landraise 

n of toxic substance (food chain)] 

Pollution, Invasive Species, Land Take 
bon monoxide emissions 

s 

bstances 

 
SAC

ts cannot be explored in absence of 

L
Air/ Water 

 Methane and car
 Leachate, salts, heavy metals, biodegradable and persistent organic
 Accumulation of hazardous substances in soil 
 Topography alteration, visual intrusion 

ccupancy, prevention of other land uses  Soil o
 Attraction of vermin 
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic su
 Potential exposure to hazardous substances 
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 

 Specific Issues 
Specific potential in-combination impac
specific waste locations. 

 
 
Minerals & Waste 
Cardiff Council Local Development Municipal Waste Management Strategy 2005 
Plan Type  Municipal Waste Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Cardiff Council 
Currency 2005 - 2010 
Region/Geographic Coverage Cardiff Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
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Minerals & Waste 
Cardiff Council Local Development Municipal Waste Management Strategy 2005 
his strategy provides a detailed plan for managing Cardiff’s OverarcT

municipal waste to 2010, although consideration is also
given to the requirements to 2020. Changes in legislati
axation an

 
on, 

d attitudes to waste, dictate that a regular 
cessary every 3 years, with the first 

osting and reuse schemes for 
bly Government 

 from 
ll be 

de  process itself, or part of other residual treatment 
ent 

r Delivery of 
th
Management Infrastructure 
 
The Strategy provides an indication of the likely land 
requirements for the principal elements of waste 
management infrastructure that will be required to deliver 

e should be seen as being 

te specific design issues that influence the actual 
nts for each element. 

 
Rec
Air P

d 

Me
Air P

ronmental impacts 

(energy from waste) 

rgy from Waste) 
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 
 Wastewater – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 

nitrogen and organic material 
n with Energy Recovery 

Air/ Water Pollution 
sual amenity, potential to impact fauna and flora 

t
review of detail will be ne
review to be undertaken in 2007. 
 
The y for Cardiff is as follows:  strateg
 
Expansion of recycling, comp
municipal waste such that the Welsh Assem
targets for each of the target years of 2006/07 and 2009/10 

to are met. Recycling and composting levels will increase 
50 013, with significant recovery of value% by the year 2
energy from waste. Continued landfill of final residues wi
required. Energy from Waste can be a standalone 

dicated
technologies such as Mechanical Biological Treatm
lea n  the production of a refuse derived fuel. di g to
 
Predicted Land Requirements and Timescales fo

e Municipal Waste 

hing Development Pressures 

ycling 
ollution/ Disturbance 
 Transport and energy emissions generated by collection, sorting an

processing 
 Dust, noise and odour associated with industrial process 

Composting 
Air/ Water Pollution, Introduced/Invasive Species 

 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of spores [non-native], requirement for buffer zones (at least 

nd sensitive receptors)  250 metres between composting operations a
 Production of liquid pollutant 
 Potential for combustion 

chan ment (MBT) ical Biological Treat
ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 

r envi Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wide
analogous with industrial process 
 Processes produce residue 

Refuse Derived Fuel 
Air Pollution 

 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 
Anaerobic Digestion (ene

this strategy for Cardiff. Thes
indicative only at this stage since there will be a number of Incineratio
si
requireme  Noise, dust, traffic, vi
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Minerals & Waste 
Cardiff Council Local Development Municipal Waste Management Strategy 2005 
 
Indicative Land Requirements for W

y: 
aste Infrastructure 

pprox. 25 hectares over a life of (say) 10 year 
ment Plant 

ion Facility extension 

0.25ha each site (nominal area only) 

 Deposition of substances on surface water 

d gas, heavy metals, 
particulates, organic compounds 

oxins, heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 
Contamination, accumulation of toxic substance (food chain)] 

La
Ai

ssions 
ate, salts, heavy metals, biodegradable and persistent organics 

zardous substances in soil 

 
 

SAC Speci
Specific p  of 
specifi
 

Technolog
 
 Replacement Landfill 
o A
 Mechanical Biological Treat
o 2ha 
 Energy from Waste Plant 
o 2ha 
 Materials Reclamat
o Sufficient land available at existing site at Lamby Way 
 Household Waste Recycling Centre (2 No. required) 
o 1 each site 
 Compost processing, in-vessel (including maturation 

area) 
o 2ha 
 Additional compost processing, open windrow 
o 2ha 
 ‘Bring’ points (approximately 35 required) 
o 0.15-

 

 Solid, liquid emissions  
Gaseous emissions include odour, aci 

 Ash residues comprising fine particles, [need to landfill ash/ scrap] 
di
 

ndfill & Landraise 
nd Take r/ Water Pollution, Invasive Species, La

 Methane and carbon monoxide emi
 Leach

Accumul ation of ha
 Topography alteration, visual intrusion 

Soil occupancy, prevention of other land uses 
Attraction of vermin 

ination, accumulation of toxic substances  Contam
 Potential exposure to hazardous substances 
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 

fic Issues 
otential in-combination impacts cannot be explored in absence

c waste locations. 

 
 
 
Minerals & Waste Strategies 
Ne rategy ath Port Talbot County Borough Council Municipal Waste St 2004 
 
Plan Type Municipal Waste Strategy 
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Minerals & Waste Strategies 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2004 
 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council 
Currency 2004 
Region/Geographic Coverage Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council administrative boundary 
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The p rough 
Coun
 
Co
Ma
recyc s 

Ho
 
Th  of 
mu
el
 
 

, 

ed 
or waste minimisation initiatives. 

 Continuation and review of the recently introduced 

pment Pressures 
 
Recycli
Air P

emissions generated by collection, sorting 

 with industrial process 
Co
Air/ Wa

pores [non-native], requirement for buffer zones (at 
erations and sensitive 

  for combustion 
Me
Air P

environmental 
ith industrial process 

Refu
Air P

 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 

referred strategy for Neath Port Talbot County Bo
cil is as follows: 

ntinuation of the treatment of municipal solid waste at the 
terials Recovery and Energy Centre alongside the kerbside 

ling and composting scheme; and the improved facilitie
for the collection of source segregated green waste at the 

usehold Waste and Recycling Centres. 

e strategy, which is currently in place for the management
nicipal solid waste (MSW), comprises the following key 

ements: 

Continuation of the number of waste minimisation and 
awareness issues, for example, multimedia campaigns
schools’ schemes, home-composting and the 
commissioning of a waste audit to measure Council deriv
waste and identify areas f

kerbside recycling and composting scheme.  The scheme 
presently serves the majority of the households in County 
Borough.  It is the intention to expand the service to all 
suitable properties, including flats and sheltered housing. 

Overarching Develo

ng 
ollution/ Disturbance 
 Transport and energy 

and processing 
Dust, noise and odour associated 

mposting 
ter Pollution, Introduced/Invasive Species 
 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of s

least 250 metres between composting op
receptors)  
 Production of liquid pollutant 

Potential
chanical Biological Treatment (MBT) 

ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 
 Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wider 

impacts analogous w
 Processes produce residue 

se Derived Fuel (energy from waste) 
ollution 
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Minerals & Waste Strategies 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2004 
 
 Continual review of the HWRC’s improvements, which 

consisted of: 
o The re-branding of Civic Amenity Centres to Household

Waste and Recycling Centres to remove ambiguity as t
the purpose of such facilities. 

o The provision of cont

 
o 

ainers for the collection of source 
segregated green garden waste.  Previously this waste 
was co-collected with residual waste. The new 
arrangement allows this waste to be accounted for 
achieving composting targets. 

o The provision of facilities for the collection of hazardous 
waste, such as used paint (redistributed via the Re>Paint 
Scheme), fluorescent tubes, asbestos, oils and solvents. 

 The treatment of all municipal solid waste at the Materials 
Recovery and Energy Centre (MREC) located within the 
County Borough.  This facility has the ability to treat both 
mixed waste and source segregated waste via separate 
unit processes (kerbside collected recyclate and materials 

ehold Waste and Recycling Centres etc).  The 
SW, 

19% to 22% of the MSW and recover energy from 
evels of recycling and 

lsh Assembly Government’s 
 Green waste is composted off-site elsewhere to 

anagement solution is to treat 
very and Energy Centre (MREC).  

 of MBT and is a fully integrated facility 
located at Cr

from the Hous
facility has the capacity to compost 20% to 28% of the M

rocess the waste of 

 (energy from Waste) 

fine particles, [need to landfill ash/ scrap] 
dioxins, heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substance (food chain)] 

Landfill & Landraise 
Air/ Water Pollution, Invasive Species, Land Take 

 Methane and carbon monoxide emissions 
 heavy metals, biodegradable and persistent 

on of hazardous substances in soil 
pography alteration, visual intrusion 

s 
 
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substances 
 Potential exposure to hazardous substances 

 

Anaerobic Digestion
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 
 Wastewater – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 

nitrogen and organic material 
Incineration with Energy Recovery 
Air/ Water Pollution 

 Noise, dust, traffic, visual amenity, potential to impact fauna and 
flora 
 Deposition of substances on surface water 
 Solid, liquid emissions  
 Gaseous emissions include odour, acid gas, heavy metals, 

particulates, organic compounds 
 Ash residues comprising 

 Leachate, salts,
organics 

recycle 
31% to 33% of the MSW.  These l
composting achieve the We
targets.
ensure a quality product. 

 
The County Borough’s waste m
all MSW at the Materials Reco
The MREC is a form

 Accumulati
 To
 Soil occupancy, prevention of other land use

Attraction of vermin 

ymyln Burrows designed to p
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 
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Minerals & Waste Strategies 
Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2004 
 
Neath Port Talbot and Bridgend County Borough Councils.  The 

n-
f 
d 

aterials Recovery and Energy Centre (MREC) at Crymyln Burrows is 
Crymlyn Bog SA and Ramsar site.  The Neath Port 

e 

likely effects 
mlyn Bog SAC and Ramsar 

the application of 

e
ntegrity of Crymlyn Bog SAC/ Ramsar 

facility has the ability to handle both segregated and no
segregated wastes and aims to divert in the order of 75% o
waste away from landfill through recycling, composting an
the production of fuel. 
 

SAC Specific Issues 
 The M

in close proximity to 
Talbot UDP proposes a new urban village at Llandarcy which is also clos
to Crymlyn Bog providing a mixed use development on brownfield land 
as an extension to the Neath urban area at Skewen.   
A  Appropriate Assessment was carried out in regard to the  n
of the Unitary Development Plan on the Cry
site and Kenfig SAC.  The AA concluded that 
regulatory policies within the respective UDPs, together with the 
Appropriate Assessment procedure provide a secure mechanism to 

nsure that allocations neither individually or in-combination would 
create an adverse effect on the i
and Kenfig SAC.  

 
 
 
Minerals & Waste 
Va egy 2004 le of Glamorgan Council Municipal Waste Strat
Plan Type  Municipal Waste Strategy 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Vale of Glamorgan Council 
Currency 2004 - 2010 
Region/Geographic Coverage Vale of Glamorgan Council administrative boundaries 
Sector Waste 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
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Minerals & Waste 
Vale of Glamorgan Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2004 
The preferred strategy is as follows: 
 
Expa
waste su  the 
targe
exc
Mechan  of 
waste re
 
The stra
number 
 
 W  of 

wast  for 
th
 

m  
ov
level 
 En  

(H
impro res and 

use. 

 
ed 

community based recycling centres. 
 Development of waste handling and treatment facilities 

within the context of a ‘Waste Resource Park’, to include 

Ove
 
Rec
Air P

d 

Me
Air P

ronmental impacts 

(energy from waste) 

n aste) 
Air/Water Pollution 

 Emissions to air – odour (during collection, transport and pre-
treatment) 
 Wastewater – potential for high concentrations of metals, dissolved 

nitrogen and organic material 
Incineration with Energy Recovery 
Air/ Water Pollution 

 Noise, dust, traffic, visual amenity, potential to impact fauna and flora 

nsion of recycling and reuse schemes for municipal 
ch that the waste strategy targets for each of

t years of 2006/07 and 2009/10 are met and in fact 
eeded.  All residual waste would be sent to a 

ical Biological Treatment plant.  Continued landfill
sidues will be required. 

tegy for the Vale of Glamorgan will comprise a 
of key elements, as follows: 

aste minimisation is central to reducing the amount
e produced in the Vale, and this will be a priority

e Council over the next few years. 
Continued development of the kerbside collection 
scheme for dry recyclable and organic (compostable) 

aterials.  It will be necessary to develop the scheme
er the period up to 2009/10 in order to achieve the 

of diversion required to meet the targets. 
hancement of the Household Waste Recycling Centre
WRC) provision across the Authority to facilitate 

ved access to the principal population cent
increased diversion of materials for recycling and re
This will include replacement of the two existing civic 
amenity sites in Sully and Llandow. 
Enhancement of the existing network of ‘Bring Sites’, to 
include the provision of a number of strategically locat

rarching Development Pressures 

ycling 
ollution/ Disturbance 
 Transport and energy emissions generated by collection, sorting an

processing 
 Dust, noise and odour associated with industrial process 

Composting 
Air/ Water Pollution, Introduced/Invasive Species 

 Odour, litter, possible vermin generation 
 Release of spores [non-native], requirement for buffer zones (at least 

nd sensitive receptors)  250 metres between composting operations a
 Production of liquid pollutant 
 Potential for combustion 

chan ment (MBT) ical Biological Treat
ollution, Land Take, Hydrology 

r envi Emissions, traffic impacts, land take and wide
analogous with industrial process 
 Processes produce residue 

Refuse Derived Fuel 
Air Pollution 

 Emission concerns, particulates and potentially dioxins 
aerobic Digestion (energy from WA
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Minerals & Waste 
Vale of Glamorgan Council Municipal Waste Strategy 2004 

the following: 
o Provision of a Materials Recycling Facility (MRF) to 

deal with recyclable materials diverted at the 
kerbside and at HWRCs and ‘Bring Sites’. 

sel’ composting facility 
r the treatment of kerbside segregated organic 

en waste and organic 

This will need to be in place to meet the 2006/07 
ing targets of 10% and 15%, 

ly. 

 

recycling or composting). 
medium to long term (by 
, of a residual waste 

 

 

 Deposition of substances on surface water 
 Solid, liquid emissions  

dour, acid gas, heavy metals, 
ounds 

s, [need to landfill ash/ scrap] 
 heavy metals salts, unreacted lime and carbon 

n)] 

Ai ollution, Invasive Species, Land Take 
Methane and carbon monoxide emissions 

sistent organics 

 
SA
 sence 

of
 

 Gaseous emissions include o
particulates, organic comp

o Development of an ‘in-ves
fo
materials (including gre
kitchen wastes). 

o 
and 2009/10 compost
respective

o Provision of facilities for the local reuse and 
reprocessing of materials segregated from the 
municipal waste stream. 

o Provision of a new Household Waste Recycling 
Centre (HWRC) to replace the existing civic amenity
site in Sully. 

o Provision of a waste transfer facility for residual 
waste (i.e. materials that are not segregated for 

o Possible provision, in the 
2010, or soon thereafter)
treatment facility. 

The continued use of small scale farm-based open 
windrow composting in the short term for green wastes.  
Open windrow techniques will also be required for further 
maturation of the product from the ‘in-vessel’ facility. 

 Ash residues comprising fine particle
dioxins,
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substance (food chai

Landfill & Landraise 
r/ Water P
 
 Leachate, salts, heavy metals, biodegradable and per

stances in soil  Accumulation of hazardous sub
 Topography alteration, visual intrusion 
 Soil occupancy, prevention of other land uses 
 Attraction of vermin 
 Contamination, accumulation of toxic substances 
 Potential exposure to hazardous substances 
 Impact on surface water runoff, flood risk 

C Specific Issues 
Specific potential in-combination impacts cannot be explored in ab

 specific waste locations.  
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Other Plans and Programmes 
 
Development Plan 
Bre 014  con Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2
Plan Type National Park Management Plan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 
Currency 2009 - 2014 
Region/Geographic Coverage Brecon Beacons National Park Authority administrative boundary 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
The

ct  years to bring 

the
an
ma
prio

4. 

 or 
e 

 Plan sets a vision for the future of the Park and specifies 
ions and outcomes to pursue in the next fivea

the Park closer to this shared vision.  The Plan promotes 
coordinated implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of 

se activities collectively across a wide range of partners 
d stakeholders.  In essence, it creates a framework for Park 
nagement, guiding decision-making and developing 
rities. 

 
Twenty-year Aims for Biodiversity 
 

Ensure that sustainable management of designated sites 
maintains habitats and species populations in favourable 
condition.  As examples of the best habitats and species 
within the National Park, it is critical to ensure designated 
sites (e.g., SSSIs, SACs, NNRs, etc.) are brought into,
remain, in favourable condition.  The designations provid
the means to ensure that these sites are managed with 
special regard to biodiversity conservation.  However, these 
sites still need to be managed in a wider context, to be 

Overarching Development Pressures 
 Housing and employment growth - direct land take and increased 

transport movements and associated air pollutants. 
 Water abstraction for expanding communities - potential to impact 

surface and groundwater. 
 Recreational pressures from housing/ development that is close to 

European sites. 
 
SAC Specific Issues 
 Specific potential in-combination impacts cannot be explored in 

absence of specific development locations.  
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Development Plan 
Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2014  

considered as the focal sites of developing functional 
ecosystems at a landscape scale.  Their sustainable 
management can be a catalyst to achieving better 
habitat condition in the surrounding land.  

e
 
1. 

he 

 
. e a first class planning service.  In order to make its 

onsistency 

 
3. e 

ary authorities.  

 

 
4. 

 
Tw nty-year Aims for Planning and Development  

Prepare an LDP which is responsive to drivers of change 
and enables development to meet identified needs.  The 
NPA will prepare an LDP which is resilient and responsive to 
drivers of change and which is proactive in mitigating t
effects of climate change where possible.  

Provid2
services first class, the NPA will strive to improve c
of decision making, increase public engagement in, 
understanding of, and satisfaction with the NPA‘s planning 
service, and improve relationships with partner 
organisations.  

Ensure that there is sufficient land for market and affordabl
housing to meet the identified need.  The NPA is not a 
housing authority; this is the role of the unit
Nonetheless the NPA works closely with the relevant 
Housing Authorities in the preparation of the Local Housing
Market Assessments and Local Housing Strategies.  

Allocate sufficient land for the provision of a variety and 
mix of employment opportunities to encourage a better link 
between the provision of employment and housing.  The 
NPA and its partners will ensure the availability of land and 
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Development Plan 
Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2014  

investment in the Park is consistent with the special qualities 
of the area and avoids damage to important nature 
conservation sites and species.  

vitality and viability of the 
 

tributes 
d 

thy and safe lifestyle and promotes well 

6. 
 

e 

 This Sustainable Design Guide will 

7. ity to 

  Similarly, its low 
 light 

tly to 
a 

 
. Maintain and encourage the 5

Park’s communities and town centres.  From the standpoint
of local communities, this means that the NPA and its 
partners should encourage development which con
to the creation of sustainable places, promotes integrate
communities, with opportunities for living, working and 
socialising for all, and enables development that 
encourages a heal
being.  

 
Improve the physical quality, energy efficiency, 
accessibility and sustainable design and construction of all
development throughout the park.  In keeping with the 
National Park‘s commitments to sustainability and the 
climate change agenda, the NPA is producing up-to-dat
guidance on sustainable building design and materials in 
the National Park.
become an exemplar in sustainable design.  

 
Minimise light and noise pollution.  Despite its proxim
urban centres such as Cardiff, Bristol, and Swansea, the 
Park boasts a dark night sky year round where, on clear 
nights, a plethora of stars can be seen.
population density and lack of major motorways limit
and noise pollution.  These factors contribute significan
the sense of tranquillity and remoteness so often cited as 
key special quality of the Brecon Beacons National Park.  
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Development Plan 
Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2014  

The NPA and its partners will seek to maintain and enhance 
these attributes.  

nty-year Aims
 
we  for Transport  

velopment of the Park‘s 

2. 

  The need to travel should be reduced, and 
t 
 

el, 
d 

e and 

 
. 

p working, this 
 made of existing 

T
 
1. Reduce the need for travel by controlling the location and 

design of development. The NPA works closely with 
highway authorities in the  production of integrated 
transport and land-use strategies and will be considering 
these factors as part of the de
forthcoming Local Plan.  

 
Provide an integrated transport system that encourages 
healthy and active lifestyles, and supports local 
communities.
the attractiveness of public transport increased, withou
adversely affecting the overall quality of people's lives. 
Better links between public transport, recreational trav
and access to the countryside would benefit tourists an
residents alike.  

 
3. Maintain and develop Beacons Bus as key delivery 

mechanism for visitor transport.  The project should 
continue to grow in time and space with the aim of 
covering as much of the summer season as possibl
increasing routes to meet demand.  

Encourage and support use of the weekday service 4
network.  Achievable only by partnershi
process needs to ensure that best use is
services by ensuring that journeys are made easier for 
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Development Plan 
Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2014  

visitors with high quality marketing, information, and ser
provision including excellent customer care from transport
operators.  

vice 
 

Encourage the development of new services aimed at the 
visitor market.  Partnership working to develop and market 

e needs of visitors in mind to provide 
e attractions and outdoor activity locations 

nce transport to the 
to this process is integration with a 

or rail/coach/bus interchanges to work efficiently for 

Work with Transport Generators on Green Travel Plans.  
tractions, festivals, tourism 

 other organisations can minimise their 
through the adoption of Green Travel Plans.  

ever 

ublic. 

 
5. 

services with th
transport to thos
that would especially benefit.  

 
6. Facilitate sustainable long dista

National Park.  The key 
need f
visitors.  

 
7. 

Public and private sector at
businesses, and
impacts 

 
8. Support working practices and behaviour change initiatives 

that reduce the Park’s greenhouse gas emissions and 
reduce people’s dependency on fossil fuels for transport.   

 
9. Develop Sustainable Travel Marketing.  What

mechanisms are adopted, it is essential that they are 
attractively and consistently marketed to the visiting p  

 
Twenty-year Aims for Waste Management  
 
1. Promote the waste hierarchy of reduce, reuse, and recycle 
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Development Plan 
Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2009-2014  

across all sectors of the National Park.  The NPA and
partners should seek to minimize the production of waste 
and seek to contribute to sustainable waste solutions.  

 

 its 

 
 
Development Plan 
Cardiff International Airport Master Plan 2006  
Plan Type Masterplan 
Plan Owner/ Competent Authority Cardiff International Airport 
Currency 2006 
Region/Geographic Coverage administrative boundary 
Sector Planning 
Related work SA/SEA HRA/AA N/A 
Document Details Potential impacts that could cause ‘in-combination’ effects 
Runway 
It is not envisaged that any runway extension is required t
meet the traffic forecasts; a taxiway extension would satisfy t
increased traffic.  The taxi

Overarching Development Pressures 
 Increased air traffic - increased levels of disturbance (noise), emissions 

and recreational pressure.  
 Improvements to highways access - increase in recreational pressure as 

a result of improved access.   
 
SAC Specific Issues 
 
 A greater number of planes and improved highways access has the 

potential to increase the levels of recreational pressure at Cardiff Beech 
Woods SAC. 
 Cardiff Beech Woods SAC - All component SSSIs are used to a greater or 

lesser extent for recreation 

o 
his 

way extension would provide a 
arallel route running right to the end of the runway pavement.p  

 
Terminal, Aprons, Car Parks and Access Roads 
It is likely that, in addition to a reorganisation of the existing 
stand layout, additional stands and parking areas will be 
required within this time frame. 
 
There is no requirement for a new terminal at any time in the 
planned period.  It is anticipated that all the growth forecast purposes. Castell Coch Woodlands and 
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Development Plan 
Cardiff International Airport Master Plan 2006  
can be accommodated by modest extensions and re-

e organisations of the existing terminal building.  The floor spac
of the Terminal totals at approximately 47,800 sq m. in 2030.  

sed on 6000 sq m per million passengers, which is an Ba
ndard, this would provide for projected 

 
ut 

 a 

e Cross and Bonvilston and the A4226 (Five Mile 
g the trunking of the route, 

d, 

n 
, providing an alternative route to the current 

signed route via Wenvoe and north Barry.  This would involve 
the following proposals: 
 Junction capacity enhancement, (junction at south end 

A4226 Five Mile Lane / Waycock Road with A4050 in north 
Barry at Green Farm); 

Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd experience the most recreation pressure, 
and are popular for walking, climbing and mountain biking. The Taff train 
runs through part of the Castell Coch Woodlands site and the historic 
building of Castell Coch attracts many visitors, which increases the 
access pressure on the woodlands. The road section is becoming 
increasingly popular for climbing, and this is unlikely to be a problem for 
the geological interest of the site.  However, climbing could be 
potentially damaging to trees at the top of the crag. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

accepted sta
passenger numbers of 7.9million for 2030. 
 
Car parking will be accommodated by structural car parking
on the existing car parking sites.  This will minimise land take b
may lead to a slight increase in visual intrusion. 
 
Highways Access 
 
Short-term 
It was proposed in the Culverhouse Cross Study to implement
range of public transport and highway improvements, 
including the 'trunking' of the existing A48 between 
Culverhous
Lane) to the airport.  Followin
highway improvements to the existing route were propose
largely to improve safety. 
 
Medium Term 
In the Culverhouse Cross Study it is proposed to improve the 
A48/ Five Mile Lane route from the Culverhouse Cross junctio
o the airportt
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Development Plan 
Cardiff International Airport Master Plan 2006  
 Safety enhancements on Five Mile Lane / Waycock Road; 
 Junction capacity and safety enhancements at the Five 

A48 (Sycamore Cross). 

erm, further improvements of this route to allow 
 Culve

erred o
airport from the M4 at Junct

h
g

n 34 of 

These longer-term proposals
Trunk Road Forward Program
Government, which indicate mmencement of work after 
March 2010. 
 
Future Opportunities for Rail 
A number of options for introdu
Rhoose Cardiff International
considered. The options gen
principle of two all-station V
Vale of Glamorgan line and at
from Bristol. 
 

Mile Lane junction with 
 
Longer Term 
In the longer-t
airport traffic to avoid
considered.  The pref

rhouse Cross were to be 
ption involved a new link to the 

n 34 to the A48 at Sycamore io
Cross. In conjunction with t

rate
e new highway link, it would be 

possible to provide a st
interchange at Junctio
 

ic park and ride/modal 
the M4. 

 are referred to in Phase 3 of the 
me of the Welsh Assembly 
 a cos

cing enhanced services to 
 Airport station have been 
erally revolve around the basic 

alley Lines services per hour on the 
 least one interurban service 
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Appendix 5: Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 
 
Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
Qualifying Features Annex II Species primary reason for selection: 

 Marsh fritillary butterfly  Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas) aurinia 
 

Conservation Objectives 
(As defined by CCW, 

Co
M

 
sa
 
 The site will contribute towards supporting a sustainable metapopulation of the marsh fritillary in the 

ust be 
in good condition, although not all is expected to be found within the SAC.  Some will be on nearby land within 

he 
species. 

 

nservation Objective for Feature 1:  
arsh fritillary butterfly  Euphydryas (Eurodryas, Hypodryas) aurinia  

 
Vision for feature 1 
The vision for this feature is for it to be in a favourable conservation status, where all of the following conditions are

tisfied: 

Penderyn/Hirwaun area.  This will require a minimum of 50ha of suitable habitat, of which at least 10ha m

a radius of about 2km.    
 The population will be viable in the long term, acknowledging the extreme population fluctuations of t

 A minimum of 30% of the total site area will be grassland suitable for supporting marsh fritillary.  (As the total
area of the SAC is 66.62 ha, 30% represents approximately 20 ha.)   
 At least 40% of the suitable habitat (approximately 8 ha) must be in optimal condition for breeding marsh 

fritillary. 

2008).15  

 Suitable marsh fritillary habitat is defined as stands of grassland where Succisa pratensis is present and where 
                                                 
15 Countryside Council for Wales (CCW).  2008.  Core Management Plan including conservation objectives for Blaen Cynon Special Area of Conservation (SAC).  
Version1, February 2008.   
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
scrub more than 1 metre tall covers no more than 10% of the stands 
 Optimal marsh fritillary breeding habitat will be characterised by grassland where the vegetation height is 10-20 

cm, with abundant purple moor-grass Molinia caerulea, frequent “large-leaved” devil’s-bit scabious Succisa 
pratensis suitable for marsh fritillaries to lay their eggs and only occasional scrub.  In peak years, a density of 20
larval webs per hectare of optimal habitat will be found across the site. 

0 

 
Key Environmental 
Conditions (factors that 
maintain site integrity) 

 Grazing - Without an appropriate grazing regime, the grassland will become rank and eventually turn to scrub 
and woodland.  Conversely, overgrazing, or grazing by inappropriate stock (particularly sheep) will also lead to 

 
 

us of the species in the Hirwaun/Penderyn area.  

 
our the 

 
 Conserve a cluster of sites in close proximity - existing SAC boundary does not take in all areas of suitable 

cel 

unwanted changes in species composition, through selective grazing, increased nutrient inputs and poaching.  
Balancing grazing is the single most important issue in the management of this site. 

 
 Extent and quality of the marshy grassland as habitat for marsh fritillary. Approximately 50ha of habitat is 

required to maintain the population in the long-term, with at least 10ha is good condition.  Not all is expected
to be within the SAC.  The operational limits reflect the minimum contribution of the Blaen Cynon SAC towards
the favourable conservation stat

 
 Maintain population of devil’s-bit scabious Succisa pratensis - Marsh Fritillary Buttefly’s larval food plant. 

 Hydrological Regime - the drainage and hydrological conditions on the site should be maintained to fav
habitats that support the marsh fritillary and their management. Devil’s-bit scabious prefers moist soils. 

habitat in the surrounding area.  Information available via the Phase I of Wales (CCW 2005)16 indicates 
extensive areas of marshy grassland habitat (within 1 km) to the south and north west of the largest SAC par
(Units 1-4).  The condition of these and other smaller habitat parcels within 2 km of the SAC are currently 

                                                 
16 Countryside Council for Wale W.  2005.  Habitats of Wales.  Phase I Data 1979-1997.  Lowlands and Uplands.  CD ROM available from CCW, Bangor. s CC
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
unknown.   

 
Vulnerabilities (includes 
existing pressures and 
trends) 

 
m 
r 
 

 
 Grazing - suitable areas of grassland are overgrazed while others are undergrazed. 

to 

 
he Cotesia genus.  

sites can have good years and infect a large number of larval webs, causing a crash in the 
nt adult population of marsh fritillary. This factor is outside the influence of the site manager; and an 

tional limit is not required. 
 
 Management of surrounding habitats - The SAC only includes the core of the marsh fritillary habitat (and hence 

core of the meta

 Scrub encroachment - Scrub encroachment is an issue, particularly on some wet grassland areas.   A 
programme of scrub control is currently (2008) being undertaken, but it is likely that even with the ideal grazing
management, a more or less continuous programme of scrub control will be required at this site.  It is clear fro
aerial photographs and from discussions with landowners, that many areas that are currently covered in alde
and willow woodland were formerly wet pasture. Therefore a long-term aim would be to investigate returning
some of this to wet pasture that would likely increase the availability of marsh fritillary habitat. 

 
 Inappropriate tree planting - Parts of Woodland Park and Pontpren, notably units 3 and 4 have been subject 

improvement in preparation for tree planting, including draining, planting with trees and use of fertiliser.   

 Parasites - the larvae of marsh fritillaries can be parasitised by species of braconid wasp of t
The para
subseque
operational limit is not required. 

 
 Weather conditions - Weather conditions have an effect on the breeding success of the marsh fritillary. In 

particular, poor weather conditions during the adult flight period will reduce opportunities for mating, egg-
laying and dispersal from core areas.  Weather conditions during early spring influence the rate of larval 
development of the marsh fritillary and the effects of the parasitic wasp. This site is situated in an area of 
relatively high rainfall, which will has a large influence on the population dynamics of the marsh fritillary. This 
factor is outside the influence of the site manager and an opera

population).  There are likely to be other small areas of habitat outside the SAC boundary 
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
which are used by the butterfly only occasionally, but ch likely contribute to the long-term success of the 

h 

e ground, some landowners may be reluctant to graze large stock.  

ors 
the site as the 

majority of management units are privately owned and have restricted access.  

 whi
metapopulation.   Efforts should be made to encourage better management of these areas of land throug
schemes such as Tir Gofal or through specific grazing projects. 

 
 Owner/occupier objectives - the owners/occupiers of the land typically have an interest in securing some 

financial/agricultural benefit from the land.  This return could be optimised by the agricultural improvement of 
the land, e.g. by installing new drainage, fertiliser application, or re-seeding; however these operations would 
cause significant long-term damage to the marsh fritillary habitat, namely the marshy grassland.  Additionally 
unimproved marshy grasslands that are waterlogged for much of the year are difficult to manage for many 
landowners, possibly resulting in a mixture of over- and under- grazing, with a tendency for scrub to spread.    
Because of the wet nature of some of th
This factor will be controlled through management agreements and the SSSI legislation. An operational limit is 
not required.  

 
 There are no known off-site factors, such as pollution, that are affecting the marsh fritillary to any significant 

extent, although there is still much industry in the locality.  The two overwhelming issues of grazing and scrub 
encroachment would probably obscure any off-site issues.  As management of the site improves off-site fact
may become more apparent.  Recreational pressure is not considered a significant issue on 

 
Predicted Impacts.   Air Quality 

t of 

nd 
se in 

traffic and therefore airborne pollutants in this area, such as ensuring improvements and encouraging the use of 

 
The LDP has the potential to increase levels of traffic along the A465 and A4059 through the developmen
Strategic Site 5: Land South of Hirwaun and Employment allocation 9 (North of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun Ind Estate, 
Hirwaun).  Increased traffic could lead to an increase in airborne pollutants at Blaen Cynon SAC as the A465 a
A4059 are within 200m.  The LDP contains a number of policies that will assist in mitigating any potential increa

 

public transport and walking and cycling routes.  The proposed level of employment development will also help to 
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
reduce daily out-commuting to larger settlements by private car. 
 
Information provided by the Welsh Air Quality Forum17 shows an overall long-term decline in nitrogen dioxide 
(emitted from combustion processes) concentrations in urban areas throughout Wales.  On average the 
concentrations of ozone in rural areas appear to be showing a gradually increasing trend, which according to 
APIS18 could be related to warmer summers.  In urban background areas the increase is much more dramatic as 
concentrations of total NOx (product of combustion of fossil fuels; a major contributor to the formation of ozon
the troposphere and acid deposition) are decreasing.  Ozone (not emitted directly from any man-made source
any significant quantities) in these areas is now much more similar to the rural concentrations.  PM10 Particulate 

oncentrations (solid or liquid particles of soot, dust, smoke, fumes, and aerosols) show a decr

e in 
 in 

ease up until 2004, 
er recent years.   

 SAC 
d 
 

ed 

d in damp acidic or dry calcareous 
hat 

c
but then a slight increase ov
 
The Core Management Plan for the Blaen Cynon SAC (CMP) does not identify air pollution as being a significant 
issue at this site.  “There are no known off-site factors, such as pollution, that are affecting the marsh fritillary to any 
significant extent, although there is still much industry in the locality”.  It also states that as management of the
habitat improves, off-site factors could become more apparent.  Based on information provided in the CMP an
from the JNCC site level management issues (grazing and scrub management) are currently the most important
factor in terms of maintaining and improving the marsh fritillary habitat.  With these factors in mind it is assess
that the LDP alone will not have significant effects on Blaen Cynon SAC in relation to air quality. 
 
Hydrological Regime 
 
Marsh fritillaries are essentially grassland butterflies and although populations may occur occasionally on wet 

eath, bog margins and woodland clearings, most colonies are founh
grasslands.  The drainage and hydrological conditions on the site should be maintained to favour the habitats t
support the marsh fritillary and their management - Devil’s-bit scabious prefers moist soils.  Blaen Cynon SAC is 

                                                 
17 Air Quality in Wales (Accessed on 04/09/08) Trends – Air Quality Indicators. Available online: http://www.welshairquality.co.uk/trend.php
18 UK Air Pollution Information Systems. Avaialble online: http://www.apis.ac.uk/  
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Site Name: Blaen Cynon 
Location: SN946066 
Size: 66.83 ha 

Appropriate Assessment Data Proforma 
 

Designation: SAC 
situated close to the source of the Afon Cynon.  Therefore the development proposed in the LDP is unlikely to 
adversely affect water levels through increased abstraction as it is focused in areas further downstream.  There is 
potential however for Strategic Site 5 to influence the hydrological regime at management units 5 and 6 of the 
AC, as they are situated on the valley floor and S are therefore susceptible to alterations in surface and 

ugh 

ary habitat 

groundwater flow from areas at higher altitudes.  In addition, Employment allocation 9 (North of Fifth Avenue, 
Hirwaun Ind Estate, Hirwaun) is situated to the south of SAC units 2 & 3 although is separated by existing industrial 
development.  This area currently supports a mix of neutral and marshy grassland and any affects on the 
hydrological regime here could potentially influence retained habitats and/or the nearby SAC units.  There is 
potential for development proposed in Policy NSA 8 and Employment Allocation 9 to have significant effects on 
Blaen Cynon SAC through changes to the hydrological regime in management units 2,3 5 and 6.  
 
Habitat loss/ fragmentation 
 
The marsh fritillary butterfly Euphydryas aurinia is found in a range of habitats in which its larval food plant, devil’s-

it scabious Succisa pratensis, occurs.  Marsh fritillaries are essentially grassland butterflies and althob
populations may occur occasionally on wet heath, bog margins and woodland clearings, most colonies are 
found in damp acidic or dry calcareous grasslands.  Approximately 50ha of habitat is required to maintain the 
population in the long-term; with at least 10ha is good condition.  The operational limits reflect the minimum 
contribution of the Blaen Cynon SAC towards the favourable conservation status of the species in the 

irwaun/Penderyn area.  As mentioned previously the SAC only includes the core of the marsh fritillH
(and hence core of the metapopulation).  There are likely to be other small areas of habitat outside the SAC 
boundary which are used by the butterfly only occasionally, but which likely contribute to the long-term success of 
the metapopulation.  This is recognised throughout the AA and is identified earlier in the table as a key factor in 
maintaining site integrity (conserving a cluster of sites in close proximity).   
 
Strategic site 5 Land South of Hirwaun and Employment allocation 9 (North of Fifth Avenue, Hirwaun Ind Estate, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
19 CCW (2008) Core Management Plan Including Conservation Objectives for Blaen Cynon SAC. Available online: http://www.ccw.gov.uk/landscape--
wildlife/protecting-our-landscape/special-sites-project-landing.aspx  
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Designation: SAC 
Hirwaun) are adjacent to Blaen Cynon SAC.  The sites will not lead to direct loss of designated habitat but could 
lead to the loss and fragmentation of important surrounding habitat.  One of the conservation objectives for the 
SAC identifies that not all habitat used by the Marsh Fritillary is expected to be found within the SAC, “some will be
on nearby land within a radius of about 2km

 

ted for 4.17ha of B2 
ustry) and B8 (storage and distribution) employment use (Employment Allocation 9).  The site is within 

en Cynon SAC - separated by an area of industrial land - and has the potential to lead to loss of 

evelopment.  It is assessed that to the north of the site there is enough space and 
suitable cess 
retaine
availabilit
have signi
 
Policy 
36ha of e
45ha of o
settlement

re 

19”.   
 

olicy NSA 14 puts forward a site that is situated north of Fifth Avenue in Hirwaun and is allocaP
(general ind

00m of Bla2
suitable habitat for the Marsh Fritillary.  The Phase 1 Habitat Survey of Wales (CCW 2005) shows that this site, if 
developed, will lead to the loss of a small area of marshy grassland although a greater area than that lost would 

e retained to the west of the db
 habitat - between the site and Penderyn Reservoir - to act as a corridor, allowing marsh fritillary to ac

d marshy grassland and other similar habitats to the west.  Given the size of the allocation and the 
y of suitable habitat in the surrounding areas to the north and west, it is not likely that this allocation will 
ficant effects on Blaen Cyon SAC through loss of suitable habitat for the Marsh Fritillary. 

NSA 8 identifies land South of Hirwaun for the provision of 1000 dwellings (400 during the life of the plan), 
mployment and 2,000m² of retail use.  The site is approximately 175ha, which includes the provision of 
pen space to the south of the site.  It is within 300m of Blaen Cynon SAC - separated by the A465 and the 
 of Hirwaun - and has the potential to lead to loss of suitable habitat for the Marsh Fritillary.   

 
The Phase 1 Habitat Survey of Wales (2005) shows that this site, if developed, will lead to the loss of a substantial 
area of marshy grassland.  The marshy grassland does not cover the entire site; the majority is concentrated in the 
north west from the A4061 to tower road, while there is also a smaller area within the eastern section of the site.  
During years with a high Marsh Fritillary count it is possible that the loss of such a large area of marshy grassland 
could have significant effects on the availability of suitable habitat.  Development could also have the potential 
to alter the hydrological regime of the area, which could lead to the drying out of marshy grassland and therefo
loss of suitable habitat.  If the majority of land were to be developed not only would there be a loss of suitable 
habitat there would also be fragmentation as access to marshy grassland to the south of the site would be 
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Designation: SAC 
restricted due to the development.  As the site is situated to the south of the marshy grassland comprising SA
units 5 &6, with other similar habitat present to the north and west of Units 1-4, , development south of Rhigos 
A4061)  is not likely to have a significan

C 
Road 

t effect on the core metapopulation of Marsh Fritillary.  However, there is 
t effects on the wider metapopulation during years with a high count as the ability of the 
rse will be restricted due to the loss of the potential habitat corridor between the Hirwaun 

(
potential for significan
Marsh Fritillary to dispe
Industrial Estate and Hirwaun itself, which allows access to marshy grassland in the south.   
 

Potential In-combination Air Quality  
 effects (screening) 
These pl
A4059 as i
 

 in close proximity to the SAC.  This in-combination with the 
development proposed in the LDP has the potential to increase habitat loss/ fragmentation and 

orne pollutants through increased traffic.   
 The Brecon Beacons National Park Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy indentifies the potential 

.  Development in this area has the potential to increase levels of traffic along the A4059 which 
is within 200m of Blaen Cynon SAC.  The Preferred Strategy contains strong policies in regard to 

 
As mentio   Based 
on inform
manag
habitat.   will 
not have 
im

ans and programmes have the potential to contribute to increased levels of traffic along the A465 and 
dentified previously: 

 The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 proposes the dualling of the A465 from Abergavenny to 
Hirwaun.  Section 7 (A465:A470 to Hirwaun) is

increase levels of airb

for a small amount of growth in Peneryn, the precise location and size of development is as yet not 
unknown

environmental protection and climate change (minimise greenhouse emissions).    

ned previously air pollution is not identified as being a significant issue for site integrity at this SAC.
ation provided in the CMP and from the JNCC, site level management issues (grazing and scrub 

ement) are currently the most important factor in terms of maintaining and improving the marsh fritillary 
With these factors in mind it is assessed that the LDP in-combination with other plans and programmes
significant effects on Blaen Cynon SAC.  The CMP states that as management of the SAC habitat 

proves, off-site factors could become more apparent, with this in mind air quality should be monitored at the 
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Designation: SAC 
site during the life of the plan to ensure that this issue d t begin to adversely affect habitat integrity.  It is 

ould be 

t for 

venny to 
Hirwaun.  Section 7 (A465:A470 to Hirwaun) is in close proximity to the SAC.  This in-combination with the 

ential 

oes no
worth noting that air quality is almost certainly a consideration in the A465 dualling project and that this w
subject to its own Environmental Impact Assessment that would need to consider the SAC and identify any 
mitigation/monitoring requirements.   
 
Hydrological Regime 
 
These plans and programmes have the potential to contribute to adverse impacts on the hydrological regime at 
management units 5 and 6: 
 

 The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 proposes the dualling of the A465 from Abergavenny to 
Hirwaun.  Section 7 (A465:A470 to Hirwaun) is in close proximity to management units 5 and 6.  This in-
combination with the development proposed in the LDP has the potential to have adverse effects on 
surface and groundwater flow to management units 5 and 6.  As indicated for Air Quality, water quality 
and drainage would require specific consideration as part of the A465 dualling, with due consideration 
given to any possible impacts on the SAC.   

 
Habitat Loss and Fragmentation 
 
These plans and programmes have the potential to contribute to the loss and fragmentation of suitable habita
the Marsh Fritillary: 
 

 The Trunk Road Forward Programme 2002 proposes the dualling of the A465 from Aberga

development proposed in the LDP has the potential to increase habitat loss and fragmentation 
although this issue would require consideration as part of the separate HRA/EIA for the A465 dualling. 
 The Brecon Beacons National Park Local Development Plan Preferred Strategy indentifies the pot

for a small amount of growth in Peneryn, the precise location and size of development is as yet not 
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Designation: SAC 
unknown.  Development in this area has the po tial to lead to direct habitat loss and fragmentation.  

ial in-combination impacts cannot be explored in absence of specific development 
eferred Strategy contains a strong policy in regard to environmental protection.     

e 
l for 

-combination effects on Blaen Cynon SAC gh habitat loss and fragmentation.  

ten
Specific potent
locations.  The Pr

 
The A465 dualling has the potential to act in-combination with development proposed within the LDP (as 
discussed above) through habitat loss and fragmentation.  It is unlikely that the dualling alone would lead to 
significant effects on the SAC as there are already a number of roads for the Marsh Fritillary to cross in order to 
reach habitat to the south of the A465 and the amount of potentially suitable habitat lost  (outside the SAC 
boundary) would be minimal.  However, the dualling will lead to the loss of marshy grassland on either side of th
A465 contributing to the loss of suitable habitat on Strategic Site 5: south of Hirwaun.  There is therefore potentia
significant in  throu
 

Appropriate Assessment  The current condition status of all management units within the SAC are assessed as unfavourable.  This is 
s 
 

om 

SAC throu h the loss and fragmentation of surrounding suitable habitat.  The 
tion of Marsh Fritillary is high, as the 

predominantly due to past and present site level management issues, such as grazing and scrub control, and a
such the LDP is unlikely to have direct significant effects on the condition status of Blaen Cynon SAC.  As the site
level management of the SAC habitat improves, off-site factors should become more apparent and will therefore 
give a greater understanding of the vulnerability and sensitivity of the SAC.  The SAC is also vulnerable to a number 
of factors that are outside the influence of the site manager, such as parasitic wasps and weather conditions.  

Likelihood of adverse 
effect on integrity:  

 
It is anticipated that, unmitigated, there is potential for significant impacts to the integrity of Blaen Cynon SAC fr
development proposed in Policy NSA 8 alone and in-combination with the A465 dualling scheme.  The 
development is not likely to have direct significant effects on the SAC but does have the potential to indirectly 

ave significant effects on the h g
magnitude of this impact will be greater during years when the metapopula
ability of the butterfly to disperse will be restricted due to the loss of the potential habitat corridor between the 
Hirwaun Industrial Estate and Hirwaun itself, which allows access to marshy grassland in the south.   
 
There is also the potential for the developments mentioned above to have significant effects on the hydrological 
regime in management units 5 and 6 of the SAC.  Given that management units 5 and 6 lie at the bottom of the 
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val  have 
m ct the 
hydrological regime as it lies in close proximity to SAC management units 2 and 3.   
 

ley there is the potential for the developments to alter surface and groundwater flow which could
plications for the marshy grassland habitat.  Employment Allocation 9 also has the potential to affei

Possible Avoidance and Local Development Plan 
 
Ensure policy measures are robust in the protection of designated sites.  The LDP should avoid development on 
marshy grassland in the north west area of Strategic Site 5.  The provision of open space in this area would help to 
retain connectivity of suitable habitats to the north and south.  Within the supporting text of Policy NSA 8 it should 
be made clear that there are constraints to the location of development in relation to the marshy grassland in the 
north west (of Strategic Site 5) and that development should be focused in the east/ south east of the site.  This 
would help to retain a significant proportion of marshy grassland and would retain the connectivity of existing 
habitats.   

 
Individual Site Level 
 
Ensure that development within Strategic Site 5 and at Employment Allocation 9 is designed, constructed and 
operated so as to avoid risks of impacts on the Blaen Cynon SAC.  Specifically, development would need to 
ensure that there would be no adverse impacts on the hydrological regime of Blaen Cynon SAC.  Specifics of such 
mechanisms would be taken from mitigation strategies developed from the conclusions of site specific HRA/EIA 
Reports. 
 

Mitigation Measures – 
includes 
recommendations for 
policy/proposals   

Conclude no adverse No adverse effects as long as avoidance and mitigation measures are adhered to.  The LDP would not result in 
any direct impacts to the SAC and the CMP clearly states that site management is the key factor in achieving 
favourable conservation status. 
   

effect on integrity? 

Recommendations for 
Policy/ Proposal 

 Ensure policy measures are robust in the protection of designated sites.   
 LDP should avoid development on marshy grassland in the north west area of Strategic Site 5.  The provision of 
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Designation: SAC 
open space in this area would help to retain connectivity of suitable habitats to the north and south.  
 Supporting text of Policy NSA 8 should make clear that there are constraints to the location of development in 

this strategic site and that development should be focused in the east/ south east of the site.  
 Air quality should be monitored at Strategic Site 5 during the life of the plan and take account of monitoring 

occurring on the SAC to ensure that this issue does not begin to adversely affect habitat integrity. 
 

 
 


